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b) ypotheses

Regulatory genes of HIV-I, HIV-2, and SIV are important in modulating
virus infection and transmission in vivo. Viral proteins R (VFR) and X
(VPX) and the negative factor (NEF) are three of the least well charac-
terized regulatory proteins. Identification of their functions, their
mechanisms of actions, and structure-function relationships of each protein,
in vitro and in vivo will assist in our understanding of the pathogenesis of
HIV induced disease. This information will be critical in defining thera-
peutic approaches to suppressing HIV-I infection, replication, and trans-
mission.

c) Background

i) Basis

HIV-I and HIV-2 cause a slowly progressive immunosuppressive disorder
in humans. One species of simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV) derived from
rhesus macaques, SIV-MAC, can cause a similar disorder in this species of
monkeys (Chakrabarti et al., 1987). Related lentiviruses are found in other
species of monkeys including mandrills (Tsujimoto et al., 1989), sooty
mangabeys (Hirsch et al., 1989), and African green monkeys (Fukasawa et al.,
1988). More distantly related lentiviruses causes immunosuppression in cats
(feline immunodeficiency virus) (Pederson et al., 1987; Luciw et al., 1989).
sheep (visna virus) (Haas et al., 1985). goats (caprine-arthritis encepha-
litis virus) (Narayan & Cork, 1985), and horses (equine infectious anemia
virus (Issel et al., 1986).

These viruses are biologically and structurally related. They differ
from avian and murine rotroviruses in the complex nature of their genomes

In addition to genes encoding structural and enzymatic virion
proteins, GAG, 2OL, and ENV, these viruses all encode a number of regulatory
proteins (Haseltine et al-., 1988). Seven regulatory proteins have been
identified thus far.

TAT is a positive feedback regulator of expression of virion and
regulatory proteins, working primarily at the level of transcriptional
initiation or elongation, and to a lesser degree at a post-transcriptional
level.

REV-is a differential regulator that increases expression of virion
proteins at the expense. of regulatory proteins by increasing the transport
of unspliced and singly spliced mRNAs from the nucleus to the cytoplasm and
by increasing their stability. In addition, a fusion protein between TAT
and REV has recently been described (Felber et al., 1989b); its function is
unknown. 

4

VIF is important for the infectivity of the virus particle by a
post-translational mechanism that remains to be defined. VPU is important
for mature virus assembly at the cell surface. VPR, VPX, and NEF are
additional regulatory proteins whose functions will be the focus of this
study, and will be discussed below.

Regulatory proteins are likely to be important in determining the level
of virus replication at different stages of disease, in determining the
types of interaction with the immune system, and in modulating virus
infectivity and transmission. A better understanding of their structure,
expression, and mechanism of action will undoubtedly improve our under-
standing of pathogenesis, lead to the development of new diagnostic assays,
provide new insights into therapeutic maneuvers which may suppress virus
replication and/or cytopathicity, and assist in the development of a vaccine
for HIV prevention.
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Viral Protein R (VPR)

The vpr gene is found in the genomes of HIV-1., HIV-2, simian immuno-
deficiency virus (SIV) of rhesus macaques (SIV-MAC), SIV of sooty mangabeys
(SIV-SM). but not SIV of African green monkeys (SIV-AGM), or SIV of man-
drills (SIV-14N) (Wong-Staal et al., 1987; Guyader et al. 1987;
Chakrabarti et al., 1987; Fukasawa et al, 1987; Tsujimoto et al., 1989;
Hirsch et al., 1989). An open reading frame is also found in a similar
position in the visna virus genome (Sonigo et al., 1985). The conservation
of the predicted VPR proteins among these different lentiviruses is almost
as great as that of GAG and POL proteins

The HIV-1 VPR protein is 78 amino acids long in several strains,
and 96 amino acids long in the remaining strains (Meyers et al, 1989).
Functional proviral clones of HIV-1 have been identified with either
form of the vpr gene (Dedera et al., 1989, Adachi et al.,
1989). Among the first 70 amino acids, 50Z conservation of amino acid
sequences are noted :-. - '. (Meyers et al, 1989). The HIV-2 VPR protein is
105 amino acids in length, whereas that of SIV-MAC is 97 amino acids long
(Guyader et al., 1987; Chakrabarti et al., 1987).

The VPR proteins of HIV-l, HIV-2, and SIV-MAC are expressed in vivo as
evidenced by the presence of antibodies reactive with recombinant VPR
products in 33-67% of infected humans or rhesus macaques (Wong-Staal et al.,
1987; Lange et al , 1989; Yu et al, 1989). A single antibody to the 96
amino acid form of the HIV-l VPR product has been developed and claimed to
detect a 13,kd VPR protein in cells acutely infected with HIV-l (Lange et
al., 1989). The poor quality of the radioimmunoprecipitation analyses using
this antibody suggest that the specificity and avidity of this antibody are
poor. An antibody to the SIV-MAC VPR product has also recently been
developed (Yu et al., 1989), but results with this antiserum have not yet
been reported. No antibody to the HIV-2 VPR product has yet been developed.-

Work from our laboratory has demonstrated that the HIV-l and HIV-2
VPR products are dispensable for virus infectivity, replication, and
cytopathicity (Dedera et al., 1989 " ). Proviral clones have
been constructed expressing a 2 (R2), 22 (R22), 31 (R31), 40 (R40),.78
(R78 or X), or 96 (R96) amino acid form of the VPR product. No differences
in the above noted parameters were detected in H9, MOLT 3, GEM, U937, or SUP
Tl cell lines, or peripheral blood lymphocytes. HIV-2 proviral clones have
been constructed which express either a 105 (MR105 or SE) or 6 amino acid
(MR7) form of VPR. No alterations in infectivity, replication, or cyto-
pathicity were noted with viruses derived from these clones in H9, MOLT 3,
CEM, SUP Tl, Jurkat, or U937 cell lines, or primary human lymphocytes or
monocytes.

However, recent data suggests a celr-type dependent effect of vpr
expression or action. In MT4 cells, the kinetics or replication of virus
derived from R2 were significantly different from that of R78, with retarded
and diminished virus yield from the vpr mutant .. This finding has
now been obtained in 6 replicate experiments with 3 different preparations
of R2 and R78. Cytopathicity was comparably'depressed. The novel feature
of this cell line which may account for this effect is unknown; there may be
a relationship to human T-lymphotropic virus type 1 (HTLV-I) expression in
MT4 cells.

In addition, we have noted subtle morphological differences of virus
derived from vpr mutant infected cell lines compared to those infected with
the parental virus . R2 virus particles appeared to be less
homogenous and more immature than those derived from R78. This may suggest
an effect of VPR in virus assembly or maturation. Possible alterations in
the structure of the virus particle could accQunt for possible changes in
infectivity of the virus.
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Viral Protein X (VPX)

The vpx gene is found in HIV-2, SIV-MAC, SIV-AGM, SIV-SM, but not
HIV-1 or SIV-MN (Guyader et al., 1987; Chakrabarti et al, 1987; Fukasawa
et al, 1988; Hirsch et al., 1989; Ratner et al., 1985a; Tsujimoto et al,
1989). It is an immunogenic protein cxpressed in vivo, to which 85% of
HIV-2 infected humans and 20% of SlV-MAC infected rhesur macaques generate
antibodies (Kappes et al., 1988; Yu et al., 1988).

The VPX product is a 112 amino acid proline-rich protein which is found
in the virion in equimolar ratio to the GAG cavsid (CA; p24) antigen
(Henderson et al., 1988).. It has also been found ta, be a nucleic acid
binding protein, though specificity for this property remains to be investi-
gated.

Four groups of investigators, including our own group, have now
reported on findings of S1V or HIV-2 viruses with alterations in vpx
(Yu et al., 1988; Guyader et al, 1989; Hu et al., 1989
Kappes et al, 1989). All groups agree that VPX is dispensable for virus
infectivity, replication, and cytopathicity. For example, we have found no
effect of VPX on replication of HIV-2 in CEM, H9, U937, SUP TI, and Jurkat
cell lines. These studies were carried out -with HIV-1 proviral clones
capable of coding for the full-length VPX protein, or a clone with a serine
substitution for the initiator methionine (MXI), a clone, with a termination
co4on at position 22 (HK22), and a clone with the same mutation present in
MXl as well as a frameshift mutation at position 62 and another termination
codon at position 70 (MXl+62).

However, divergent results were obtained in studies of vpx mutant
replication on primary T lymphocytes. Whereas Guyader reported a 10-fold
decrease in HIV-2 replication in the absence of VPX on T lymphocytes, our
own studies have repeatedly failed to detect an alteration in infectivity,
replication, or cytopathicity of HIV-2 viruses in primary human lymphocytes
with-or without vpx (Guyader et al., 1989; Hu et al., 1989 - -). A
more comprehensive examination of kinetics of HIV-2 and SIV replication in
primary human and macaquR lymphocytes and in primary monocytes is clearly
indicated to resolve these potentially important discrepancies.

Our group has recently detected a particularly intriguing property
of VPX to direct HIV-2 budding to particular sites in the cell. In the
presence of VPX, HIV-2 was found in H9 cells to bud intracellularly and
at the plasma membrane . .. The morphology of the virus particles was
generally mature and rather homogeneous. In the absence of VPX, HIV-2 buds
exclusively at the plasma membrane. The virus particles were generally less
mature and less homogeneous.

Negative factor (NEF)

The nef gene, unlike the vpr and vpx genes, is poorly conserved between
different strains of HIV-I and other lentiviruses (Ratner et al., 1985

Meyers et al., 1989). A similar open reading frame, however,
has been described also in HIV-2, SIV-MAC, SIV-AGM, SIV-MN, and SIV-SM
(Guyader et al., 1987; Chakrabarti et al., 1987; Fukasawa et al., 1987;
Tsujimoto et al., 1989; Hirsch et al., 1989).

The NEF protein is immunogenic in vivo in infected humans. Both
humoral and cell-mediated immune responses have been detected to this
protein (Allan et al., 1985; Arya et al., 1986; Franchini et al., 1986 and
1987). Perhaps the most intriguing finding is the identification by several
different investigators of antibodies reactive with NEF early after infec-
tion and frequently prior to the detection of other anti-HIV-I antibodies
(Ameisen et al., 1989a and b; Sabatier, et al., 1989. Reiss, et al., 1989,;
Ronde et al., 1989; Chengsong-Popov et al., 1989; Laure et al., 1989). This
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suggests that NEF may be the first viral protein to be expressed in vivo.
Recent data from tissue culture experiments confirm that NEF mRNA is
expressed after ifection earlier than mRNAs for other regulatory and
structural proteins (Klotman et al., 1989).

Five laboratories, including our own, have now reported that NEF isa
negative regulator of virus replication (Luciw et al., 1986; Terwilliger et
al., 1986; Ahmad & Venketassen et al., 1988; Niederman et al.. 1989 &

Levy et al., 1989). However, one laboratory has failed to
detect an effect of NEF (Kim & Baltimore, 1989). Differences in sequence of
the NEF product expressed or other technical difficulties may explain the
discrepancy. Differences in NEF expression, NEF action, or NEF respon-
siveness have been demonstrated for different HIV-l clones (Levy et al.,
1989). Kim & Baltimore have not yet carried out similar experiments with
proviral clones obtained from any of the five laboratories which have
described down-regulatory effects of NEF.

In studies of SIV-MAC clones, all of those which are capable of giving
rise to virus in macaque lymphocytes have a defect in nef, whereas the
single clone which is not functional has an intact nef gene (Desrosiers,
personnal communication).

Our own laboratory has recently localized the effect of NEF to an
effect on viral RNA levels (Niederman et al., 1989 ). This
effect is at least partially due to an effect on viral transcription as
determined by nuclear run-off experiments. Effects on RNA transport or
degradation have not been excluded. Confirmation of these results was
reported by Ahmad & Venketessan (1988)..

The NEF protein has also been reported to down-regulate human CD4
expression (Guy et al., 1987). However, this study was carried out with
vaccinia expressed NEF,. and only a single control experiment was done
examining another lymphocyte surface antigen, 4B4, which was only minimally
down-regulated. However, differences in stability of different antigens on
the surface of lymphocytes could be reflected in vaccinia infected cells,
and the effect may not be specific to NEF. Further studies of the effects
of NEF on cellular protein expression and growth are warranted.

SNef is expressed as two proteins from the same mRNA due to utilization
of different AUG codons (Ahmad & Venketessan, 1988). When the first AUG
codon is recognized a 206 amino acid, N-myristoylated '27 kd protein is ex-
pressed. This protein may be phosphorylated at the threonine at position 15
by protein kinase C (Guy et al., 1988). A second NEF product is expressed
from utilization of the second AUG codon to produce a 187 amino acid, 25 kd
protein (Ahmad & Venketessan, 1988). Both proteins can bind and cleave GTP,
and can autophosphorylate at a carboxyl terminal serine residue in the
presence of GTP (Guy et al., 1988). Sequence similarities between amino4

acids 95 and I11 of NEF and other nucleoti'e binding proteins are readily
apparent (Samuel et al., 1987; Guy et al., 1988). The possible relation-
ships of these interesting biochemical activities with NEF activity remain
to be investigated.
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P.I.: LU Ra•eSrS M.D., Mb.D. Basic

(6) BCO1

1) 7b define the Auxicti of viral protein R MVR)

a) E~mss HIV-1. HIV-2. and SI vpr 3W nes in E. coli

In the original application, w had proposed to eoqpress each form of vpr in E.
coli, in order to d*amin proteins that oiuld be used for immunization of rabbits far
antibody davelcpit. We have essentially bassed thiis urertak•n•, by obtainin
a purified synthetic BIV-i Vpr protein from Dr. Gras-Maase. Furthermore, the
,urrent availability of antisera to the HIV-2 and SWV mc VW proteins (kinily
provided by Dr. T.H. Lee, Harvard) also precludes the rf•u.r f the expression
of these proteins in E. coli far this purpe.

b) Devecgl, antibodies to rt inmnt RK OMAkxs-
.4

We have inoculated a single rabbit with the synthetic HIV-1 Vpr protein have
now obtained over 100 ml of antiserum over the last six months. Ths ar.-tserum
shows better reactivity with HIV-1 vpr than those provided by Dr. T.H. Lee, AIDS
Repository, cr Dr. George Shaw, and was utilized in all studies described belcw.

We have infected Ca oclls with HIV-2 strains with or without nutaticr in vpr,
and we will use lysates from these cells to test the reactivity of the anti-HIV-2
Vjr antisenn. We will also examins the reactivity of this antiserum with HIV-2 V•r
expressed in reticilocyte lysates and in transfected BSC40 cals.

c) Deterine; the size(s) of V pror gts in acute and ctruncallvy infected lymphokid
and = vtoid as infected with HIV-1. HIV-2. ad SWv

We have used the anti-'pr antibody to analyze 3H.-lexwine labeled proteins from
reticulocyte lysates, HNv-1 infected primry ly Wayrtes, and vaocxinia virus
expressed vpr and have found no significant differences in sizes of the single 16
kD& prockrt (Fig. 1). No evidence for a precursor of a different size has been
datected or for oirmtrKprecipitatian of other labelead proteins. We will use the
anti-HIV-2 vpr and anti-SlM vpr antisera to analyze proteins frmn these viruses as
well in the rnxt year.
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Medanitms of Cytotcxdcity of the AiS virus contract No. rAMD7-90-C-0125
P.I.: Lee Ratbwr, M.D., Ph.D. Basic

d) Determine the cellular loalization of Vor

In B40 cells infected with VTF7-3 (va-inia virus exressin T77
polymerase) and transfected with pIM3(vpr), we have found that the majority of vpr
was localized with the nuclear fraction (Fig. la, left). Co-expression of gag did
not significantly effect the localizaticn of vpr (Fig. la, middle). In cxntrast,
gag p24 was found primarily in the cytcsol, and to a lowar extent in the mm-rane
and cell-free superiatant uixer these labeling orKditicrs (Fig. 1b).

(a) (b)

vpr + -

vpr + + p+

DNA gag + _
gag - NCMSLS

NCMS NCMS LS

97 97

69 69

46 4

30,.

3024
21.5

21.5
vpr ,- 14.3 • *

14.3

Fig. 1. Cellular localization of vpr. BSC40 cells were infected
with vTF7-3, followed by transfection of pTM3(vpr) alone or with
pTM3 (gag). pTM3 vector was used as a control. Cells were labled
with 3H-leucine overnigiat. Cells were fractionated into total
cell lysates (L), nuclei (N), cytosol (C), membrane (M), and
cell-free supernatant (S). Equal amounts of each fraction were
used for immunoprecipitation with antiserum against a) vpr or b)
p24 Qag.
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Mechanims of CytOtCcity of the Aes Virus Qxitract No. EAND17-9o-C-o125
P.I.: Lee Ratner, M.D., Ph.D. Basic

We have also analyzed the cellular localization of V•r expressed in HIV-1
infected primry lymphocytes and from proviral contructs in tansfected BSC40
cells. In each case, predominant nuclear localization was seen in the biochemical
fracticnation experiments.

We have also analyzed the cellular loc]lizticn of mutant VPr proteins (Fig.
2) using this vaccinia virus expression system. The distributicn of the SRIG
mutant, with a deletion of amino acid resiudes 79-82, closely mirrors that seen with
the parental farm of Vpr, with primarily nuclear localizaticn (Fig. 3, left). In
contrast, the agr mutant, truncated after amino acid residue 77, is aproximately

equally distributed between nuclear, cytosol, and iirane; fracticns. Thds suggests
that sequences betwem amino acids residues 78 and 96 may contribute to the
localization with the nuclear fraction.

To assess the purity of each of these fractions, similar experiments will be
performed with marker proteins, far nuclear, membrane, Golgi, enplasmic reticalum,
and cytosolic proteins.

Imirnflurescence experiments were also performed with VTF7-3 infected BSC40
cells transfected with p1K (vpr), fixed in ethanol-aoetcne, and stained with the
anti-vpr antiserum and aounters ned with an anti-rabbit antibody conjugated with
flurescein. Miese experimets could not clearly determine whether vpr was
localized within the nucles or in a perinuclear localization, consistent with
enxqplasmic reticulum or Golgi localizatico. Disruption of the cell morphology in
the above experiments was a significant pcoblem in data interpretation.

To mare clearly define the cellular localizaticn of vpr by imarflurrescence,
we plan to perform similar experiments with paraftrneldehyde fixed cells. In
addition, we have cloned the vpr gene into the SRalpha expression vector which
utilizes an HMLV-I prcmoter and SV40 enbarcr. Immzrclot assays have deostrated
Vpr expression from this vector after transfection of BSC40 cells. Ths expression
system will be utilized to ask w vaccinia virus alters the localization of
Vpr. This expression system will be used in both fracticration experimnmts and
immunoflurescence studies. Antibodies to marker proteins will also be used in the
imamufluarescence experiments.

We have also performed immunrgld ocalizaticn studies with Vpr expressed in
primary lymIphcytes. First, we emmined, several vprl UIV-1 strains, and ford in
each case both intracellular (in vacuoles that resembled Golgi remnants) and
extracellular virus particles (Fig. 4, top). MIe average number of gold particles
per viricn was determined to be 1.15-1.79. Fbr extracellular virions, the
average number of gold particles per virion was 1. 34-1.77, whereas for intracellular
virions, the average nrwber of gold particles per virion was 0.75-0.99.
Insufficient number of virions were counted for virus 127 infected lyntocytes; for
an accurate determination. No significant effects on vpr packaging in the virus
particle were found in the presence compared to the absence of cxi-*onressicn of Vlu.
Tbe finding of decreased levels of Vpr per virion for intri ellular versus
extracellular virions was a consistent and interesting findirn.
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Carboxyl terminal sequence of vpr

1 60 70 80 90

III R I LQQLLFI HFR I GCRHSR I GVTRQRRARNGASRS

WTI

C76

SR I G

CRST I-

VPRfSI

(underline = conserved in HIV-1/ HIV-2/SIVmac)
Wig. 2. Vpr Mutants.

In many cases the localizaticn of Vr in the vinE particle appeared in a
circular array, that resembled elcpe localizatican (Fig. 5). No such lcx liaticn
was see with anti-v7c or anti-gag anthisea. Eqperiments are underway to perform
simi labeling experiwnts with anti-%120 antisexa to determine whether a similar
array of gold particles is dem ritrated with anti-p120 antisera as anti-vir
antisera. In adkiticn, we bave xctxixted nutant p•iivuses with framtdft
deletions in erivlepe to e•vine wt:wt-r vpr can still be packaged into the virios
in cells tr e by Uis clove. BSC40 cells trarifected with oxh prviruses
are currently beinq exmixsi by im ld electro mia.crcopy.

7he Vlr mutants (Fig. 2 and Fig. 6) were also emained by imamzngold electbrm
microscopy. In the case of SIG, with a deleticn of amim acid residues 79-82, no
significant effect was seen n V•r localization in intracellular or extracellular
viricns (Fig. 4, bottom). Hawever, in the ease of ams, trurxatian after residue
77; 62, t ncaticn after residue 62; and IQ, deletion of residue 64-65, VPr could
not be detected in ntr aeular or extra lur virus particles (Fig. 4, buttcm).
To corfirm these firOings, we are momining the amount of 3H-leucine labeled vpir in
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SRIG CRST pTM3

N CM S N CMS N CM

*30

*.- 21.5

- 14.3

,.. 6.5

Fig. 3. Localization of vpr mutants. BSC40 cells were infected
with vTF7-3, followed by transfection with pTM3(SRIG) or
pTM3(CRST). pTM3 vector was used as- a control. Cells were
labeled with 3H-leucine overnight. Cells were fractionated int
Pf nuclei (N), cytosol (C), membrane (M), and cell-free
upernatant (S). Equal amounts of each fraction were used for

virus particles released from each of these mutants. Thes results are not likely
de to alteraticm in rxqjnition by the antibody, since eac of the witant form
of Vpr has bem aqesssin reticulocte lysaten and is detecable with the
antiserum.

e) Assess co- and Rast-trarlati=a1 modificatia= of the 3r pwrAjn

pto exuin ieutter HIV-1 c HIV-2 VWr pxiteins are 1*, 1 "1xylated,
O-gly•xsylated, sulfated, r palmitoylated will be initiated wuriri the next yer
of stidy.
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Figure 4. Distribution of Vpr on DIV-i particles in primary
lymphocytes after 7 days of infection.

Table . Distribution of Vpr on HIV-1 in PBL after 7 day-infection

IC Averge #
#of Average # % of Wild EC Average # Vp-QVuion

Samples (N) Vpr-G/Virio Vpi(/VWrion Type (83) Vpr-G/V'(ioa (% of E')

Arijd.imj. (83) 6683/4467 1.50 100 1.59 0.79 (49.78)
127 r+!u- (12) "1237W946 1.31 87.33 1.34 VL1.jAjiA9)
125 r+/u- (39) 392242195 1.79 119.33 1.77 0.99 (56.21
159 r+/+0(36) 1524/1326 1.15 76.67 1.36 0.75 (55.21)

Mutan• M) // /
SRig (33) 1428/1292 1.15 77.24 0.39 -0.85 (220.98)
CRs (12) 65/639 0.10 6.87 / /
62(11) 23/372 0.06 4.18 / /
LQ(21) 76/1398 0.05 3.64 / /
Control (5) -0 -0 -0 -0 -0

Vpr-G: Vpr-gola cpex; EC Extracellular vkio=s ]C IntriCellular vmons.
Most IC data were obtained firom SR group.
*Low in sample number (1)

f) Isolate CENAs encdiM Vkr

-- 7he exjeriiments cn isolation of Vjx cENAs are being carried cut jointly with- -

ietigat•rs cn ocntract nIMD17-90C-0057. Fcr this purpose, primrs have already
been synhesized, and are currently being tested. Sr cWi s will be usefil fcrtuo
purposes. First, we will determim if there are viAW ,,auic ry enc fused
proteins with the V"r cpen reading frame and m othe HIV-l en reading frame.
Second, we will examiine hetervgity and correlate it with funlii3l
differences in Vpr sequences cdtained fram patients at different stages of disease.

g) Deten•nxe role of Vor in HIV-1. HIV-2. and Sly replication in a variety of
1ncixoid anid MM&4tid cells

Prowrialy, we and other others have that a discrete env
dtmdnant, including the V3 loop, but not the CD4-binding dinain, is necessary and
sufficient for HIV-I infecticn of muoncytes. kkiiticrally, we have identified three
virus replicaticri phentypes in mnocytes. in vitro using molelar defined prcviral
clones. These include protxtive infecticn, with the gojraticn of high virus
replicaticr levels; silent infecticn, with low to u tale virus replicaticn in
urcyte, despite ultimate virus reCONAMY froM infected =xcytes follaU•in
oocultivatian with uninfected, lutnin stimulated peripheral blood
iiu=1ears (PE(~s (ly•rhiolasts]) ; and no infectiai, with neither virus
replicaticrt in nor virus reoovery from onocytes dmved. In the present sbiy,
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•..

4N

Fig. S. Immunogold electron microscopic localization of Vpr.

we investigated the role the HIV-l "accessory" go~ vp and vpu, xiitdct are
dispmabe far virus replicaticr& in primary and inuixrtalized C)4+ T-lyqtm~ytes.

we --uura~ that vpr and vpu are central to the regulationi of virus replication
in primary lmax~ytes and together mediiate the expression of silent vesu produictive
infection.

'lb study viral regulaticri of marz~yte Infecticrn, we utilized a panel of
chimeric HIV-l clone, constructed from the rIMmctrcc clcme IDB2, and the
u~vi --ctetrcpic clcne ADA, as previously described. 7lb corrrect a vpr defect in each
of these clonies, the result of a single b:ase insertioni in HKB2, 2.7 kb Sal I-Ban MII
WHAM EM~ frapets (n~etds5785-8474) were aauxcloned into the full-length
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68 69
LF I -- I I

64 66

LQ I - I
62

VPR621
21

VPR21 L I

VPRO

ig. 6. Additional vpr mutants.

proviral clone NI-3, in Aidch the vpr on readin fre is intact. 7he resultant
NUDWAI clners contained the AD-derived env determinant previouly localized to

6-td 7040-7323, flanked by other proticns of env and vpu and smalI pcrticau
of tat and rev. A clcne in uhich the entire 5785-8474 sequere was HX2 derived
(thus lacking a Lxcytetrcpic ev deteinant) as used as a negative ccntrol for
these ex-eirm -s. Because MW2 lacks a vpu initiator methicnine codan, claos in
%ibich vpu was HXB2 derived were defective for that product, in contrast to c~cuf
with an AD-ercoded vpu. Finally, a vpr uutant, curris.;r-1ng to each NMUDG clone
was gemerated by introdcing a frameshift wutaticn. at ckdi 63.

Virions from the recimbinant clunes, generated by trarsfectinn, were assayed
for their ability to infect and replicate in primary mcnocytes by the preeee of
reverse tranaciptase (Rr) activity in culture 9ermtants and by the ultimte
recovery of virus following cocultivation of monocytes with uninfected P940s. 7be
resuits are summarized in Fig. 7. All clones ccutaining the AM-derived env
deteminants with an intact vr gen gerated hih virus replication levels in
matcyts. Inactivation of vpr in these cnes, however, genrated divergent
results, deperdinq upon the derivation of nuclectide squenes 5999-6345 (SK
fragmnt). Clcns in utidc this potici nof the genom as AM derived genrated
lower (but readily detecable) vinus replicaticn levels than did their wild-type vpr
counterparts. However, vpr nutants in Qcid the SK fraget was KB2 derived
typically failed to ene-ate virus relicati levels detectable aborve baiid
in nrocytes, deite atseqwnt virus recxmy fro these cultures afto winfecxed
Pemc. 'fl negative control clcue, thich carried a wild-type vpr but lacked the
uxrcytetrppic env determinant generated viriors iutiidi neither replicated in nor
were recovered from muntwates, as previously kinstrated. No significant
differe s were seen in the replicaticn of each virus strain on PUCs obtained from
several different donors.
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Fig. 7
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Monocytes were infected with recxibnant HIV-1 clones containing a functional
vpr gene, stained with toluidine blue, and examined by light microscopy (1 um thick
plastic sections). Ocltured infected with a rmocytetrapic virus, NLH)M-S-( which
coxtaim a functional vpu gene, wre indistirushabl from uninfected cells, with
rare, small multinucleated cells (Fig. 8a). Cultured pridctively infected with
virus containing the munocytetropic env deterninant and a functional (NIHXAOM-M4,
Fig. 2b) or rnnfunticral ( i VAMM-Q, Fig. 8c) vpu g showed daacteristic
cytqpathic effects. Mme cosisted of the formtion of xuiltinleated giant cells,
often cotainiM 10 or me nuclei per cell, and cell lysis. 7he and
sizes of these cells were coumarable in the W-MM-•4 and NWIDMA-G infected
nocyte cultures. Vira prodction aid cellular ds-&_eratin and necsis we

primarily canfined to multanileated cells. Trarmnision electronmicxcecxpy
eiminaticn dmonstrated typical bxkling and mature virions in intracellular
vacuoles that were associated with the plasma membrane, in both the presene and
absence of vpu, b•t nrt in the WHMM-SK infected cells (Fig. 8d). Frwz fracture
scanrwdr electron microscopy daiorstrated budding of viricn particles from the
plasma memrane of monocytes infected with virus which lacked a functional vpu (Fig.
8e). No virus could be detected in mcytes infected with re=nbinant clones
lackin both vpr and vpu (data xt ).

7he SK fragmnt ended the entire vpu gem product, 14 amino acids at the
C termini of both the tat aid the rev first emows, aid the N-terminal 41 amixx acids
of eiv (Fig. 9). Although the absence of a vpu initiator methicnine, oxin in HDB2
is the most obvious difference beween the SK potions of HMB2 and ADA, a role for
tat, rev, or env could not be ruled cut. The enw sequemces differ at 7 of 41
predicted amion acid positions, not inilubng the rxraligned insertion of 3 resiA1e
and deletions of 4 resius in AM. All but three of these differences are confined
to the signal peptide, which varies by up to 30% between different lIV-i clozns.
Furthermore, tat and rev both differ at 3 of 14 amim acid positions between the AD
and HX2 SK fragnts with four of these six changes being conervative in nature.
Iherefore, it is unlikely that these alterations in env, tat, or rev alter their
funiction. However, to formally determine the specific req-ire--t for vpu during
HIV-1 infection of mrcciytes, the vpu initiator methicunine ccdn of the silent
infection clone NL(AAM-WG (vpr mutant) was restored b site-directed mutaq.usis.
Mie resultant caine was found to generate virus capable of prodctive infecticn of
motocytes (data not so).

HIV-1 and related lentiviruses are distirct from yrmst other retroviruses in
that besides the strutural gag, pol, and env gems -rm1m to all retroviruses, thy
also encode a nuruer of genes whose functions have been shown or are speculated to
be regulatcry in nature. In HIV-I, these geius include tat, rev, vif, nef, vpu, and
vpr. While tat, rev, and vif are essential for viral gen expression or viricn
infectivity, the precise role and overall iqxrtarc of vpr, vpu, and nef are
unclear, since these genes are dispensable for virus infection and replicatiun in
CD4+ lyuphocytes in vitro. ue availability of molecular HIV-I claues which infect
and replicate in mncytes at levels cxmparable to those observed with nay
HIrcytetrupic virus isolates has facilitated investigation of the role that these
viral genes may play in regulating the viru life cycle in mnmcytes. In the
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FIG, S L~ht. I ir-won.n and fmite fracture scnannin electron taicrcopy o 01 afelnd nsonocytes- Lighi inrrogr-apha of iutoieirne
blhoesated semttittn pla ict secton, shtowing typical fields of pruntaty --noY-n taaciled bY noatreanOctefrlwatc doine NLPIXAOA-SK (35)
(A) and an~onocylclrOpc Clo= NLHXADA-SM (9) and NLI4XADA-GG (C) are Shkew. (15), The Miukinaclented remt cells were levrte Wn
smaler in pane1 A than tn panels 8 and C. Magniaifcatla. X40l. Infected adherent enlitued cells were carefeliy -- askd twice wtith
plhoslihate-buffered salitn (PBS). fixed instu withn 2% glatairalichyde (pH4 721) i PBS, scraped free with & rabber policetren.t transferred to
a 153-mi plasmc cono"a tabe. and pelleted for 10 rmin at AMt x C centrifugation. The celia wee anamed witht wane again. repelatea an the
Micolute for)I attn. and refrigerated oe'rntght to fsenm a lAme apat block. The call block was divided into inmati pieces and processed into
Spstras plasttc, after omminilcation and block uranyl acetate staining (15). Sections (I pin thick) were stained with tolaidioc hne for siht"
anicroacopy. while thin section. (d6t A J ittnml were stainedk uw~ ianyl acetate and lead citrae loetre~a~ss jtectr n nacco"t. (D)
Traiswafionu electron tocicegrapir of a sorahl portion of a mahkinuiclased cell (rant NLI-IXADA-GO-tnfecitc! miontoc.es, showing a
cytoplasmice osertot (lower left) contatning itrnatare and nuiater nnuire; and nameroas typical niturae panicte asstcivied with a stretch of
pinarnsa ierebrane. Magnthcationtr x34,000. (E) Transanisaman elecatron nieroacopyil uiaew Of 14LHXADA-.OO-infecied asonocytea. stabilized
by loeiamadehyde Wimro hefore qick-retareieg. Ifteze-edtying and plaoinvta relplicatton (18). Buadding Iron, 'he conesohated sarface are aeveral
50-niss-dinaxneter brigblly outlined spherical eonss panticlea. At hW4e ragalatifiatian (not akosro). tben disply characteratic asoeace cosnts of
jpl25Dpep.'

present weiy - cbserved iwxerately idecreased levels of Virus replication in the
absenc of either vpr or vpl, whereas in the aereof bcth gem virus
r~~lIcation in vorricytes; drcgped to levels barely at ar below the level of detection
by the ic assay, sidi that infection of these cells usually xulid be detected only
by virus rescu into Mo.

Fig. 9

Sin

ad
V

FIG, Coinparisconof SK ~repaalo d f.ein Mr8eW2 WAn ADA. The predicted atnaao acid saaae fait ad the
ponions of M-a ft"', and ""e whlich are en0Cloda by =mtesedna 399 to AM34 (SK firagrivnet) eroo liXB2 and ADA One bligtacd by using" "nlelteraio acta designMiona. Wdnials residues are indicated within boxift.

7he vr ope readirq frame ercods a prateinm of 96 aiuim acids in most HIV-i
clcres and is oca-erved in other lentivlnmses, includinq visna-wkedi virus
Prev~a.se studies have sha that vpr is riot required for HIV-l infectica or
replicationa in aD4+ lyAhmytic cell l~ines in vitro, althouh its inactivation led
to slaw :replication kinetics and delayeid C ~iity in these cells. A
recent stiziy inwolvirg HLV-2 has shml that vpr is l~miksi ise dipeeal chzix
infectioni of Mffs and T-mlU lines but essential for procrxtive Infectioni of
uvccmytes. The vpr protein has been dmuubat by rdoinm~rcptt to he
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Fig. 10

l4'5 VW P~U U tace~eeu

3 Vpu

3 V.x
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(IG. Predicted amino acid bomourel bereen wpr. ", and tapu. The pediced arammo acid iequenee of (he NL4-3-e•riied ai gene ie
h'_d w•th hc1idoloas reioxns of the ADA-driwd We Vat aid (be "ar "m encoded by the HlV-2aac doie. -ith sireeer am•tno

ac¢ deaignalfi. identicai residd s a• jandiated withi. boxe. Hydripbulity prole for the corresaponding -egm ts of exleb proeein
rdtmn :t lire hoiieii.

vir'~ ' , and thu it is spectlated to function either late in the virus
life cycle, during particle assemly or maturation, or early, during the initial
stages of infection. he vpu gene encoesan 80-82 amino acid protein. It has not
been reported iAm-e•r the vpu protein is fmxd in viricn partiles. vpu. has been
sIown to augmnt vinai particle release from infected clls, wit:kt affectirn
levels of viral MA or protein synthesis. In the absenm of vpu, a higer ratio of
imature to mature particles has been seen, with a shift in capsid fcrmaticn fr4i
the plasm membrarn to intr lular . In mm:xnytes, hmmeer, particle
assembly and release oco both at the plasma =mtran and in intrwoelluiar vacoles
in the presence or absence of vpa as shln in Fig. 8d.

It is intriguing that HIV-2 and SIV lack a vlu open reading frame but instead
carry a gene designated vpc, uhiih enaodes a protein of 114-18 amino acids in these
viruses. vpu and vpc ocipy simila positioas in their respective viral grxi ws,
betwee pol and env, but have only distant amino acid homology. Recently, it has
been ggested that vpc and vpr arose by pcatin from a common progenitor in
HIV-2 and SlY, on the basis of predicted amino acid sequmre homology betwee the
ge . investigate the possibility of a similar link between vpr &d vpu in HIV-
1, the predicted amino acid sequne of both vpu and vpc were aigned with that of
vpr. Although less cmplelling than the humology between vpr and vpc, a 38%
identity was oberved between vpr and vpu over a 24 residue overlap at the C-
terminus of vpu and the N terminus of vpr (Fig. 10, top). These sequrm were
particular rich in acidic residues. Similarity in the hydrcobilicity profiles of
these portion of the vpu, vpr, and vpc Mducts vas also noate (Fig. 10, baLtm).
The strikin effect on virus reepcaticn l.vels in mmxytes doserved ony uhm bath
genes were defective suggests that their gee procxts may perform similar roles and
thus provide partial fuational cupalemnitaticn. Alternatively, since lowr
replicatico levels were oserved in the absence of either gene, the nearly ccmplete
attenuation oserved in the absen of both may result fram a cmpxxrd effect of the
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loss of two relatively important hit funKctionally unrelated genes. Moe detailed
studies to determine the precise mncdanisms of action of the vpr and vpu gene
pxoucts will be required to aress these alternatives. In either case, our data
indicate that together, vpr and a second determinant, vpu, are more important for
efficient HIV-I infectiUn and replication in primary muncytes than ws observed
previously in lymphcytes. These observatins; provide a rationale for designing
potential antiviral therapies to block the action of these gene pro ts during HIV-
1 infection of mocytes.

Persistent infection of tissue mrck±oagps plays an niportant role in the
pathogec effects of other lentiviruses, including equine infectious anemia virus,
visna-vaedi virus, and caprine artbritis-enephaaitis virus, providing a sanctuary
for continuous virus replication in the face of a vigorous host immune response.
The orset of increased virus replication has been orrelated with the onset of
clinical disease manifestaticns, such as . ý2itis, praerinitis, arthritis, and
hemolcytic anemia. Mvth existeio of poorly replicative HIV-1 variants may be
essential for establislment of persistent macrchag infection during the early,
asymptcmatic stage of disease. Several studies have sgested a relationship
betn the in vitro replicative prcperties of HIV-I isolates in T lyuphocytes and
clinical disease stage, with earlier isolates tending to replicate more slowly and
to lower levels ("slow, low') than isolates from later stages of disease ("rapid,
high"). Nness regulatory g s are ideally suited to act as "molecular
switches" for control of replication phenotypes by their acUtivation or inactivation,
particularly in viruses such as HIV-1, wich characteristically generate high levels
of seueno heterogaity. We d.txxstrate here that discrete genetic alterations in
sumh aessoy gnes result in profoundly different replicaticn rates in =xm-ytA
in vitro, which sugests a mecNaiism for transisticn from subclinical to clinical
disease in viv. Mhese findirns thus provide a rationale for addressing on a wider
scale whether functional status of vpr and/or vpu correlates with disease stage or
serves as a potential prognxotic indicator of disease pgresion and outcome,

To further test the role of vpu and vpr in nrcyte infection, several
additional vpu nutant pioviruses have been catisruced. Mse include NUWDA-SM
and NUDOA-/GG plasmids with a site-directed mutaticun at the initiator methicnine
codu of vpu. In addition, we have cxistr dcte NIUJVM-GG, NUDW-(F, NUVCYU-GP,
and NLDW1CI-GP plasmids in which we have inserted the vpu initiator methicnine
codon. Ecxh of these clones were cmistructed with or without a franehift mutation
at the Boo RI site of vpr. Mutaticns in these plasmids will be confirmed by
-uxleatide sequenicin and then assayed for virus replication kinetics on monxytes.
In adlition, we will use primary lymphocytes infected with these viruses to label
with 3H-1eucine and I U I itate with anti-vpu or anti-vpr antiserum.

Additional vpr nutants have also ben cosructed to further assess the role
of vpr in IIV-1 replicatiai in morccytes (Fig. 2 and 6). Preliminary remlts with
some of these mutaticrs are listed in Fig. n. These data sgest that the C-
terminus of vpr is not essential for prodctive infection in xvcr-pheages.
Replication studies with the remining clones will be perforied over the next
several months.
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Fig. 11. Macrophage and Lymphocyte Infection Studies with Vpr
Mutants.

Reverse Transcrintase Activity

Constructs PBMC

PBMC Macrophage Rescue

WT + +

C76 + 4 +

___ SRIG + +

CRST + + +

ZII VPRfs +

"+"=cpm/ml > 5x1O

"cpm/ml ( 10 4

To further assess the nabtre of the vir requireimet in macqcaage infection,
trarm.-.pqlementaticm studies will be perfor•.d. In this case, we wilJ ask 4wther
virios generated fron Cfos el c -tar-sfected withs wa1tia(vpr) + fs62 can produc
viricns with vpr protein, and vthe these virions are now capable of infection of

. phages. In a se•nd aproach, we will transfect ,m ixhages ubich are alrisay
silently infected with fs62 with SarkM(vpr) to ask tether ccumplemtation with
vpr can conert silent infection to productive infecticn.

Flect microxmw studies will also be perforrea with artiiages and
lyphacyteg infected with WIUM or NLHX&A- viruses with or without vpu and vpr
determimnts. In akditiun, we will perfem, electron micrc studies of

taIc g1:1s at differut time points after activation with prinary lyqmw .ytas.

Tho identify the funx~ctio of vpr and vpu in i , -rq±pbe, we have cxx itruaice a
reuxibinant vaacinia virus that expresses vpr, and are in the process of
cuntnxucrq a recmbitnat vaccinia virus that express the vpu protein together
with either the ADA or HDB2 evelope. 2we latter stratey was taken in light of the
fact that vpu and envel•ce are expressed frum a single bicistracic lrRA. We will
examine the effect of vpu or vpr on eiv synthesis, processing, stability, cell
surface trans.rt, CD4 binrding, release, oliq merizaticn, and lp120 cleavage.
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h) Determine mechanism of action of Vpr in enhancUin HIV-1 infectivity and/or
replication in MT4 lyMphoid cells

The cotract alicatin cribes 3-10-fold differencs in the ability of MIY-
1 clones with or without vpr to replicate in HILV-I infected cell lines, NT4 and
MT2. Howver, the mxb more draatic differences in the presence of vpr in
mocytes, and the particular relevane of Im=rytes to disease pathoqenesis,
suggested to us that nxuh greater eaphasis should be placed an examining the
nxxtkenim of action of VPr in mrnoccytes than in MM4 cells. 7hus, the same analyses
described in the original contract applicatia for MT4 cell studies will still be
performed, but these stles will take a lower priority to pursuing the much mere
exciting monocyte infection studies.

i) Determine effects of Mor on HIV-1 infectivity

Initial experiments have been performed to deterne if Vpr affects the level
of HIV-1 infection in m rnocytes. Fbr this purpose, HIV-1 strains with or without
the mnroyte-trcpic envelcpe determinant, vpr, and/or vpu were expressed fran OOS-7
cells and used to infect noocytes or lyaphocytes. One day after infection,
cellular EMA was harvested and quantitative PaR was performed with priners that were
designed to detect the earliest revere transcriptase products, i.e. R and U5
sequences. Cortrols wpme performed with heat-treated virus in order to insure that
signals were rot due to contaminating U1A in the virus preparations. These data
demonstrated that the on te-rcpism envelope determinant was essential fr
infe-tion. Cloe NIUX gave rise to no detectable viral 1lA synthesis in mcytes,
whereas viral NA could be detected in priwry lyicytes. Similar levels of virdl

MA were seen in the presence of the oncxyte-trcpism envelope determinant in the
presene or absee of vpr or vpu determinants. Mihis eyerimint nnt be cnfirmed
with other virus preFarations and isolates. However, it suggests that vpr and vpu
function at a step distinct fram that of the envelope determinant after the
initiation of reverse transcription. If similar findirns are obtained in additional
experimets of this type, other steps in virus replication will be examined in the
presence or absence of the vpr and vpu determinants.

ii) Determine effects of VMr on BIV-1 prlDcttion

Studies of the effects of vpr on HIV-1 prodvtian fraE munocyted have not been
initiated, and will await the results of l.h.i. If the results described above for
HIV-1 MA levels in mnocytes are confirmed, wa will repeat the assays exaning
HIV-1 M levels to as whether vpu and/or vpr affect steps in the replicatian
cycle between these two points (i.e. campletian of reverse transcription,
integration, transcription, 1iA transport, IM stability). Other studies will
include tIvse owdmini HIV-t protein expression in infected mormytes by imuixblot
and immunoflucresocnoe.
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We have examined by tranamissicn electrm microscopy, motrcytes infected
productively or silently by a number of the virus strains described above. No virus
particles were detected in silently infected maxrcytes, but this is being re-
exazmined as described above. Ths, either the replication cycle is aborted prior
to the step of virus assembly, or the level of expression was too law to be detected
y electn microsco.

iii) Deteridne if Vor effects can be ggmvleSits in trans

Miese experiments are underway as described in 1.g.

iv) Detrmine if Vyr effects are iryAmiente of other regulatorv wroteins

We have already d13mastrated a potential inter-tian cbetwee vpr, vpu, and vpc.
kkAitional experimnts will be initiated to examine the nature of this interaction.

v) Dterm st gt jcn relatirships of Wr

several additicnal vpz mutants have been contrcted and are described in Fig.
2 and 6. Eadh of these mutants will be examined after synthesis in a cell-free
reaction in reticulocyte lysates, in vaccinia virus expression systems, and in HIV-l
proviral clones in infected lymphocytes as described in l.d. and 1.g.

i) Determine the role of Vor in vivo with arm muriate =doel systems

We have initiated studies in scid/hu mice with COnstructs NLWX, W2V(ADM-W, anO
NLHXDA-GG vpr mutant in collaboration with R. Markham (Johns Hopkins). The first
experiment simoed suessful replciaticn, and recovery fr inulated mice with each
virus. Quantitative assays are now develope using in situ hybridizaticn and PCR
and will be applied in additional in viVO experimInts of this type.

We have deferred w*rk in the rabbit model system as advised by cur
collaborators, Drs. Talom Folks and Midhael Lurmcre (CDC and Ciio State University),
since ca istent infection results cuald not be reproduced with this model system.

Studies of vpr =utants in SrVbac239 are already underway in Dr. Desrosiers
group at the New England Prinate Research Center.

j) Determine the role of vbr in ngftuatiM disease in HMv-1 if ected binam

In colaborticn with Dr. Richadn Markham (Johns Hopkins), we have obained
sanples from seven patients followd ov the course of several years with three
PEMC samples from each patient at ties when the Q)4>1000, M-4=250-750, and C14<250.
PCR primers for anplifying M or )MA squenoes fran these saiples are currently
being evaluated.
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2. 7b determine the ftzcticon of viral UIrtein X nail)

a) T7b assess the effects Of VRK o replication cytwatlicity of HIV-2 in T IvmKhoid.and Mgrqytoid cells

i) 7b determine effects of V3 on site of viru assembly in the cel

We have utilized inmaupid e1ectrm micz•d xWV to eamnine Vc ixru pcrati'cA
into virus particles. No detectable gold particles re found on virions g
from vpc mutant HIV-2 virus, MX, and vpc/vr dcuble mutant, M/M/ (Fig. 12). As
with VNr expression, it-acellular particles were relatively depleted of Vlpx
cmpared to extracellular particles. ,oc .zaticnu of Vuc in vinres released into
the medim is currently being examined, using omitrated preparations of cell-free
virus. Backgound gold labeling in cellular sites was too high to determine the
localization of free vpc in the cell. 7hese eqxeriments will be repeated under w-e
strin t labeling conditions. Vmc had no effect on the site of virus assembly in
Pas or CEM cells.

Fig. 12

Table Expression of Vpx on HIV-2 in CEM after 14 day-infection

"'" .. .. .]CAv= #c#,'

0of Avera # o BC Aveoe # Vl--i
Smp (N) Vpx-G(Vrioa Vpx-G/Vhio %ofPE Vpx-ES/Vinon (%oftEQ

ES (16) 2244/1209 1.86 100 1.92 1.42 (74.20)
MR7 (6) 535/343 1.56 83.99 1.62 1.35 (83.18)
MX (10) 9/327 0.03 1.51 , /
MR/MX U / I / /
Control (3) -0 -0 -0 -0 -0

Vpx-•. Vpx-sgold complez IC was obtained mostly fltm ES/PBL
't M avlaihe

Table 2. Expression of Vpx on HIV-2 in PBL after 14 day-infection
IC Aveap #

#of Avmge#o" EC Avamge # Vp%-GVmon
Samples (N) Vpx.O/Viom Vpx.G/Vh'ion % of ES ViK.G/vinon (% of BC)

ES (37) 583113495 1.66 100 1.44 1.70 (118.31)
MR7 (8) 485/437 1.11 66.69 1.29 0.87 (67.65)
MX (12) 14/604 0.02 1.38 0.021 0.029 (I)
MR/MXQ) I / / I /
Control (9) -0 -0 .0 -0 -0

Vpxn.: Vpx-gold coniplme IC was olianed mstly from ES/PBL
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ii) ¶b determir the cellular localizatiu of MM in HW_-2 infe:tad calls

Imcld electrai micr eerlmits are urderwy to identify the
cellular localJ.zatin of Vpc, as described above. In addition, we will clcie vpc
into the S•alpha vecr for expression in the absence of other viral protens to
determine cellular localization in fractimation eerimnts and inmziflxcescae
experines as described aboe fcr vpr. In additicn, we will examine Vuc
localizaticn using the vaxcinia virus expression systen.

iii) To determine if there arcc,- cr gcst-tarslatiural modifications of Vkmc

The clces described in the previous sectiu will be ixsed fcr the stuiese.
In addition, sti will be performed in HIV-2 infected ells and cells trnsfectd.
with Vjnc Frc the S 'lpa vector.
d) T2 assess wher Vtx upoviral mutants can be -gMpleited in tras by a a WK

exrression clone

'Ihese experimrets are urderway and are described in 1.h. ii.

e) To determine stubmfung-timn relationships of Vkyc

In addition to the studies of V1c outlined aboe, a number of other clcnes are
being ocmstrIxted at this time to anr the follwin questions:

i) Does vpc bind HIV-2 M with specificity?
ii) W*at HIV-2 viral copcrnents are required for padcaing Vimc?

To examine Vpc binding to HIV-2 RYA, as noted previously, we have clored HIV-2
vpc and vpr genes into pIn3 expression vectors to allow expression in retiaflocyte
lysates and in VM7-3 infected BSC4O cells, and into PM vectors for E. cali
expressio. In adlition, we are clcning the BIV-2 genmi in both orientaticns into
pGMZF+. We have already cloned a pcrtimt of the HIV-2 geine into pGEM in both
orientation includirn the padcaging signal. Nt we••rn blots with the
reticulocyte lysate expressed and vaccinia virus expressed Vpx proteins failed to
cemInsm ate specific bid to viral FM, but the ammmts of protein expressed in
these systems was quite low. Northwestern blot orditidos have bhen established
with the E. coli expressed proteins. As a control, me have shown that pIMM

r se v-1 gag birds specifically BIV-1 M. We have therefore prepared blots
with HIV-2 gag p55 and v•c proteins to euamim binding to the HIV-2 I•s that have
been prepared. Akditiornal ePperimts will irnclazie filter binding assays and
surse gradient sedi nitation studies. If specific RA bmxbxi can be detected,
we will first localize the seuns required for binding in the HIV-2 IRA. Second,
we will costruct nutaticis in VpK to detemine 4udi sequences are required fcr
birnding.
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To invstigate issue related to V•c pcaging, two aprches are currntly
undrway. First, we are constructing clones of HIV-2 uhid are inapable of
synthesizing envelqoe, by irodLVvrx of a fraIiift miutaticun at the Nsi I site in
the erv g . This will be useful in asking vether the envelope protein is
required fo Vo pdacaging into virus particles. We are also cai ructing a
packaging nutnt of HIV-2. F*or this purpose, we have cloned the 5' Nar I fragmet
of HIV-2 into a subclcne. A deleticn in the leader seqenes expected to contain
the pac•aging qequeri has been ctruced through the use of PCR. We will then
clone the segment with the deletion back into the full clone to determine if the RJA
pacaging signal is regaired for V•x pac.agin.

An aditioual method to examin the reuire It for Viox packaging is to
determine if virus particles with only Gag and P1 proteins cn package V'4x. Fo
this second approach, the gag and poi ge•es wre cloned in pMC. Tis clcne was
thlen earsfcted into BS040 cells infected with vMT-3. C*-tanfecticrn with
rp](vpc) led to packagin of V'mc in virus particles as detenninai by three
rr:Iters. First, VPoc was released into the cell-free azpenatant onay if aoo-
ex ps with (::ag. Sexod, Výc released into the cell-free uperntant was found
in particles as determine by its ability to sediment through a 20% sucrose cushion
and to band on sucrose gradients at a density of 1.14-1.16 together with gag p24
protein. Ihird, we have s in co-imauoprecipitating vpx with gag p24 with
a mxnclIonal antibody to HIV-2 p24.

Aidditional wrk will examine uttether the vpc and gag containiug particles
include •A. This will be appochdt in two ways. First, we will perform dot blot
hybridization with an HIV-2 genomic EM probe with the fractions fro- the sucroe
gradient to deterne if any nIV-2 IM is present in the particles. Seonrd, we will
label •TF-7 infected BSC40 cells cotrarsfected with pIM3 (gag-pol) and pIM (vpc) with
3H-uridine and determine if any 3H inxirparaticn is found in the viral particles.
This experiment will ask ,hether either cellular or viral 1•A is present in these
particles.

We will also exmine the gag-pol re-ui for vpc packaging. Will the HIV-
2 gag gem alone suffice to form particles and package vpx? Can the HIV-2 gag gene
be trn ted at the N-terminus (without affecting the myristoylaticn acceptcr
signal) or the C-terminus without affecting particle formaticn or vpc packaginq?
In additiun, we will ask utether the HIV-1 gag gene can replace the R4IV-2 gag gee
in pacaging vpc. Mie advantage of the latter system is two-fold. First, we have
already constrwted many mutations in the HIV-1 gag gene that can be analyzed for
vroc packaging if the parental costruct leads to vpc packaging. Second, wean
construct chimeric HIV-I/HIV-2 gag proteins to identify critical determinants
requied for packaging if only HIV-2 gag proteins allow vpc packaging.

We have also begun cxrstrwaIcon of a series of vpc mutations to ask %hat
portions of vpm are essential for packaging. In one clone, we have deleted amino
acids 102-112, including the prolire-rich tail. In the seccrd clone, we have
deleted amino acids 73-112, including the proline-ricd tail, and a cysteine-
histidire-ridh region of the protein. In the third clone, we have deleted ainio
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acids 73-102, including the cystei tdin-rich region. In the fourth clcne,
we have deleted amino acids 40-102. In the fifth clone, we have deleted amino acids
20-102 including the above dmairn plus the aupathic helix. In the sixth clone,
we have deleted the auphipathic helix alone, betwe residues 20-40.

f) To assess effects of Vi onraUnlicatian and cytoathicitv of SiW in T ivnrkgid
aid mnrrccytoid cells

We have focused our initial wrk on the HIV-2 Vpc protein. Studies of the
SIViac Vr= protein will be dame ausequEty. We have found that mutation of vpc
in HIV-2 leads to a dseease in HIV-2 rqlicatiou in PEs and HeLa/T4 oells,
particularly at low multiplicities of infection. Minimal or no effects were found
in CM cells.

Fig. 13. Replication of HIV-2 clones with vpr (MR), vpx (MX), or
double mutations (MR/MX) in HeLa/T4 cells.
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To further define the nature of the vpc defeat in PB~s verss CENd cells,
several experits are underway. We will determine if there is a difference in
HIV-2 infectivity in these cells with or without vpc, by serial dilutions of
eguivalent numbers of virus particles. Infectivity experinfts will also be
er-anisd in Hela/T4/beta- ,alactosidas indicator cells.

We are examining if there is a differec in erivelcpe-CD4 interactions in the
presec qared to the absen of vpc c-expession. This will be perfo
initially with the vaccinia virus expresion system.

We are examining if there is a differenc in f city of the HIV-2 emelqpe
in the presence capared to the absee of vpc co-exresio. This will be
perfmIed with both the vaccinia vinrs expression system, and dminica•lly infected
CEM cell lines.

We are examining if there is a differerce in viral EM synthesis in the

presenc ofpared to the abe~nce of vpc, using a quartitative L2k PCR assay.

g) it assess the role o" 3K in vi. with ani3al i model A

Animal odel, studies will await initial data with the HIV-l viruses in acid/hi
mice (see 1.i.) and the initial data with the HIV-2 virus studies outlined in this
section.
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3. To determine the function and mechanism of action of negative factor mi

a) To determine relative effects of HIV-1 Nef on viral tarwcripticn. x o.aticr
and Mwlar-cytla&%ic transrt

We have "arstrated that HIV-1 and SID~ Nef affect viral transcription but
not a or poesing of viral transwipts. bis wrk vs reorted in last
year's anmual report and in our muscipt (Niedermn, Ha, Ratner, Simian

-_ ei virus negative factor (NEF) suresses viral MRA acumulatior in
CO)S cells. J. Virol. 65:3538-3546, 1991).

We h3ve discussed the controversy crKxnhnq these results in a recent review
by Niednm and R er, Fnctioal analysis of HIV-l aid SIV ,e pcxeins. Rearch
in Virology 143:43-46, 1992. We found that the multiplicity of infection was
critically iaportant in assessing the effects of Nef in virus replication studies.
It apared reascnable to assess the relevanc of the moi considering the relatively
moderate effects of Nef coupared to the effects of Tat or Rev. The hypothesis is
that at relatively high moi, subtle effects of Nef may be masked due to an overload
of viral EMA teplates. That is, Nef may require a limited pool of cellular factors
in order to maintain transcriptional 4ppression. Cnce a cascade of virus
replication has occurred, and high-titer virus results, it may be impossible for Nef
to reverse or even halt the casc .

To assess the effect of the moi on Nef's spressive capacity we coopared the
replkaticn of Nef+ and Nef- viruses in lyaphoid cells uder conditions of varied
moi. We found that at relatively high moi, replicaticn of the Nef+ and Nef- virusi
was izlistassmelea asured by rverse trarcriptase activity. Hwevr, upon
serial 10-fold diluticos of the initial virus iilum, the replication of the Nef+
virus was significantly inhibited (up to 25-fold) in several T-cell lines copared
to its Ne1- r. In adlition to. gneratinx lower levels of rerse
taracriptase activity, the Nef+ viruses laged by 4-8 days in cxmparism to the
Nef- virus with regad to detectiou of reverse traracriptase activity. Ths lag
period may reresent an in vitro form of latency. Similar experinowts will be
carried out in macrqkages. Pacently other i•ntigators cou-ared the replicative
capacities of SIV Nef+ vrsus Nef- viruses. They also found Nef-mediated
a;ression to be depenent upon low moi conditins and also oserved a lag period
for viral grwth in the pesenc of Nef. Finally, there are ether exanples
demastratirq the relevanc of the moi unm determini the fwnticon of other HIV-
gene prodwts,, including Vpr aid Vp.

Other factors onrtributirq to the differncs cbserved betwen, ur laboatoty
and that of Kim and cuwkers my involve different moles of virus transmission.
In our system, Jurkat calls wre cocwltivated with CS cells %hich wee costantly
s hdin etz y 1lw cAtraticM of virus, too low to be detected by reverse
transcriptase activity. Viral tram ission my be either throg cell-to-cell
contact or via cell-free virus. In contrast, Kim and colleagues used virus derived
fram lyvmxqytes and adjusted the level of the virus iixula based on meaai-able
reverse transcriptase activity; additionally, there ar several amino, acid
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differences betwe of our nef allele and that of Kim et al, and it is interestirn

to note that the Nef proteins differed with respect to the mobilities on S)S PAE.

b) Tb Characterize Nef responive @CMMMM

Stimulation of T cells by T-cell-specific stimuli (e.g. antige and antibody
to C)2 or CD3) or nonspecific mitogens (e.g. -y lutinin [PHA] and 1thKrbol
12-myristate 13-acetate [PM]) results in the iiDrkirn of the DM binding activity
of the host transcription factor, NF-kB. Me NF-kB family of proteins nurmally
regulates the expressicn of genes irmolved in T-ceU activation and proliferation,
sutc as interleukin 2 (Ir-2) and the alpha s•b•nit of the IL-2 receptor. 7he human
Jn odef iciency virus type 1 (HIV-1) proaw p tw adjaet NF-k!3-bing
sites, whidh allows the virus to subvert the noral activity of NF-kB to ehano its
an replication.

Previous work suggests that the HIV-l-enooded Nef protein serves as a negtive
regulator of HIV-1 repliction. Furthermore, we and others have found that Nef may
sqpmw both HIV-1 and IL-2 transcription. 7b investigate 4oether Nef affects the
EM binding activity of NF-kB or other transripticn factors implicated in HIV-1
regulation, we used the human T-cell lines stably transfected with the nef gen.
Jurkat (J25) human T-cell clone 133 constitutively eesses the NL4-3 nef gne.
22F6 cells represent another antibiotic-resistant clam of J24 cells; however, these
cells do rut cortain nef sequences and do nrt express Nef. Mditionally, we used
oligoclonal Jurkat E6-1 and HPB-AIL cells expressing the SF2 nef gen either in the
correct orientation (Jurkat/InefS and HPB-ALL/InefSNS1 cells) or in the reverse
orientation (Jurkat/LfanSK and HB-AUL/ItenSK cells) with respect to the Molc*w

rime leukemia virus promoer. These cells represent a mixed population of cells
expressing Nef to various derees and wer used to exclude the possibility that
cloral selection acccunts for Nef effects observed in the .J25 clcnes.

Tb determine the impact of T-celi activation on the expression of Nef, the
human T-cell lines were stimulated with PRM and PMA. Cells ware maintained in
logarithimic growth in RRMI 1640 medium su~leimted with 10% fetal bovine serum
and 2 vM glutamine. J25 and Jurkat E6-1 cells (5 x 10&) and HmB-AmL cells (1.5 x
107) were either not stimulated or stimulated with 13 ug of PIA-P (Sigma) and 75 ng
of PFM (Sigma) per ml for 4 h. The cells were lysed in RIPA buffer, and lysates
we re m precipitated with rabbit polycicual anti-Nef sera. Ihe .I I .n.r. iates
wre subjected to SD-PAGE (12% polyacylamide), and the proteins were transferred
to nitrocellulose for Western blot analysis. The primary antibody was the rabbit
anti-Nsf-serum, and the secodary antibody was alkaline atsoajuated goat
anti-rabbit imnuvmgldbubn, sepcific for the heavy chain (Prcmega). M'ie proteins
we visualized by color dovelcp•mn with nitrcue tetrazoliunm and 5--bcmm,-4-
dchlro-3-indoylphosphate toluidinium (Prcmega). Band irtemity was determine by
laser dnito scanin of the Western blot and was in the linear range of
analysis as established by a standard curve. Jurkat E6-1 cells iree obtained from
the AIDS Repository, American Type QCIlture ollection (Arthur Weiss), and were
stably traneduced with the SF2 nef gene as previously escribed.
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Iuuurxtlat analysis with anti-Nef antibodies showed that stimulated camsed a
tw- to tUreefold increase in Ne expression in clone 133 cells (Fig. 14). Mhs
increase ws proably due to the Fig. 14
inxxcibilty of the chimeric simian
virus 40 (SV4O) -iumn ¶'-cll 4
leukemia, virus type I rzuuoter used
to direct Net expeIs1sicn. Hiowver, 4
Net expression a not Iirxbmd in N
the Jurkat E6-1 or HM-AU.L cells r-- r-- r-ir-- r-- r--
(Fig. 14). 7h leve1 of Nef - - ÷ - ÷ -+ -+

exprssd in these cells is
cxmzarable to the aoaunt of Nef t•G
gavrated byv HV-1 in lcactively 46-
infected CMM human T cells (data not 3 0
shown) . 7he difference in the p2
aparet mol•,lar weight of the Ne-
produced in cdais 133 cells and
thawe roced in the J•rJat/ fSN '4 -1

and HPB-AIr4LezfSMS cells is due to
the presnce cf an alaninu at anmin, '3-
acid position 54 in the NTA-3 nef
ciM Coapared with the pesen of FIG. I Immunoblot analysis of the HIV-1 Nef protein in stably
an aspartic acid at that position in transfe and transduced human T-cell lines. Cell lysates were

immunoprecipitated with rabbit anti-Nef polyclonal serum, electro-
the SF2 nef gem. 7he aunt of phoresed, transferred to nitrocellulos, and immunoblotted with the
lysate equivalents loaded in the same Vtli-Nef serum. The cells were either unstimulated (-) or."

HMkAt ef/r•S lanes ws threefold stimulated (+) with PHA and PMA before cell harvesting. Pres-
tained protein size markers are indicated on the left in kilodaltons.

higher than that of the Nef protein in the 133 cells (21) was expressed from the nef gene of-
JU"kat/ tjra SN Jarns. Nfeverth" M, isolate pNLA32 and had an apparent molecular mass of 27 kDa.
the ammt of Net eI in whereas the Nef proteins expressed in the Jurkat E6-1 and HPB-ALL cells were encoded by the ne4 gene of isolate SF2 and
theMS-AIj/I~fSnS1 Cells AS demonstrated an apparent molecular mass of 29 kDa. Immunoglob-
a •ntel.y fourfold hicgheg than ulin G (lgG) heavy chain, which was presentin the antiserum used

the amount p in the for the immunoprecipitation step, is indicated at the right.

Jm-a-kt/lzaSf cells (Fig. 14). Net
did no apper to he toc: in that Nef-producixn cells exhibited the sae doubling
time and morphology as the control cells.

Gel shft assays were performed with nulear extracts prepared frcm stimulated
and un I Muti-M--a cells. Nuclear extracts were prepared from 5 x i6 cells with a
modified version of the method of Digram and colleagues as adapted by Mntminuy and
Bileikjian. FoXllcing amnoniu sulfate ,rnuaitat , prar otein we
resu.peded in a 100 ul solution omtainiM 20 nM H (N-2-rý yetbylpiperazine-
N'-2-ethanesulf••ic acid, pI 7.9), 20 ntM 1W1, 1 XM MY.12, 2 vM VIT, and 17% glycerol
with the addition of 10 M*1 NaF, 0.1 nM4 sodium vanadate, and 50 nM' beta-glylceol-
phshte. CytcpLasaic extracts ocJsted of the -_e-natant resulting f rum the
lysis of cells in hypotcnic lysis solution, duonng, and lw-speed Cejntrifq ticn
to pallet nuclei. Burdinq reaction mixtures ontained 2 ul (2 ug) of nulear
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FIG. Gal shtf ntuao Fa a w ar m .a cb, pracpineped fivte. 52$ (a and b). Jaskoal E6.1(c), or MR.-ALL (d) calls (AY

22P6 end 133 call. wapa stiraahatd with PHA (13 pgkd) and PMA (7$ angA) lap 0. 40. M. 120. or M4 smini ZW4' and 22D6 (b), lartal Ph-
(c). w. HMlALL (d) calsb wae stimmathenwd (0) or wale attlalatad with PHIA and PMA as described above Wi 4 b (4), DNA prebes nand
fe binding ase seifaied mn !be lop of teach panaL (e) Cytoaplasmic immaeia excatrI (7 pg sad.) from the indicated non waf incubated with
the NF-..D DNA pmbeh an d Mchdsalsau ma h ren of CA% deamrychl mlc a (SigiS). R. S. and P. NF-aiB-padlic binddg
SP.1.apeciic binding. and f-m picks, mqsclvw. SF-i binding savead mas ma lro cfa eatrac quadity now spadcdlky of Net effaus. COWd

tadictes I atlOGfldndr exces ofataaa DNA wman added for ajn im. annaapecdcbinding.Datarupaewiat hulthan
ladapandat xpernments,
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extrat (Fig. 15a thrcajh d) or 6 ul (7 ug) of cytoplamic extract (Fig. 15e), 2 ug
of poly(dI-dC) (harmacia), 100-fold molar emss of unlabeled NF-kB mutant
oli0n Wleitde ( - ), and 20,000 cpm of end-labeled
oligonulceotide probe in ENA binding buffer in a final volume of 22 ul. Rsactions
were performed at 30' C for 25 min, immediately loaded on a 4.5% polyacrylamide gel
with 0.5 X Tris-borate-EDIH , and run at 200 V. Oligrncleitdes used were as
follows: NF-MB, -- ; SP-1,
(- . All rzprces we gel purified and end
labeled with gamaE-32P-AI. Mie intensity of the indicated berds was determine by
laser densitiometry and by measuring the radioactivity of emxised bards in a liquid
scintillation counter. "flere was a linear relationship between the amount of
extract used and RA-binldin activity (data not ahoi). 7here was no NF-kB EM
birnirg activity with the cyt•plasmic aetrcts in the abser, of deocmdlic acid
(data not sh•x:). Protein concentration was determine with the Bradfod reaget
(Biorad) with bovine serum albumin as a standard. Nuclear extract pr a-raticrs and
binding reactions were repeated on three separate ocrasicws with similar results.

Mie induction of NF-kB activity in stinulated 133 cells was supressed 5-7-fold
compared with that of the 22F6 cells. Ths irihibiticn was evident 40 rain
poststimulat•icn and was sustained throughout the 4 h stimulation period (Fig. 15a).
J25 clcne 22D8 cells represent a distizct cicnal cell line, which, like the 133
cells, aslo stably express Nef. NF-kB inKr-tion was suppressed 4-5-fold in the 22D8
cells compared with that of the 22F6 cells (Fig. 15b). NF-kB supressiion was more
profound in the 133 cells than in the 22D8 cells, which correlates with the
ctervation that Nef expression was higher in the 133 cells. Similar to the Nef-
expressing J25 clones, Nef irtibited NF-kB induoticn 3-4-fold in the JurkatInefW
and HPB-AIL/IrSNS1 cells ccnared with their -eir --x-1t--_ts (Fig.
15c and d). Nef-tediated NF-kB aJion was more profound in the Jurkat/zfnSN
cells than in the H1F-ALL/LnefSSl cells, evn though the HPB-AUWInefSNS1 cells
expressed evex old higher levels of Nef. This result is likely due to the
biological difference that exist betmi the two cell lines. Tat is, Jurkat cells
my be more sensitive to the effects of Nef than HP5-AML cells buse of
differential expressicn of proteins involved in signal tranducticn. That Nef-
mediated NF-kB supessicrn in the 133 and 221)8 cells was greater than in the
Jurkat/InefSN and HRP-AIL/IzefSfS1 cells may be die to the expression of a different
nef allele in the 133 and 221)8 cells. Alternatively, this result could be due to
the fact that every cell in the culture of 133 and 22D8 cells produxed a relatively
high level of Nef, wheras the Jurkat/InafSN and HPB-AU4/InefSNS1 cells reresent
a mixed population of cells expressing low and high levels of Nef or no Nef at all.

NF-kB activity in ruclei from u iulated cells was extrmely low but
detectable, and no differences between Nef-expressing and control cells were
dseved (data not shown). Aliitionally, when cytoplasmic extracts from
urstinilated cells we treated with deoxycholic acid (which releases NF-kB frcm its
cytoplasmic inhibitor IkB), they exhibited NF-kB activity indi4mdent of Nef
expression (Fig. 15e). Finally, that Nef supressed the level of NF-kB indaction
after only 40 min of stimilaticni suggests that Nef does riot suppress p11o or p65 NF-
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Fig. 16

FK. -Get AM ftalyaaaoiandweaeeuaM prepared from 22FG
-~~ Oft (a) traneteamly traudecaed wtkb the istheled DNA plasad,

thatý Wat Sem ska ed t(0 or -em V tAakaaed for 4 b (4) -"k
4 ~~PiA-? and PiA and ZW6 An VU orbt O(b stheadted Ohe k okh
j ~PitA.? (M) PMA (Wi) or Iano.~i () (2 pM) or weination of

C -aY -w hatig-n N. U3, S. and P. ?F-nfl-podhc bindiag, 1SF.

Spe bblksn qig SP-1eeci bindng aOd fre probe. repecavety-
Cc aereuo 22FG H+M from panel b wan preiwnaated wtth

the apeold anmmae for LS W.m befets the NIFýe DNA probe
wn oldde NFýaB pGSIpS baeerdianee- and pSO-pLW h omtda-
bNA co.plewm and a Netb~td etetdimeeO- , an hamedne-

- ~~~~HNAlaaody compkoaw we hndlad at the evkt. DwAa reisn
at least thms ndepedafto aepmakata.

A-A

kB irIA eqxressicrn. These cbservaticeu indicate that We affects the recruitcewit
and nct the r.tplsi r. 'r matraticn of N-kB. Mie binllir of SP-1 was .1 1,1 1 -t.
of Nef e ressicxn ad stiuu].aticui, and the aiwount of SP-1 probe tued in these gel
shift assays was rKct limited (Fig. 15a through e). In additioni, no differencs in
bixdirq to NF-AT-, WSF-, and tIM-secific prxbes bet~mi 22Fro and 133 cells were
dbsrý~ (data no~t st~mn) These data suggest that Nef specifically jitibited the
irnk~icti of NF-kB activity.
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To further deimontrate Nef's apresive effect on NF-kB rezruitment, 22F6
cells were transiently transfected with DMA plasmids expressing Net from the SV40
early promoer, pSVF/N, cr the cytam lovirus immediate-early promoter, pWVF[N,
or with plasmids containing shift utaticrD in the ner gen (pSVFIN and
pmNVF/Ns, respect ly). Nuclear extract p a ard MA binding reactios
were as described above. 22F6 cells (2 x 10) (Fig. 16a) were transfected with 30
ug of the indicated plasmid ENA by us_. DDEO-dxtran. Briefly, cells (167) were
incbated with plasmid EM ap=m in a solution cutaining 10 ml of serum-free
RI 1640, 0.25 M Tris, pH 7.3, and 125 ug of DEAE-dextran (Sigma) per ml at 370C
for 40 min. Following centriifgation at 2,000 x g for 7 min., the calls we
maintained in growth muizum for 60 h Iriocr to stimulation and cell hrvesting.
Plasnid pSF/N is similr to plasnid pSVF, excet that lIV-i rax-lectid 8994-9213
(indlcaing the NF-kB recognition sites) and 3' flanking cellular sequencs were
deleted. Plasmid pSVF/N was digested at the unique Bgl II site at coau 88 of the
nef gen, the sticky eds were filled in with the Klew fragment of EMA polymnrase
I, and the plasmid was religated with T4 EMA ligase. This plasmid uas called
pSVF/Nfs to indicate the intrvodwion of a framshift in the nef gene. he Bam HI
fragnt fraom pSVFIN and pVF/Nfs, wich includes the mtire lsrth of the HIV-1
s present in these cloes vas L-serted Into the vector 6B in the crrect
and icorrect arientation with respect to the cytzealovirus immediate-early
promoter to gerate pCMWF/N and pCMWF/Nfs, respectively. (ells transfected with
plasuids pSVF/N and pC)I/N eqress Nef protein, but cells transfected with pSVF/Nfs
and pCNVF/Nfs do not, as detearmined Western blot and fmurqrecipitation analysis
(data not shown). Transfection efficiemcy uas deter d by ctranfecti with 2
u of pGWV-AT. Chloraup siicol aoetyltrairurase (CM activity (reported as the
percent coversion to acetylated products) uas determined as des•ibed below, a&
the values for the p6F/N fs-0-, pSVF/N fs-4-, pSVF/N-4-, pOWVF/N fs-4-, and
pCMF/N-4-transfected cells were 51, 60, 61, 58, and 61%, respectively. A USF-
specific UM probe (correspciding to nicleatides; -159 to -173 of the HIV- long
terminal repeat, GC .A ) was used as a control for the
specificity of Nef effects and eatract integrity. ic.-mycin (Sigma) (Fig. 16b) was
used at a xanmertration of 2 UM. Antti-p5O, anti-p65, anti-v-rel aW6 preblee sera
(Fig. 16c) were kindly provided by Mark HaTWik (niversity of MismAri, Columbia,
Mo). Because the gels in Fig. 16a and b and Fig. 15 were run for a shorter length
of time, the to bands indicated in Fig. 16c appear as one bard in Fig. 16a and b,
and Fig. 15.

NF-kB irxblxicn was consistently inhibited at least tw-fold in cells
tafeed with either pSF/N or pC)I•N cmpmared with ceUs afc with their
nef mutant c=ntmpar. ts (Fig. 16a). Transfectior eff iciencrie in these experiments
were determined by ootransfectirx cells with the pSV2-@T plasmid aid mreas-rr ChT
activity. No significant differences in transfection efficiency between the nef-
expressing and the nef mutant plasmids were observed (Fig. 16a). Ihe essive
effect of Nef in these transiently transfected cells was not as dramatic as the
effects observed in the stably transfected and transck•ed cells. 7he moet subtle
effect of Nef in this experiment may be due to the expressicn of a nef allele uhid
was derived from an HIV-1 isolate distinct from either the NIA3 or the SF2 isolates.
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In a&Iiarti, cel whticdh did not Fig. 17
receive the nef eqzessicn plasmid
during the tra• ient-tasfecticn
IXAo were not eliminated (by
antibiotic selecticn) fram the total
call populationi.

7b explome the relative
contr~ibutions of ind~ividual mitogen

to the reczuitmet of Nef-
azlpexes, -cells wra m

stimulated with either I-h, PM, or
icnanKjin alone, or in combinatian... .
The maxiZmal ir action of NF-kB -

activity ocRiarred utm P was.
combined with M4 (Fig. 16b). This -"
result coupled with the oservaticn [ '0
that PHA mimics the effects of the
natural li:gmd for the T-cell
recetc (TCR) omplex .. qests that . .

Nef may inhibit signal traan& x b ____-

emnating frm the TM coplex. _he".

addition of the &+ icn#=er,
icm ycin, ben pled with M [|
treatwn tpartiallysuettutad for ~y ,I
the absem of PM with respect to
NF-kB i:n ticn (Fig. 15b). -
Ha~er, ionmycin treatmet did not -"
significantly reduce Nef's
irhidbitccy effects, suggesting -that___ -

events other than Ca? oizciaticni*-
ay be disnte by Nef. Using

antibcdies against the p50 and p65
NF-kB subnits, we found that Nef-
inhibitible cumplees included both--- a -,

P CAT nys of can ba tin =6 Vainow.4y VO-
t 50 -pS0  hamodimes and p50-p65- .M -V1CTA 4CTM w . dJk
Mtervdimers (Fig. 16c). -. dbp...,,*b.- -r " .CAT .(--

-. PH A T y Iwmin by O 4,

To determine whether Nef- (A.4CI IWA sea quInau dw M~sd~aa dm

mediated irdbiticn of NF-kB binding
activity orelated with a dease
in tran. ipticnal activity, cell
we transfected with EM plasmids
by using the HIV-1 long terminal
repeat to direct expression of a
hetewlogouw geme pcxct, , T.
Jurkat cells were transfected,
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desecribed above, with 15 ug of the CIT construxts indicated in Fig. 17. Floloing
tranfecticr, the cells were maintained in growth medium for 24 h. Oells were or
wer not treated with PHN-P (13 ug/ml) and PMA (75 ng/ml) and irubated for an
additional 18 h. O(ll extracts were preared, and CAT activity was assessed b
standard mthods. Extract equivalent to 3 x iCP cells was used for each 18 h
reaction. cAT activity was in the linear rang of analysis with respct to extract
amount and incubation time (data nut shown). CIT assays were normalized to a
nonir ble control plasmid, RSV-CIT (2 ug), whidh was trwasfected in parallel with
the HIV-1-CAT plasmids as scxibed abome. Assays wer also normalized to protein
cxximitatiaoe as determined by Bradford reagent analysis (Bired). The amanxt of
cIT activity was quantitated by ecising the qxt correspmrdixi to the nacetylated
and acetylated frms of 14C-d•lrau±hnicol aid measuin radioactivity in a liquid

couatio n ter. CIT activity is expressed as the percet cf raioactivity
in the acetylated form ccupared with the sum of that of the acetylated and
unacetylated frms. The wjil-type NW-1-CIT (CD12-T) was derived by a swal
deletion in the nef crdi, sequne upstream of the lV teminal repeat start site
of clone C5-CIT,), mutant NF-kB NIV-CT and IL-2-CIT plasmids were enerioly
provided by Steven Jospehs, Gary Nabel, aid Gemld Crabtree, respectively.
DeltaNRF-iIV-I-CIT was generated by excisirn the Ava I-Ava I fragmnt from -IV-I-CAT
and therefore lacks the ngative regulatory element seuenc present in WV--CMT.

CAT activity cxrreLated well with EM~-binding activity in that 133 cells
exhibited a capacity to indume CIT activity that was fivefold less than that of 22F6
cells (Fig. 17a). Similarly, CIT activity ixtiain was svpiressed twofold in the
Jukat/I.fI calls compared with that in the Jur•at/LfenSN cells (Fig. 17b). Tis
irnibition was dmstrated with both wild type NWV-i-CT and the necatiý*
regulatory element deletion clone, deltaNRE-HIV-1-CM, which lacks nucletides -453
to -156 of the HIV-i long terminal repeat (Fig. 17a and b). hil result sugests
that negtive regulator~y aelent. sequeries are, not primary targets of Nef regulationi
in stimulated T cells. An HIV-I-T plasmid containirg mitated NF-kB sequems weas
induced, at most, only twofold above basal levels, and inAkxtkn was indepenent of
cell type and Nef expression (Fig. 17a and b).

Ihe inxortanoe of NF-kB with respect to the inuction of fL-2 by T-oell
mitcqens was demob.trated by Hkyas aid colleaues. Iewe autxs stwa1 that the
induction of CAT activity wes prevented up to 80% with IL-2-CAT ctructs bearing
nutatione in the NF-kB site crmrd with that of IL-2-CAT consb ts cxiitAinin
wild-type NF-kB r ogiticr sequence. As previously rexrted, we found that Nef
profoundly srpessed the in oticn, of CIT activity directed by the IL-2-CAT plasmid
in the 133 cells (Fig. 17a). Mere there was a 50- to 60-fold induction of CIT
activity in the 22F6 cells, there was only a 2- to 3-fold induction in the 133 cells
(Fig. 17a). Although NF-kB appears to play an important role in IL-2 inductcin, it
is possible that Nef blocks other factors in addition to NF-kB %hich may be required
for the efficient induction of IL-2 gem expressicn. This possibility may explain
the dramatic supressive effect of Nef on IL-2 induction coampred with the results
of Hoyos and colleagues. (IT activity genrated by the IL-2-CAT xonstruut was
induced to a muxh lower extent in the Jurkat E6-1 cells. This result is likely due
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to differences that exist Waem Jurkat E6-1 and J25 cells. Despite the low level
of indution of the IL-2 promoer in the Jurkat B6-i calls, CAT activity was hihr
in the Jurkat/LfenN cells than in the Jurkat/LnefS cells (Fig. 17b). Nef did not
affect CAT activity driven by the SV40 early pruomter or the prcmoters from Rom
sarax virus, the cmgalovinE, r the 1Masn-Pizer uuisy virus, indicatirn
that Net specifically axxxsed the HIV-l and IL-2 proam rs (data riot shom). ¶he
Jurkat E6-i cells wre transfected with equivalent efficie•y; however, the Nef-
expressing 133 cells were or e easily transfected than were the control cells (22F6
cells). Thrfore, CAT activity gerated by an MV-<AT plasmid that was
transfected in parallel ws used to assess the tranfectian efficiency and to
nornalize the CAT activity derived from the HIV-1-CAT and IL-2-T onstructs.

Thcobervation that Nef prets IL-2 ixduxticn (Fig. 16a), ioupled with the
de-arztrations that ILP-2 inducion requires 0C4 and p56' and NF-kB recruitnt,
provides additionial evidence to suggest that Net uncouples signals originiating frcm
the 7MU. F~rtherIre, the TCR cxmplex iruces NF-kB activity after treatment with
anxtibo~dies to either C)2 r CM3. Net irniibits. the induction of ILi-2 by' bothi of
these sthiiili.

interestinly, Nef has been reorted to dmon-noilate the surfa expression
of C)4. Althxigh Nef did riot affect the rate of CD trai mciptioncc translation,
the mectmim b yhiod Nef meuiates the d amodlaticn of a)4 at the cell surface
remains unclear. ¶he corctim betwen Nef-madiated negative effects on CD4 cell
surface expressicn and NIV-1 and Il-2 raplation has not yet been established.

Previously, we and others reported that HIV-I Nef mediated HIV'1
traxucriptical sicon. Sme investigatrs we unable to confirn this effect;
however, differens in experimental aproackm my explain the aparent
dli -c-r Ma r~y. Flo the first time, the dataA presented hecre sugget that the pimanry
underlying event in Nef-wdiated trancraipticnal repression in activated T cells is
the inhibition of iraxktion of NF-*B activity. In vivo, this Sulpmssn may limit
the productiin and cell surface expression of viral gen products in infected clels,
UwxereI &allciz the cells to evade clearance by the cellular and lumol arms of
the immure respore. 7his mol for Nef-mediated viral persit in vivo my be
consistent with the results of Kestler and colleagues uich a ted that the
prese of an intact ref gem required to rolo SIV infection and intluce

t ss in infected m -- Irthen ,we, and others demnsrated that SIy
Nef irhibited SIy relication in vitro in a way that was analg to the way in

udch HIV-I Nef inhibited HIV-1. It is possible that high-level Nef exression
early after infection is sufficient to maintain HIV-I in a relatively latent state,
uhidh may be critical fcr . a reservoir of HIV-1 Infected cells and the
eventual delcpmwt of AIDS.

We aiso expic'red gl retmad coplexas usig a 32P-oligornuleotide
aorrespc din to the HIV-1 AP-1 M recnition site. In the parental 22F6 Jurkat
cells, an irxked AP-1lM couplex uicd was rnt present in urwiuulated cells, s
detected between 1 and 2 hr poststimilation and was abuniant 4 hrs post-stioulaticn.
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In contrast, the recruitment of the same AP-1/IA omplex was litubitied 5-fold at
2 hr and 9-fold at 4 hr in the Nef eoq rssl 133 cells oupared to the 22F6 calls
(Fig. 18). Atditicn of 100-fold molar eoe~s of unlabeled AP-1 specific
oligmincleotids inhibited the aperarne of the mjor irdmible ccuplex (Fig. 18).
However, an o Ucleotid. with threet mileotide -mttutincs in the AP-1
r-gnitirn site did not compete away the indible couplex, and we Jxnoxled a 100-
fold exoes of the unlabeled mutant AP-1 o mit in all bindin reacticzw
as a non-specific inhibitor.

Th pr-emmx of the constitutive AP-1,1) ocupleoc (the slcwet, miratiz
ocmplex. in Fig. 18) was minimially if at all, affected by Nef ard my be due to the
costant p ec of seun in the cell gwth tmedia. Meover, this ocpl as not
induible (Fig. 20b). In additicn, the constitutively active t anerui•tin factr
SP-1 was rit affected by the ; cr abse of Nef, and was used as a ccntrol
for extrac quality (Fig. 18). Mmrefcre, Nef inhibited the intvible AP-I/CM
xcmplemxs, specifically.

Gel shift analysis with extats prepare frno stimut anlated anB-
ALL cells affcored results similar to those cbtained with the Jurkat cells (Fig.
19). Hoever, in acntrast to the Jurkt cells, the mitogen-irýcible AP-l/fI
complexes, were pese in t cells as well as the stimulatd cells.
Whmmres the stilulatable AP-1/IA complexes in the HIPe-ArL/Ite cells were indu-
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ig h ttel 5•-fold/•• aftr b s , of w• thM an P tramnot, tras no significng.

In this exeimn, we incldued another Ne non-respani trn'oription factor, aSF

the HMO-AL and the Jurkat, ce~ls Moay reflects differne that existbme
the different T-el lines. 9

Prvo stde indicated that c-fos ex[reswo is •irdetd by Pm, the calcium
in . A23187, an:d M. In to determiere qd22:

to AP-1 EM activity, wo a the role of PM, FM, ad
calcium i ., , alon Cr in w (Fig. 20a). iny,

th inito of AP-1 acivity mas mwm with PHh tramn aiore and additino
PM did not siniicantly inea AP-i;UM cm e ft aicn. The lee of
ardy etely AP- f activity vas 18-fold h ari in the 22F6 calte oar to the ien
expessing 133 tells with PM alne (Fig. 20a). PF• ahlce cnly slightly 1.In APt-
1 activity in the 22F6 calls,,. activity n tectable H vityLwas ixm cel in
the 133 calls treated with EM alone (Fig. 20a)ls Ihs alom mas not sufficient
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Fig. 2 0.
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to elIcit APu-1 retxuiftuw in either call lime (Fig. 20a).

T-cell ativaticw is meiae by ircreae Ca? influK and PNC activaticn utddcd
both omw as a unsecliat Of pke~holipase-C activatim kby the T-aaall, receptor
(¶TM cxuplex. Uwtebt of the .Jxkat cells with a o~m*ntim of icmmycin and
FM 4~dch both kbAns the TM aOuplex, led to sgificant inxkutiuu of AP-l
act~ivityj, albieit 2.5-~fold les efficiently than HA alcine. iWsreas there Ion an 18-
fold highr level of ixx~.ird AP-l M-bixx1Irq activity in the 22F6 calls coom-ers
to the 133 calls usingx RIN alcre, there was cnly a 3-fold differuvae using the
aztdnawticn of icTxuycin and RIM. Simae MRI miics the nim-anl activaticn signal
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(i.e. autigen binding to TCR) of T cells, it appeared that Nef exerted its effects
primarily (although not exclusively) on TMU initiated signalling, as has been
suggested previouly.

To determine whether the inducion of AP-l activity required the activation of
pre-existiri campa or new protein vyrtesis, was added 30 mi.
before mitoan treabnt. at c•1dmdz•ide treab~t inhibited the recruimt
of AP-1 activity, sgets that de rv protein sysnthesis must be involved (Fig.
20b). This result was cnsiste with the observation that two hours of stimulatlan
were required before significant inductim of AP-l MA binding activity (Fig. 18).

To identify the polypetides preset in the iJruIuible AP-1 complex, we
inuKjbated nulear extracts derived from the 22F6 cells with anti-c-F•s and anti-c-
Jun antibodies, prior to the addition of labeled oli srwceotides (Fig. 20c).
Antisera to both c-FRs and c-vJm inhibited complex formation. ximtely 3-fold,
aqesting the presence of c-Fbs and c-Jun in the omiplex. Howevr, these
atnibodies did riot cause a super-sift, presumaby be se antibody binding to c-fl
and c-Jun caused anfdrmtiuinal dchans which are not permissive for M1A binding
activity. In these experiments, normal rabbit serum and anti-Nef antibodies were
used as negative controls.

We will also perform Nrthern blot assays to conf im that the effects of Nef
on AP-1 inddtion occr at the level of transcripc"n of c-jun and c-fos.

Previous studies indicated that the binding of AP-1 to the NIV-I-LtR AP-l
recogniticn sites play little, if any, role in affecting transcriptional activitb.
Zeidcmer and oworkers generated several HIV-1- R-CAT linker-scmming mutants in
the region of the AP-1 re-gnition sites and transfected the =utant plamids-into
Jurkat cells. There were no significant differences in CAT activity betwe the
wild-type HIV-1-Lm-CLTR plasmid and the AP-I mutant plasdids in cells that were or
were not stimulated with PHA and MA.

However, the intragenic AP-1 recognition sites were capable of meiating
transcripticnal activation following phcrbol ester treatment. Therefore, we clczud
a synthetic oligonucleotide, corresponding to the two adjacent AP-1 sites with the
pol gene, or an oligonucleotide which contahind three nczleotide substitutions in
these AP-1 cnsrnsue sites, into the polyliker of the enarnver-less pCAT prauter
plasmid (prmega). These plasmids wee called pak-IG-APl and pA'-MIG-AP1,
respectively. The pC(T promwter construct, in the absee of the AP-1 sites,
orntains the SV40 coe promoter, afforded low basal d'lonbeil acetyltransferse
(CIT) activity in T-cells, and was rot inducible in T-cells follwing treatment with
T-cell mitogens (data not shwon).

The pCAT-IG-AP1 and pRT4(G-AP1 ocrswtsw ere trarsiently trwksfected into
the Jurkat 22F6 and 133 cells, as well as Jurkat 25 cicre 22D) cells. The 22D8
cells z•zeses, a distinct, clcnal call line which, like the 133 calls, aslo stably
expess the nef gene from HIV-1 isolate NL.3. ¶ansiently transfected cells we
either rot stimulated or were stimulated with PH& and RMA for 18 hr and CAT activity
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Fig. 21.
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was thien measured. CAT activity in tranefected ceUs was relatively 1CM, between
1-3% cowsiou to acetylated procts. Howw , we found an averag fold inxhric
in CAT activity of 3.6 + 0.4 in the 22F6 l trarsfected with the pOUT-IG-P
plasuid, ccupared to an average fold indxtion of 1.4 + 0.2 in the 133 cells and no
hxbxtion in the 22D8 oels (Fig. 21). Trmsfection effCiinxes wre higher in the
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Nef epzessin cells and wre determinrd by parallel transfectim with rur-Nef
reqxmive prawters including Rm sarcoma virus-CT, cytomeao'virus-CAT, and
simian polycma virus 40-CAT (data not shown). hese determinations were
statistically significant, with 95% confidence intervals, with respect to fold-
indoicn, of 2.8-4.4 for the 22F6 cells and the 133 and 22DB cells is 1 in 1000.
CAT activity ws rnt ilixkd in ceIls transfected with the pCAT-MIG-APl contrt,
iitcating that the integrity of the AP-1 site in the ineted oligonxrleotide ws
essenti a. =s, Nef-ieiated i-iibiticLc of AP-1 UA-bindiM activity prevted AP-
1-mediated transciptional activation.

Riat role AP-1 playt with respect to HIV-l regulation is unclear. Nef could
iriibit AP-1-meliated activation of HIV-i directly, by preventir the interaction
of AP-1 with the intragenic enanoer in the pol geem. In additicn, by inhiubiting
AP-1 ixrkb±ion during T-oell activation, Nef may affect the regulation of AP-1
activated cellular genes. Effects on such cellular genes may alter the cellular
envirciment, positively or negatively, uhidi may indirectly affect HIV-1
replication. For exanple, the finding that c-Fos and c-Oem are early respose
mediators of T-cell activation, coupled with the oervation that HIV-1 cannot
replicate in resting, unactivated T-cells, presents a scenario for irdirect effects
of Nef on HIV-1 expression.

In additiun to mediating the suppression of AP-1 initticn, we fcund that Nef
also inthbited the nitom-a i ontic of NF-kB. HF-kB, like AP-1, is an
early response effector of T-oell activation and has been shoan to be an ibportant
activation of HIV-l r 1iicaticn in stimulated T-cells. M=s, Nef mediated
iJutbition of recruitmet of both AP-l and NF-kB may intensity the negative effeaf
on HIV-1 replicatico in T-cells. By inidbiting virus replciation directly, and/or
by blocking T-cell activation, Nef may provide a reservoir of persistnetly infected
cells itach may ultimately ontribute to HIV-1 clinical laten~y, HIV-l radiated T-
cell depletion, and AIDS.

Iie mechanism irdrwyM Nef's negative transcriptional effects on viral
transcription may be its ability to inubit NF-kB activity in T-cells and NF-kB-like
activity in nri-lynqboid cells, sudh as MfS cells. his conclusion is based upon
results obtaied fron Jurkat and C cells transfected with HIV-1-LR CAT onstucts
containing mutations in both of the NF-kB sites. Basal CAT activity in these cells
was significantly lower copared to cells transfected with corstructs tearirq intact
NF-kB sites. The effect of Nef on the NF-kB-like factors presn in COS cells may
be identified by incuibating nuclear extracts from Nef-*xpressing and parental OOS
calls with an NF-kB oligorucletide proe. In them exp.rin1nts, w will o--
transfect a plasmid expressing a dbimeric version of NF-kB fusin the p65 and p50
subunits. It is expected that this assay system will have a low badqrwri, and
ttus will be amemble to a transient transfecticn assay for Nef. This will provide
a useful system for analyzing the effect of various mutaticns in Nef.
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Fig. 22.
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That Nef inhibits the recuitment of NF-kB in respone to the T-cell mitogen,
PHA, ich acts presumably through the T-cell receptor (TR) ocuplex, coupled with
the results of Luria and olleagues, hi indicate that Nef inhibits IL-2 mRIA
inducticn, follwir, treauent with anti-Tq and anti-CM antibodies sxgests that
Nef inhibits signals emanatiu fr the TR omplex. Hmayer, sinc. Nef also
inhibits, although to a less e&tent, NF-kB and AP-l izdztic ) by M together with
icnrcc, which bypasse the TCR, Nef may also affect signallin that occurs

e of the TCR ccuplex or throug alternative pathways (Fig. 22).

To further 94Vprt the notion that Nef prmess NF-kB induction primarily by
disruptin• TR derived si4nals, we will determim wether Nef blocks NF-kB ixii
mediated by anti-TCR and anti-a3 antibodies. Tb assess ther Nef disturts other
pathways leadinu to NF-kB activation, will assess Nef's ability to inhibit NF-kB
recuitment by the Tax ptatei of HEW-l, Aich binds directly to the NF-kB
Fre---sor, and by tumor necrosis factori-alpa (M'*flpaa). We will also determine
whether Nef affects the state of pho%*=ylation of the cytoplasmic irnibitor of NF-
kB, AIB. It is postulated that phosphorylation of MIc causes the release of the
p65 asbunit of HE-kB, allowing WF-kB to migrate to the nucleus.

7hat NF-kB inizicn occus within 30 min. following stimulation, whereas,
significant inuticon of AP-l requires a period of aIgrnmately 2 hrs, suggests
that NF-kB may be responsible for activating c-fos and c-jun expression. If this
is true, than Nef mediated inhibition of NF-kB induction urlerlies the inhibition
of AP-1. In addition to the terporal activation of NF-kB and AP-1, results frh
other experiments supprt this r-lati betwe NF-kB and AP-l. Fo eouple,
the Tax protein of HMiV-I activates NF-kB activity by directly binding to the NF-4ce
precursor. Tax eoqressin cells also exhibit .elevated levels of c-fos eqzesicn.
In other expner ts, treatnen of T-cells with the protein synthesis inhibitor,
cyclcheximide, enhances NF-kB tranlocatiu to the .n ,leus, xzbably by
inhibitirq the synthesis of AB or another neative resualtory co-factor.
Cycle~xiimide treatment of T-cells also sharply inorases the level of c-fos Ma.
FrUmre, NF-kB inniia i des not require new protein synthesis, wreas
treatiant of cells with cyclceximide does inhibit AP-l in x icn. This stows that
de iM protein synthesis is required for AP-1 inixcicn and that a qyclcmdmide-
insensitive transcripticnr factor is involved in that indctiaon. A itioually, it
was rectly reported that protein kinase C (Pf) activity is required for efficient
biyitic of both NF-kB and AP-1 in T-ells. Ths findlM is czsimtent with the
notiic that the activation of both factors ocurs through the m pathway.

Finally, there is an NF-kB niticn rsequec in the c-fos ger, and it is
located aT•zudzetely 150 nucleotides uqwtrem of the RMA initiation site.
¶erefore, in order to test the hypothesis that HF-Ic is directly repnible for
AP-1 indrutica in T-cells, one could mutate the NF-kB sequences in thee c-fos
prctwtex by site-directed numtagenesis. Both wild-type and imutated prxtwter
Ssq -- s could then be clonud upstream of a comnveient reporter gen, such as the
C0T gne. One could then cupare inducible CAT activity in T-cells transfectded
with either the wild-type of NF-kB mutant contruc.
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c) To characterize the mechanism of tMra0criptigMa suessicn by Nef

i) Gel retaratý ae~riments

Sse - -iuzr are discussed in deph in the prcdn section. In
a~diticn, to the eqperiefts to be perfom with COS aell nuclear extrats, we will
also perfdcin assays with a variety of different NF-kB binding sitas, in light of
recant data of significant diffetrw in the binding ability of different rel-
related protens to each oliside qence.

ii) EMA footrintina stuiies

ENA footprintinr sbldies are planned to precisely map the binding sites
affected by Net.

iii) In vitro t-a--ripticn stbies

we win initate studies using in vitro trascriptimn to study the iichanim of
Nef effects on NP-kB aid AP-1.

d) To determine; the role of Uhbdivlatiwn, GIP bindirr. GIPase activity. and
MristMlaticn gggglr activity cn Nef activity

We have cunstructed a myristoylatinn accetor mutant of Nef in a full proviral
clac and a Nef expressicn vector. Studies are underway with this mutant, to
examine its effect cn virus replicaticn in lynphoid cell lines ad primarl'
lynrh*cytes.

We have alo eDxressed prental aid myrisotylated aoosptcr mutant of Nef in E.
coli, co-trarufected with the yeast N-myristcl trarsterase gene. We have
established binding assays with lyrphoid MrntaI aid cytoskbletcn and faxd
irristayl-d.epedent. binding of Net to cytcekeletan craly. No effect of
myristoylatica was fold for binding of gag p55 to cytoskeletan, dem-stratirq the
specificity of the effects ai Net . Mie bindin of myristcylated Nef to cytodkeletan
was disrq edy Sk S cr heat treatmenit.

7he birdirg of nq'ristcylated, Net to cytodkeletcri appears to 4be saturable,
estin a definite number of receptirs. :itc dies with unlabeled Net

proe•in and N-tmne mi Net peptides are underwy. We are particularly interested
in detemninlx whether there is a specific cellular protein that birds Nef. In this
light, we will also perfrm axrss-lInking experimnuts with E. cDli Nef and lyaFhidL
cytoskeet to define wether there is a specific cytokeletmc protein that birds
Nef. Partilar interest will be paid to viradin, as a candidate birding protein.

o14nxIAeOtid0& for the other umtatias descibed in the criginal orstract
aUcats •have been systhesizd. In additicn, the C-terminal deletian mitants of
Nef haw also been oosted.
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e) TO deteo lle effects of Nef ui cellular Urotgir irlulirg those w hich ay
Mdate HIV-1 infectivity or rel "icati

We have ScMeed several lavab gtlU expressicn ijraries for Nef bir~lr
prcoteins withut sucss. Hwver, we are lnodU for Ne binding proteins by othe
tecminies. Studties aimed at examining Nef-birding cytoskeletal proteins wer
dcribd in the previous section.

We are also exmaining v&iethe Nsf binj to or modlates C)4 exipressim. Though~
Garcia and Miller havie sho that Nef doWn-regUlateS the cell-surface exrressin of
M4, bUt not the intracellular c tration Cr prvscessing of CM, the mechn dsm of
this effect remains to be described. One possibility is that Nef birds directly to
the intracellular tai of CM, causing interatlizaticu. Interestingly, the amim
acid seqmwes in the CM4 intraollular tail that are required for binding to
Wristco']ated p5&k appear to overlap with the sesr~s; required by' Net to &dn-

moallate cellOu-rface e4xssicn. Hever, a direct association of Nef and CD4 has
yet to be reported. However, our preliminary izMmjX~gld electron microsop~y
experiments in whidc we simultaneously labeled CM and Nef at the cell surface
do-istrate co-localizaticn. (Fig. 23).

Clearly, an m%=tant experiment to determine if a Nef-CM coamplex exists is
to c-e s high levels of CD4 and Ne and attaiPt to 0o-imzrprecipiate a CD4-
Nef cxmplex: with both anti-cD4 and anti-Nef antibodies. 7his experimnt is
currently uneway in the laboratory. Ibis apprch vas scssful in dI trating
the existenmm of a CD4-p56& complex. It is possible that the associaticn of Nef and
CM is weak, thz, any co,-iuurrecipitaticn experiment would neesitate the u'f
of very mild detergets, such as digitanin or NP-40, to solubilize intact cells.
Another aPrmca ' wOld be to add Cross-linking reagents to a cell-1yate to
stabilize a Nef-CM cuiplex. Following cross-linking, attpts to CO-

citate nay be more S.ssful Finally, there is a possibility that Nef
binds to a protein wh&ich binds directly to CM4, such as p5 6& cr the G-rotein
associated with CD. Such a ternary complex may be even mere difficult to co-
Imuziprecipitate due to increased lability and antibody accessibility.

An alternative explanation for Nef mediated d&cwin-reatiJcn of CM is that Nef
affects the ardcitecture at the cell-surface, scuh that the prpEX expessiaon of CM
and the TM, my be affected. 7his could possibly ocaur if Ned affected the
ctOkeletal rganlizaticu of the plasma arane . As vas d i so sed, Nef appears to
associate with cytowkeletal crmponents of both Unutimilated and stimu~lated IL-oalls.

Finally, Nef could affect the rate of adocytcais of Ca into intracellular
vesicles. The expression of irdividual CM mlecules at the cell surfae is
rnally transient because they are repeatedly edocyced into vesicles and

recycled to the surface. Perbaps Net inr~eases the rate of cycling or prevent the
interlized CM from returning to the cell-az-face.
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A final possibility is that Nefcauses Fig. 23. Colocalization of CD4
a post-translational modification, such as (30 nm gold particles) and Nef
Itxslhcrylaticn to Occur On the CD4 (15 nm gold particles).
intraqtcplasmic tail. .N hosphoylaticn
of three serine residue causes CD4
internalization. Although Nef does not
require these three serine resicts to
mediate d=n=Ulatian, it is possible
that Nef mediates internaljizaticn by
causing the #nq1=ylatian of other
residues, including a thrsardne residue
wdidi is present in the intracyt.plas.ic
tail.

Tlo help dtiush between the
umorousm possibilities, we are I I.i.nin
the cellular location of the mjority of
CM4 molecules in Nef eqxessing cells.
This is beingj done by imnnioelectrrn
microscopy and by subcellular
fractioraticn. Finally, a clue to
e t the nchnism of CM xn-
mnilaticr, currently urdeway, is to block
the transport of C04 to the cell-surface,
or alternatively, mediate increase
internli~aticn. one straight-forward experiment to address these two possibilities
will be to surface label intact cells with 1251. Significant labelir-.of 0D4 would
favw the internalization modeal versus the cytcplasmic-retention model.
Additkaay, the rate of intrnalizatian of 1251 labeled 04 in Nef-eqressing
versus control cells will be measured. This experiment will lend further suxprt
to the interalization model if the results indicate that the rate of CD4
inenaliatica is higher in the Nef-weqresing ccupared to cotrol cells.

f) To determine the role of Nef in HIV-2 and SIV replication

Experiments an the replication of S1 0lO2 and SIVhc39 Nef+ and Nef- clones
have been cupleted. Studies of HIV-2 nef are underway.

g) To dtmi the role of Nef in viAw with animal model svstem

Mie SIVkQ39 cloe used for our analysis of Nef have already been studied by
Desrasiers and colleagues in rhesus cu , and these investigators dannstrated
that Nef was critical far pathogeniity. Our studies in vitro with those virus
strairs and with the HIV-2 srains should provide inpcrtant infcutmticr in
explaining this finding. one possibility is that Nef is required far establistmit
of a state of "latency" in vivo, and that in the absence of Nesf, infected cells are
rapidly lost due to lysis or immune cleararce.
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Studies in sad-h mice with the HIV-1 claes will be perfomed after the
initial sutdies outlind in 1.i. are ompleted. We expect that these expeirments
will be initiated within the next 6 mos.

h) To determine the rgle of Nef in o~dulating manifestaticns of IV-1 inf ection

We havs used P from oer the full course of disease of individuals
desribed in 1. j. We have aaie the first 20 nef clones and preliminary seclwme
analysis has been initiated. Interestingly deleted and rearranged form of nef were
cumranly found late in disease but not early in disease. We will complete sequence

analysis of about 100 cl&,es in the next 6 ms.

We have also used the anplified produt to examine possible functional
a T emaes of LTR variation in these same s. Five CAT vectors have been
amstrted and transfecticn studies in COS and Jurkat ceUs have been initiated to
exami if there are variaticus in car.itutive translptiacna1 activity of M1s
obtained fran early versus late disease stages. We will also exmine tat and NF-kB
activated transcripticn and nef mediated suppression.

i) To deterine the tberap9Mtic role of Nef in down-r tinz HIV-1

Sine Nef has been sIown to be a pathogenic factor in SIVmac in rhesus
macaques, our goal in this regard is altered. Nevertheless, we are in the midst of
c ting the retroviral expressioi clcres for Nef that would be useful for a
wide range of studies, including down-regualation of HIV-i.
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(7) C•aU sIK

Mie sbidies of Vpr have n that this protein is critically important for
pro&dctive infection in mmxytes. In addition, Vim my functionally couplemant the
activity of Vrir. Mhe mechanism of action of Vr and the dmains critical for this
activity are urderstuby. In aition, w have pelimuvixary evine to sugst that
V:r is a ruclear protein, potentially providing a clue to its u±anism of action.

The studies of Vlox have focused on the mecanism of pcaging of Vjc into viru
particles. Ths has led to the vezy interesting observation of an sscatic of
Vpc with gg p24. -- s with other gag protens or IM n not be ewJmded
by these results, but will be aressed in the upcoming year. This is likely to
provide specific i about the mianim of VpK activity.

The stizies of Nef have clearly demonstrated an effect on NF-kB and APl
activity. The effects are shan to be specific by the lack effect on other
transcript•icna factors, including SP1, UIRS, and L5F. Moreaer, we have found that
these effects are functicnally important with regars to HIV-l transcription and IL2
expression. It is likely that a o mediator in signal trans&=tion is affectedbyNef .

We have also fard that Nef interacts with the cellular cytoskeletci aid that
this interacticn deends q= Nef inyristyJlation. MTis my provide specific clues
to the way Nef interrupts signal trarxticon and down-regulates cell surface CD4
expression.

studies of nef sequences from patients at different stages of disease have
sham no major alterations in the ge early during HIV-l infection, but frequent
imerticrs, deletions, or rearrea iets at late stages of disease. This my have
important iuplicaticns concerning the role of Net in disease prrsicn.

4
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The regulation of human immunodeficiency virus type I infection and replication in primary monocytes was
investigated by mutagenesis of recombinant proviral clones containing an env determinant required for the
infectivity of monocytes. Virus replication was assayed by determination of reverse transcriptase activity in
culture fluids and by recovery of virus from monocytes following cocultivation with uninfected peripheral blood
mononuclear cells. Three virus replication phenotypes were observed in monocytes: productive infection, silent
infection, and no infection. Incorporation of the monocytetropic env determinant in a full-length clone
incapable of infection or replication in primary monocytes (no infection) conferred the capacity for highly
efficient virus replication in monocytes (productive infection). Clones with the env determinant but lacking
either functional vpr or vpu genes generated lower replication levels in monocytes. Mutation of both vpr and
vpu, however, resulted in nearly complete attenuation of virus replication in monocytes, despite subsequent
virus recovery from infected monocytes by cocultivation with uninfected peripheral blood mononuclear cells
(silent infection). These findings indicate a central role for the "'accessory" genes vpu and vpr in productive
human immunodeficiency virus type 1 replication in monocytes and indicate that Ypu and vpr may be capable
of functional complementation.

Human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) infection monocytes and together mediate the expression of silent
of macrophages has been demonstrated in brain, spinal cord, versus productive infection.
lung, lymph node, and skin during subclinical infection and To study viral regulation of monocyte infection, we uti-
disease and is postulated to underlie important clinical lized a panel of chimeric HIV-1 clones, constructed from the
manifestations of HIV-1 infection, including disease latency nonmonocytetropic clone HXB2 and the monocytetropic
and development of a spectrum of AIDS-related central clone ADA, as previously described (16, 26, 35, 36). To
nervous system disorders (2, 4, 11, 14, 15, 19, 33, 37). correct a vpr defect in each of these clones, the result of a
However, detailed molecular analysis of virus-host cell single base insertion in HXB2, 2.7-kb Sall-BamHl HXADA
interactions involving monocytes was limited until recently DNA fragments (nucleotides 5785 to 8474) were subcloned
by the restricted tropism of the earliest and most widely into the full-length proviral clone NL4-3, in which the vpr
studied HIV-1 genetic clones for primary monocytes cul- open reading frame is intact (1). The resultant NLHXADA
tured in vitro (14, 15). Previously, we and others have clones contained the ADA-derived ent7 determinant previ-
demonstrated that a discrete env determinant, including the ously localized to nucleotides 7040 to 7323, flanked by
V3 loop but not the CD4-binding domain, is necessary and additional ADA- or HXB2-derived sequences encoding
sufficient for HIV-1 infection of monocytes (23, 29, 36). other portions of env and vpu and small portions of tat and
Additionally, we have identified three virus replication phe- rev. A clone in which the entire 5785-to-8474 sequence was
notypes in monocytes in vitro, using molecularly defined HXB2 derived (thus lacking a monocytetropic env determi-
proviral clones (35). These include productive infection, nant) was used as a negative control for these experiments.
with the generation of high virus replication levels; silent Because HXB2 lacks a vpu initiator methionine codon,
infection, with low to undetectable virus replication in clones in which vpu was HXB2 derived were defective for
monocytes, despite ultimate virus recovery from infected that product, in contrast to clones with an ADA-encoded
monocytes following cocultivation with uninfected, phyto- vpu. Finally, a spr mutant corresponding to each NLHX-
hemagglutinin-stimulated peripheral blood mononuclear ADA clone was generated by introducing a frameshift mu-
cells (PBMCs [lymphoblasts]); and no infection, with neither tation at codon 63.
virus replication in nor virus recovery from monocytes Virions from the recombinant clones, generated by trans-
observed. In the present study, we investigated the roles of fection, were assayed for their ability to infect and replicate
the HIV-1 "accessory" genes vpr and vpu, which are in primary monocytes by the presence of reverse tran-
dispensable for virus replication in primary and immortal- scriptase (RT) activity in culture supernatants (25) and by
ized CD4÷ T lymphocytes. We demonstrate that vpr and vpu the ultimate recovery of virus following cocultivation of
are centrai to the regulation of virus replication in primary monocytes with uninfected PBMCs. The results are summa-

rized in Fig. 1. All clones containing the ADA-derived eni
determinants and an intact vpr gene generated high virus

Corresponding author. replication levels in monocytes. Inactivation of ipr in these
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FIG. 1. Replication of recombinant HIV-1 clones with both wild-type and mutant v'pr genes. (A) The panel of recombinant NLHXA
clones is represented diagrammatically. The region of the genome corresponding to the HXADA fragments (nucleotides 578.5 to 847,4
expanded to highlight the relative positions of HXB2. and ADA-derived sequences. The open reading frames in this portion of the gen,
are represented above. Recombinant clones were generated by reciprocal DNA fragment exchanges of ADA- and HXB2-derived sequei
into a SalI-BaynHI fragment (5785 to 84741 from UX8}2 subcloned into an intermediate shuttle vector. utilizing the restriction enz
sites indicated on top. The resultant chimeric Sall-BellH| fragments; were then subcloned into the clone NL4-3 to gent
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clones, however, generated divergent results, depending (20). Furthermore, tat and rev both differ at 3 of 14 amino
upon the derivation of nucleotide sequences 5999 to 6345 acid positions between the ADA and HXB2 SK fragments,
(SK fragment). Clones in which this portion of the genome with four of these six changes being conservative in nature.
was ADA derived generated lower (but readily detectable) Therefore, it is unlikely that these alterations in en', rat, or
virus replication levels than did their wild-typ,, vpr counter- rev alter their function. However, to formally determine the
parts. However, vpr mutants in which SK was HXB2 specific requirement for vpu during HIV-1 infection of mono-
derived typically failed to generate virus replication levels cytes, the vpu initiator methionine codon of the silent
detectable above background in monocytes, despite subse- infection clone NLHXADA-GG (vpr mutant) was restored
quent virus recovery from these cultures onto uninfected by site-directed mutagenesis. The resultant clone was found
PBMCs. The negative control clone, which carried a wild- to generate virus capable of productive infection of mono-
type vpr but lacked the monocytetropic env determinant, cytes (data not shown).
generated virions which neither replicated in nor were HIV-1 and related lentiviruses are distinct from most of' -r
recovered from monocytes, as previously demonstrated. No retroviruses in that besides the structural gag, pol, and env
significant differences were seen in the replication of each genes common to all retroviruses, they also encode a num-
virus strain on PBMCs obtained from several different ber of genes whose functions have been shown or are
donors. speculated to be regulatory in nature. In HIV-I, these genes

Monocytes were infected with recombinant HIV-1 clones include tat, rev, vif, nef, vpu, and vpr (6-8, 26, 32, 38). While
containing a functional vpr gene, stained with. toluidine blue, tat, rev, and vif are essential for viral gene expression or
and examimed by light microscopy (1-p.m-thick plastic sec- virion infectivity, the precise role and overall importance of
tions). Cultures infected with a nonmonocytetropic virus, vpr, vpu, and nef are unclear, since these genes are dispens-
NLHXADA-SK, which contains a functional vpu gene, were able for virus infection and replication in CD4' lymphocytes
indistinguishable from uninfected cells, with rare, small in vitro (8-10, 12, 13, 22, 24, 30, 32). The availability of
multinucleated cells (Fig. 2A). Cultures productively in- molecular HIV-1 clones which infect and replicate in mono-
fected with virus containing the monocytetropic env deter- cytes at levels comparable to those observed with many
minant and a functional (NLHXADA-SM [Fig. 2B]) or monocytetropic virus isolates has facilitated investigation of
nonfunctional (NLHXADA-GG [Fig. 2C]) vpu gene showed the role that these viral genes may play in regulating the
characteristic cytopathic effects (15). These consisted of the virus life cycle in monocytes. In the present study, we
formation of multinucleated giant cells, often containing 10 observed moderately decreased levels of virus replication in
or more nuclei per cell, and cell lysis. The frequencies and the absence of either vpr or vpu, whereas in the absence of
sizes of these cells were comparable in the NLHXADA- both genes, virus replication in monocytes dropped to levels
SM- and NLHXADA-GG-infected monocyte cultures. Virus barely at or below the level of detection by the RT assay,
production and cellular degeneration and necrosis were such that infection of these cells usually could be detected
primarily confined to the multinucleated cells. Transmission only by virus rescue onto PBMCs.
electron microscopy examination demonstrated typical bud- The vpr open reading frame encodes a protein of 96 amino
ding and mature virions in intracellular vacuoles that were acids in most HIV-1 clones and is conserved in other
associated with the plasma membrane, in both the presence lentiviruses, including visna-maedi virus (20, 31). Previous
and absence of vpu, but not in the NLHXADA-SK-infected studies have shown that vpr is not required for HIV-1
cells (Fig. 2D). Freeze fracture scanning electron micros- infection or replication in CD4÷ lymphocytic cell lines in
copy demonstrated budding of virion particles from the vitro, although its inactivation led to slower replication
plasma membrane of monocytes infected with virus which kinetics and delayed cytopathogenicity in these cells (6, 10,
lacked a functional vpu (Fig. 2E). No virus could be detected 24). A recent study involving HIV type 2 (HIV-2) has shown
in monocytes infected with recombinant clones lacking both that vpr is likewise dispensable during infection of PBMCs
vpr and vpu (data not shown). and T-cell lines but essential for productive infection of

The SK fragment encodes the entire vpu gene product, 14 monocytes (17). The vpr protein has been demonstrated by
amino acids at the C termini of both the tat and the rev first radioimmunoprecipitation to be virion associated, and thus it
exons, and the N-terminal 41 amino acids of env (Fig. 3). is speculated to function either late in the virus life cycle,
Although the absence of a vpu initiator methionine codon in during particle assembly or maturation, or early, during the
RXB2 is the most obvious difference between the SK initial stages of infection (6). The vpu gene encodes an 80-
portions of HXB2 and ADA, a role for tat, rev, or env could to-82-amino-acid protein. It has not been reported whether
not be ruled out. The env sequences differ at 7 of 41 the vpu protein is found in virion particles. ypu has been
predicted amino acid positions, not including the nonaligned shown to augment virion particle release from infected cells
insertion of 3 residues and deletion of 4 residues in ADA. All without affecting levels of viral RNA or protein synthesis (8,
but three of these differences are confined to the signal 32). In the absence of vpu, a higher ratio of immature to
peptide, which varies by up to 30% between different clones mature particles has been seen, with a shift in capsid

recombinant NLHXADA clones. To inactivate vpr, clones were digested with EcoRl (nucleotide 5745), treated with Klenow fragment. and
religated to generate a 4-bp insertion, as previously described (24). The replication levels of these clones in monocytes are summarized to the
right of each clone. Monocytes were infected as previously described (36) by using filtered virus stocks generated by transfection of proviral
DNA onto SW480 cell monolayers, and titers were determined by measuring RT activity. Infections were done at low multiplicities of
infection (10 to 100 tissue culture infective doses per well) with monocytes plated at an initial density of 2 x 105 cells per well. Virus replication
was monitored by serial determinations of RT activity in culture supernatants (25). Peak RT ictivities (days 26 to 29) are expressed as 10'
counts per minute per milliliter. To determine virus rescue, fresh, uninfected PBMCs were added to monocyte cultures at 29 days
postinfection, cocultivated (co-cult) for 2 days, and maintained separately for up to 12 additional days, while RT activity was monitored.
Rescue was scored as positive with two successive RT results that were more than fivefold above background level. tBl The replication
kinetics of representative NLHXADA clones is graphed. Similar results were obtained in three to five replicate experiments.
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FIG. 2. Light, transmission, and freeze fracture scanning electron microscopy of infected monocytes. Light micrographs of totuidine
blue-stained semithin plastic sections showing typical fields of primary monocytes infected by nonmonocytetropic clone NLHXADA-SK (35)
(A) and monocytetropic clones NLHXADA-SM (B) and NLHXADA-GG (C) are shown (15). The multinucleated giant cells were fewer and
smaller in panel A than in panels B and C. Magnification, x480. Infected adherent cultured cells were carefully washed twice with
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), fixed in situ with 2% glutaraldehyde (pH 7.2) in PBS, scraped free with a rubber policeman, transferred to
a 15-ml plastic conical tube, and pelleted for 10 min at 600 x g centrifugation. The cells were mixed with warm agar, repelleted in the
Microfuge for mrin, and refrigerated overnight to form a firm agar block. The cell block was divided into small pieces and processed into
Spurr's plastic, after osmification and block uranyl acetate staining (15). Sections (1 ýirm thick) were stained with toluidine blue for light
microscopy, while thin sections (600 A [60.0 nmj) were stained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate for transmission electron microscopy. (D)
Transmission electron micrograph of a small portion of a multinucleated cell from NLHXADA-GG-infected monocytes showing a
cytoplasmic vacuole (lower left) containing immature and mature virions and numerous typical mature particles associated with a stretch of

* plasma membrane. Magnification, x34,000. (E) Transmission electron microscopy view of NLHXADA-GG-infected monocytes. stabilized
by formaldehyde fixation before quick-freezing, freeze-drying, and platinum replication (18). Budding from the convoluted surface are several
50-nm-diameter brightly outlined spherical virus particles. At higher magnification (not shown), these display characteristic surface coats of
gp120 "pegs."

formation from the plasma membrane to intracellular mem- els were observed in the absence of either gene, the nearly
branes (8). In monocytes, however, particle assembly and complete attenuation observed in the absence of both may
release occur both at the plasma membrane and in intracel- result from a compound effect of the loss of two relatively
lular vacuoles in the presence or absence of vpu, as shown in important but functionally unrelated genes. More detailed
Fig. 2D. studies to determine the precise mechanisms of action of the

It is intriguing that HIV-2 and simian immunodeficiency vpr and vpu gene products will be required to address these
virus lack a vpu open reading frame but instead carry a gene alternatives. In either case, our data indicate that together,
designated vpx, which encodes a protein of 114 to 118 amino vpr and a second determinant, vpu, are more important for
acids in these viruses (20). vpu and vpx occupy similar efficient HIV-1 infection and replication in primary mono-
positions in their respective viral genomes, between pot and cytes than was observed previously in lymphocytes. These
env, but have only distant amino acid homology. Recently, it observations provide a rationale for designing potential
has been suggested that vpx and vpr arose by duplication antiviral therapies to block the action of these gene products
from a common progenitor in HIV-2 and simian immunode- during HIV-1 infection of monocytes.
ficiency virus, on the basis of predicted amino acid sequence Persistent infection of tissue macrophages plays an impor-
homology between the genes (34). To investigate the possi- tant role in the pathogenic effects of other lentiviruses,
bility of a similar link between vpr and tpu in HIV-1, the including equine infectious anemia virus, visna-maedi virus,
predicted amino acid sequences of both vpu and vpx were and caprine arthritis-encephalitis virus, providing a sanctu-
aligned with that of vpr (Fig. 4). Although less compelling ary for continuous virus replication in the face of a vigorous
that the homology between vpr and vpx, a 38% identity was host immune response (15, 21). The onset of increased virus
observed between vpr and vpu over a 24-residue overlap at replication has been correlated with the onset of clinical
the C terminus of vpu and the N terminus of vpr. These disease manifestations, such as encephalitis, pneumonitis,
sequences were particularly rich in acidic residues. Similar- arthritis, and hemolytic anemia. Similarly, HIV-1 infection
ity in the hydrophilicity profiles of these portions of the vpu, of macrophages generates a reservoir of virus which is
vpr, and vpx products was also noted. The striking effect on present throughout the course of subclinical infection and
virus replication levels in monocytes observed only when clinical disease. The existence of poorly replicative HIV-1
both genes were defective suggests that their gene products variants may be essential for establishment of persistent
may perform similar roles and thus provide partial functional macrophage infection during the early, asymptomatic stage
complementation. Alternatively, since lower replication ev- of disease. Several studies have suggested a relationship

Sac! Kpfnl
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FIG. 3. Comparison of SK virus replication determinant from HXB2 and ADA. The predicted amino acid sequences of i-pu and the
portions of tat, rev, and env which are encoded by nucleotides 5999 to 6145 (SK fragment) from VIXB2 and ADA alre aligned by" using
single-letter amino acid designations. Identical residues are indicated within boxes.
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FIG. 4. Predicted amino acid homology between vpr, vpu, and vpx. The predicted amino acid sequence of the NL4-3-derived vpr gene is
aligned with homologous regions of the ADA-derived vpu gene and the vpx gene encoded by the HIV-21o 0 clone, with single-letter amino
acid designations. Identical residues are indicated within boxes. Hydrophilicity profiles for the corresponding segments of each protein are
shown at the bottom.
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Human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) can establish a persistent and latent infection in CD4C T
lymphocytes (W. C. Greene, N. Engl. J. Med. 324:308-317, 1991; S. M. Schnittman, M. C. Psallidopoulos,
H. C. Lane, L. Thompson, M. Baseler, F. Massari, C. H. Fox, N. P. Salzman, and A. S. Fauci, Science
245:305-308, 1989). Production of HIV-1 from latently infected cells requires host cell activation by T-cell
mitogens (T. Folks, D. M. Powell, M. M. Lightfoote, S. Benn, M. A. Martin, and A. S. Fauci, Science
231:600--602, 1986; D. Zagury, J. Bernard, R. Leonard, R. Cheynier, M. Feldman, P. S. Sarin, and R. C.
Gallo, Science 231:850-853, 1986). This activation is mediated by the host transcription factor NF-.cB [G.
Nabel and D. Baltimore, Nature (London) 326:711-717, 19871. We report here that the HIV-1-encoded Nef
protein inhibits the induction of NF-KB DNA-binding activity by T-cell mitogens. However, Nef does not affect
the DNA-binding activity of other transcription factors implicated in HIV-1 regulation, including SP-1, USF,
URS, and NF-AT. Additionally, Nef inhibits the induction of HIV-I- and interleukin 2-directed gene
expression, and the effect on HIV-1 transcription depends on an intact NF-KB-binding site. These results
indicate that defective recruitment of NF-KB may underlie Net's negative transcriptional effects on the HIV-1
and interleukin 2 promoters. Further evidence suggests that Net inhibits NF-KB induction by interfering with
a signal derived from the T-cell receptor complex.

Human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) can estab- LfenSN and HPB-ALI.LfenSN cells) with respect to the
lish a latent infection in CD4+ T cells (14, 29). Production of Moloney murine leukemia virus promoter (10). These cell-
HIV-1 from latently infected cells requires host cell stimu- represent a mixed population of cells expressing Nef to
lation by T-cell mitogens (9, 34). Stimulation of T cells by various degrees and were used to exclude the possibility that
T-cell-specific stimuli (e.g., antigen or antibody to CD2 or clonal selection accounts for Nef effects observed in the J25
CD3) or nonspecific mitogens (e.g., phytohemagglutinin clones.
[PHA] and phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate [PMAJ) results in To determine the impact of T-cell activation on the expres-
the induction of the DNA-binding activity of the host tran- sion of Nef, the human T-cell lines were stimulated with
scription factor NF-KB (14). The NF-KB family of proteins PHA and PMA. Cells were maintained in logarithmic growth
normally regulates the expression of genes involved in T-cell in RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine
activation and proliferation, such as interleukin 2 (IL-2) and serum and 2 mM glutamine. J25 and Jurkat E6-1 cells (5 x
the alpha subunit of the IL-2 receptor (14). The HIV-1 106 each) and HPB-ALL cells (1.5 x 10") were either not
promoter possesses two adjacent NF-idB-binding sites which stimulated or stimulated with 13 I~g of PHA-P (Sigma) and 75
allow the virus to subvert the normal activity of NF-KB to ng of PMA (Sigma) per ml for 4 h. The cells were lysed in
enhance its own replication (23). RIPA buffer, and lysates were immunoprecipitated with

Previous work suggests that the HIV-1-encoded Nef pro- rabbit anti-Nef polyclonal serum (6). The immunoprecipi-
tein is a negative regulator of HIV-1 replication (1, 7, 20, 25, tates were subjected to sodium dodecyl sulfate~polyacryl-
31). Furthermore, we and others have found that Nef may amide gel electrophoresis (12% polyacrylamide), and the
suppress both HIV-1 and IL-2 transcription (1, 21, 25). To proteins were transferred to nitrocellulose for Western im-investigate whether Nef affects the DNA binding activity of munoblot analysis. The primary antibody was the iabbitNF-KB or other transcription fac"nrs implicated in HIV-1 anti-Nef serum, and the secondary antibody was alkaline
regulation, we used human T-cell lines stably transfected anti-Nef serum ate soat antibod was alkalinewith the nef gene. Jurkat (J25) human T-cell clone 133 phosphatase-conjugated goat anti-rabbit immunoglobulin,
constitutively expresses the NL43 nef gene. 22F6 ceils specific for the heavy chain (Promega). The proteinswere visualized by color development with nitroblue tetra-represent another antibiotic-resistant clone of J25 cells; zolium and 5-bromo-4--hloro-3-indolylphosphate toluidin-
however, these cells do not contain nef sequences and do not ium (Promega). Band intensity was determined by laser
express Nef (21). Additionally, we used oligoclonal Jurkat densitometry scanning of the Western blot and was in the
E6 I and HPB-ALL cells expressing the SF2 nef gene either linear range of analysis as established by a standard curve.
in the correct orientation (Jurkat/LnefSN and HPB-ALL/ Jurkat E6-1 cells were obtained from the AIDS Repository,
LnefSNSI cells) or in the reverse orientation (Jurkat/ American Type Culture Collection (Arthur Weiss) (32), and

were stably transduced with the SF2 nef gene as previcusly
.... described (10).

Corresponding author. Immunoblot analysis with anti-Nef antibodies showed that
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,•,€• perazire-N'-2-ethancsulfonic acid; pH 7.9), 20 mM KCI, I
mM MgCI2 , 2 mM dithiothreitol, and 17% glycerol (33) with

S ,the addition of 10 mM NaF, 0.1 mM sodium vanadate, and
~? ~ ~'50 mM beta-6,, cerol -phosphate. Cytoplasmic extracts con-

sisted of the supernatant resulting from the lysis of cells in
, '• hypotonic lysis solution, Dounce homogenization, and low-

r i i I"- i I"---1 "'speed centrifugation to pellet nuclei. Binding reaction mix-
- + tures contained 2 ýLl (2 jig) of nuclear extract (Fig. 2a through

d) or 6 i±l (7 ýLg) of cytoplasmic extract (Fig. 2e), 2 jig of
68 - poly(dI-dC) (Pharmacia), 100-fold molar excess of unlabeled

4 - A.I L-AlI 1gG NF-KB mutant oligonucleotide (ACAACTCACT'TCCGCT
GCTCACTTTCCAGGGA), aed 20,000 cpm of end-labeled

30 -4 P)9 oligonucleotide probe, in DNA binding buffer (27), in a final
.. - volume of 22 V.i. Reactions were performed at 30'C for 25

min, immediately loaded on a 4.5% polyacrylamide gel with
21 - 0.5x Tris-borate-EDTA, and run at 200 V. Oligor.ucleotides

used were as follows: NF-KB, ACAAGGGACTTMCCGC
14 - TGGGACT*TCCAGGGA; SP-1, CAGGGAGGCGTGGCC

TGGGCGGGACTGGGGAGTGGCGTCC. All DNA probes
6.5 - were gel purified and end labeled with {y-2 2PIATP. The

intensity of the indicated bands was determi-ied by laser

FIG. 1. Immunoblot analysis of the HIV-1 Nef protein in stably densitometry and by measuring the radioactivity of excised
transfected and transduced human T-cell lines. Ceti lysates were bands in a liquid scintillation counter. There was a linear
immunoprecipitated with rabbit anti-Nef polyclonal serum, electro- relationship between the amount of extract used and DNA-
phoresed, transferred to nitrocellulose, and immunoblotted with the binding activity (data not shown). There was no NF-KB
same anti-Nef serum. The cells were either unstimulated (-) or DNA-binding activity with the cytoplasmic extracts in the
stimulated (+) with PRA and PMA before cell harvesting. Pres- absence of deoxycholic acid (data not shown). Protein
tained protein size markers are indicated on the left in kilodaltons. concentration was determined with the Bradford reagent
Nef protein in the 133 cells (21) was expressed from the nef gene of (Bio-Rad) with bovine serum albumin as a standard. Nuclear
isolate pNL432 and had an apparent molecular mass of 27 kDa, extract preparations and binding reactions were repeated on
whereas the Nef proteins expressed in the Jurkat E6-1 and HPB- trac peparat ions and bining reatsw
ALL cells were encoded by the nef gene of isolate SF2 and three separate occasions with similar results.
demonstrated an apparent molecular mass of 29 kDa. Immunoglob- The induction of NF-KB activity in stimulated 133 cells
ulin G (IgG) heavy chain, which was present in the antiserum used was suppressed five- to sevenfold compared with that in the
for the immunoprecipitation step, is indicated at the right. 22F6 cells. This inhibition was evident 40 min poststimula-

tion and was sustained throughout the 4-h stimulation period
(Fig. 2a). J25 clone 22D8 cells represen*t a distinct clonal cell
line which, like the 133 cells, also stably express Nef (21).

stimulation caused a two- to threefold increase in Nef NF-KB induction was suppressed four- to fivefold in the
expression in clone 133 cells (Fig. 1). This increase was 22D8 cells compared with that in the 22F6 cells (Fig. 2b).
probably due to the inducibility of the chimeric simian virus NF-KB suppression was more profound in the 133 cells than
40 (SV40)-human T-cell leukemia virus type I promoter used in the 22D8 cells, which correlates with the observation that
to direct Nef expression. However, Nef expression was not Nef expression was higher in the 133 cells (21). Similarly to
induced in the Jurkat E6-1 or HPB-ALL cells (Fig. 1). The the Nef-expressing J25 clones, Nef inhibited NF-KB induc-
level of Nef expressed in these cells is comparable to the tion three- to fourfold in the Jurkat/LfiefSN and HPB-ALL'
amount of Nef generated by HIV-1 in productively infected LnefSNS1 cells compared with their non-Nef-expressing
CEM human T cells (data not shown). The difference in the counterparts (Fig. 2c and d). Nef-mediated NF-KB suppres-
apparent molecular weight of the Nef produced in clone 133 sion was more profound in the Jurkat/'LnefSN cells than in
cells and those produced in the Jurkat/LnefSN and HPB- the HPB-ALLILnefSNS1 cells, even though the HPB-ALTJ
ALIJLnefSNS1 cells is due to the presence of an alanine at LnefSNS1 cells expressed severalfold higher levels of Nef.
amino acid position 54 in the NL43 Nef gene compared with This result is likely due to the biological differences that exist
the presence of an aspartic acid at that position in the SF2 between the two cell lines. That is, Jurkat cells may be more
Nef gene (26). The amount of lysate equivalents loaded in sensitive to the effects of Nef than HPB-ALL cells because
the HPB-ALLILnefSNS1 lanes was threefold larger than of differential expression of proteins involved in signal
that in the Jurkat/LnefSN 'anes. Nevertheless, the amount transduction. That Nef-mediated NF-KB suppression in the
of Nef expressed in the HPB-ALLILnefSNSl cells was 133 and 22D8 cells was greater than in the Jurkat/L.nefSN
approximately fourfold larger than the amount produced in and HPB-ALL,/LnefSNSI cells may be due to the expression
the Jurkat/LnefSN cells (Fig. 1). Nef did not appear to be of a different nef allele in the 133 and 22D8 cells. Alterna-
toxic, in that the Nef-producing cells exhibited the same tively, this result could be due to the fact that every cell in
doubling time and morphology as the control cells. the culture of 133 and 22D8 cells produced a relatively high

Gel shift assays were performed with nuclear extracts level of Nef, whereas the Jurkat/LnefSN and HPB-ALIJ
prepared from stimulated and unstimulated cells. Nuclear lnefSNS1 cells represent a mixed population of cells ex-
extracts were prepared from 5 x 107 cells with a modified pressing low and high levels of Nef or no Nef at all.
version of the method of Dignam ct al. (8) as adapted by NF-KB activity in nuclei from unstimulated cells was
Montminy and Bilezikjian (22). Following ammonium sulfate extremely low but detectable, and no differences between
precipitation, nuclear proteins were resuspended in 100 td of the Ncf-expressing and control cells were observed (data not
a solution containing 20 mM HEPES (N-2-hydroxyethylpi- shown). Additionally, when cytoplasmic extracts from un-
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FIG. 2. Gel shift analysis of NF.-KB activity in nuclear extracts prepared from 125 (a and b), Jurkat E6-1 (c), or I-PB-ALL (d) cells. (a)
22F6 and 133 cells were stimulated with PHA (13 pig/ml) and PMA (75 ng/ml) for 0, 40, 80, 120, or 240 mint; 22F6 and 22D8 (b), Jurkat E6-1
(c), or HPB-ALL (d) cells were not stimulaled (0) or were stimulated with PHA and PMA as described above for 4 h (4). DNA probes used

I for binding are specified on the top of each panel. (e) Cytoplasmnic protein extracts (7 pg each) from the indicated cells were incubated with'1 the NF-KB DNA probe as described in the text, in the presence of 0.6% deoxycholic acid (Sigma). N, S, and P, NF-KB-specific binding,
SP-i-specific binding, and free probe, respectively. SP-i binding served as a control for extract quality and specificity of Nef effects. Cold
indicates that 100-fold molar excess of unlabeled DNA was added for competition. ns, nonspecific binding. Data represent at least three

/" independent experiments.

stimulated cells were treated with deoxycholic acid (which tion, and the amount of SP-1 probe used in these gel shift

releases NF-KB from its cytoplasmic inhibitor, 1KB [3J), they assays was not limiting (Fig. 2a through d). In addition, no
exhibited NF-KB activity independent of Nef expression differences in binding to NP-AT-, USF-, and URS-specific
(Fig. 2e). Finally, that Nef suppressed the level of NF-KB probes between the 22F6 and 133 cells were observed (data
induction after only 40 mai of stimulation suggests that Nef not shown). These data suggest that Nef specifically inhib-
does not suppress p110 or p65 NF-KB3 mRNA expression. ited the induction of NF-KB activity.
These observations indicate that Nef affects the recruitment To further demonstrate Nef's suppressive effect on NF-KB3
and not the cytoplasmic concentration of NF-KB. The bind- recruitment, 22F:6 cells were transiently transfected with
ing of SP-i was independent of Nef expression and stimula- DNA plasmids expressing Nef from the SV40 early pro-
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FIG. 3. Gel shift analysis of nuclear extracts prepared from 22F6

P cells (a) transiently transfected with the indicated DNA plasmids
P - that were not stimulated (0) or were stimulated for 4 h (4) with

4 PHA-P and PMA and 22F6 and 133 cells (b) stimulated for 4 h with
PHA-P (H), PMA (M), or ionomycin (1) (2 $LM) or combinations of

C any two mitogens. N, U, S, and P, NF-,cB-specific binding, USF-
,specific binding, SP-1-specific binding, and free probe, respectively.

(c) Nuclear extract 22F6 H+M from panel b was preincubated with
•. U j 3 j ithe specified antiserum for 15 min before the NF-KB DNA probe

was added. NF-KB p65-p5O heterodimer- and pSO-p5O homodimer-
DNA complexes and supershifted heterodimer- and homodimer-
DNA-antibody complexes are indicated at the right. Data represent

- ,asdnlbif at least three independent experiments.

fragment from pSVF/N and pSVF/N fs, which includes the
entire length of the HIV-1 sequences present in these clones,

" • • was inserted into the vector pCB6 (24) in the correct
orientation with respect to the cytomegalovirus immediate-
early promoter to generate clones pCMVF/N and pCMVF/N
fs, respectively. Cells transfected with plasmids pSVF/N
and pCMVF/N express Nef protein, but cells transfected
with pSVF/N fs and pCMVF/N fs do not, as determined by
Western blot and immunoprecipitation analysis (data not
shown). Transfection efficiency was determined by cotrans-
fection with 2 ýLg of pSV2-CAT. Chloramphenicol acetyl-
transferase (CAT) activity (reported as the percent conver-
sion to acetylated products) was determined as described

moter, pSVF/N, or the cytomegalovirus immediate-early below, and the values for the pSVF/N fs-0-, pSVFIN fs-4-,
promoter, pCMVF/N, or with plasmids containing frame- pSVF/N-4-, pCMVF/N fs-4-, and pCMVFIN-4-transfected
shift mutations in the nef gene (pSVF/N fs and pCMVF/N fs, cells were 51, 60, 61, 58, and 61%, respectively. A USF-
respectively). Nuclear extract preparation and DNA-binding specific DNA probe (corresponding to nucleotides -159 to
reactions were as described above. 22F6 cells (2 x 107) (Fig. -173 of the HIV-1 long terminal repeat, GCCGCTAG
3a) were transfected with 30 Rzg of the indicated plasmid CAITFCATCACGTGGCCCGAGAGCTGC) was used as a
DNA by using DEAE-dextran. Briefly, cells (10') were control for the specificity of Nef effects and extract integrity.
incubated with plasmid DNA suspended in a solution con- NF-iKB induction was consistently inhibited at least two-
taining 10 ml of serum-free RPMI 1640, 0.25 M Tris (pH 7.3), fold in cells transfected with either pSVF/N or pCMVF/N
and 125 ptg of DEAE-dextran (Sigma) per ml at 37*C for 40 compared with cells transfected with their nef mutant coun-
min. Following centrifugation at 2,000 x g for 7 min, the terparts (Fig. 3a). Transfection efficiencies in these experi-
cells were maintained in growth medium for 60 h prior to ments were determined by cotransfecting cells with the
stimulation and cell harvesting. Plasmid pSVF/N is similar to pSV2-CAT plasmid and measuring CAT activity. No signif-
plasmid pSVF (25), except that HIV-1 nucleotides 8994 to icant differences in transfection efficiency between the nef-
9213 (including the NF-KB recognition sites) and 3' flanking expressing and the nef mutant plasmids were observed (Fig.
cellular sequences were deleted. Plasmid pSVF/N was di- 3a). The suppressive effect of Nef in these transiently
gested at the unique BglI! site at codon 88 of the nef gene, transfected cells was not as dramatic as the effects observed
the sticky ends were filled in with the Klenow fragment of in the stably transfected and transduced cells. The more
DNA polymerase I, and the plasmid was religated with T4 subtle effect of Nef in this experiment may be due to the
DNA ligase. This plasmid was called pSVF/N fs to indicate expression of a nef allele which was derived from an HIV-1
the introductior -f a frameshift in the nef gene. The BamHl isolate distinct from either the NL-43 or the SF2 isolates
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(25). In addition, cells which did not receive the nef expres- a , , . ...
sion plasmid during the transient-transfection process were
not eliminated (by antibiotic selection) from the total cell : .
population.

To explore the relative contributions of individual mito- [ O
gens to the recruitment of Nef-inhibitable complexes, cells
were stimulated with PHA, PMA, or ionomycin alone or in L

combination. The maximal induction of NF-KB activity t"[ 1 4?
occurred when PHA was combined with PMA (Fig. 3b). This
result, coupled with the observation that PRA mimics the
effects of the natural ligand for the T-cell receptor (TCR)
complex (32), suggests that Nef may inhibit signal transduc- 0.2 4 0- 3 0. 03 0.3 04
tion emanating from the TCR complex. The addition of the ... 0

Ca2+ ionophore, ionomycin, when coupled with PMA treat- at.E-HRvI.CAT IL.1-CAT

ment, partially substituted for the absence of PHA with 22F6 1, 3 21F4 ,3.
respect to NF-KB induction (Fig. 3b). However, ionomycin
treatment did not significantly reduce Nef's inhibitory ef-
fects, suggesting that events other than Ca2" mobilization A.
may be disrupted by Nef.

Using antibodies against the p50 and p65 NF-iB subunits,
we found that Nef-inhibitable complexes included both -
p50-p5O homodimers and p5O-p65 heterodimers (Fig. 3c).
Anti-p5O, anti-p65, anti-v-rel, and prebleed sera (Fig. 3c) , ...
were kindly provided by Mark Hannink (University of
Missouri, Columbia, Mo.). Because the gels in Fig. 3a and b e9 2L,4 1.9 61l 6.6 0.1 ..

and Fig. 2 were run for a shorter length of time, the two b
bands indicated in Fig. 3c appear as one band in Fig. 3a and II-l.,., -,,.ja , I

b and Fig. 2. jud.sV.sn j.A,"*d,%s, Jok.WN J J,,,L,,,M,%

To determine whether Nef-mediated inhibition of NF-KB-
binding activity correlated with a decrease in transcriptional
activity, cells were transfected with DNA plasmids which
use the HIV-1 long terminal repeat to direct expression of a
heterologous gene product, CAT. Jurkat cells were trans- r I
fected, as described above, with 15 •g of the CAT constructs LV I
indicated in Fig. 4. Following transfection, the cells were
maintained in growth medium for 24 h. Cells were or were
not treated with PHA-P (13 pg/ml) and PMA (75 ng/ml) and "",,..

incubated for an additional 18 h. Cell extracts were pre-
pared, and CAT activity was assessed by standard methods ,,, 0.3 3. 1.3 &2 0.3 .2, 0.2

(13). Extract equivalent to 3 x 106 cells was used for each ýNR.-IVIV-I-CAT n.-2-CAT
18-h reaction. CAT activity was in the linear range of
analysis with respect to extract amount and incubation time ,l ta, n,, M , ArktM.JV. ft!,fS,,,

(data not shown). CAT assays were normalized to a nonin-
ducible control plasmid, RSV-CAT (12) (2 t.g), which was [ , *_- -

transfected in parallel with the HIV-1-CAT plasmids as AC O
described above. AssaVs were also normalized to protein L
concentrations as deterrined by Bradford reagent analysis cM 4
(Bio-Rad). The amount of CAT activity was quantitated by

excising the spots corresponding to the unacetylated and
acetylated forms of [' 4Cjchloramphenicol and measuring -,-

radioactivity in a liquid scintillation counter. CAT activity is
expressed as the percentage of radioactivity in the acetylated LO 20 23.1 1.2 4.7 1.05 6.3 6.05 0.05

forms compared with the sum of that of the acetylated and FIG. 4. CAT assays of extracts from cells transiently transfected
unacetylated forms. The wild-type HIV-1-CAT (CD12-CAT with HIV-1-CAT and IL-2-CAT DNA plasmids. J25 (a) and Jurkat
was derived by a small deletion in the nef coding sequence E6-1 (b) cells were transfected with the CAT constructs as indicated
upstream of the long terminal repeat start site of clone above each panel. Cells were not induced (-) or were induced (+)
C15-CAT [2]), and mutant NF-KB HIV-1-CAT (23) and with PRA and PMA. CAT activity was determined by conversion of

IL-2-CAT (30) plasmids were generously provided by Steven unacetylated [('C]chloramphenicol (CM) to monoacetylated forms

Josephs, Gary Nabel, and Gerald Crabtree, respectively. (AC). These data represent at least three independent experiments.

8NRE-HIV-1-CAT was generated by excising theAvaI-Aval
fragment from C15-CAT (2) and therefore lacks the negative
regulatory element sequences present in C15-CAT. the Jurkat/LnefSN cells compared with that in the Jurkat/

CAT activity correlated well with DNA-binding activity in LfenSN cells (Fig. 4b). This inhibition was demonstrated
that 133 cells exhibited a capacity to induce CAT activity with both wild-type HIV-1-CAT and the negative regulatory
that was fivefold less than that of 22F6 cells (Fig. 4a). element deletion clone, 8NRE-HIV-1-CAT, which lacks
Similarly, CAT activity induction was suppressed twofold in nucleotides -453 to -156 of the HIV-1 long terminal repeat
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(Fig. 4a and b). This result suggests that negative regulatory expression of viral gene products in infected cells, thereby
element sequences are not primary targets of Nef regulation allowing the cells to evade clearance by the cellular and
in stimulated T cells. An HIV-1-CAT plasmid containing humoral arms of the immune response. This model for
mutated NF-KB sequences (23) was induced, at most, only Nef-mediated viral persistence in vivo may be consistent
twofold above basal levels, and induction was independent with the results of Kestler et al., which demonstrated that
of cell type and Nef expression (Fig. 4a and b). the presence of an intact nef gene was required to prolong

The importance of NF-KB with respect to the induction of simian immunodeficiency virus infection and induce patho-
IL-2 by T-cell mitogens was demonstrated by Hoyos et al. genesis in infected macaques (18). Furthermore, we and
(17). These authors showed that the induction of CAT others demonstrated that simian immunodeficiency virus
activity was prevented up to 80% with IL-2-CAT constructs Nef inhibited simian immunodeficiency virus replication in
bearing mutations in the NF-KB site compared with that of vitro in a way that was analogous to the way in which HIV-1
IL-2-CAT constructs containing wild-type NF-KB recogni- Nef inhibited HIV-1 (4, 24). It is possible that high-level Nei
lion sequences (17). As previously reported (21), we found expression early after infection (28) is sufficient to maintain
that Nef profoundly suppressed the induction of CAT activ- HIV-1 in a relatively latent state, which may be critical for
ity directed by the IL-2-CAT plasmid in the 133 cells (Fig. establishing a reservoir of HIV-1-infected cells and the
4a). Whereas there was a 50- to 60-fold induction of CAT eventual development of AIDS.
activity in the 22F6 cells, there was only a 2- to 3-fold
induction in the 133 cells (Fig. 4a). Although NF-icB appears We thank Lisa Westfield and Evan Sadler for oligonucleotides,
to play an important role in IL-2 induction, it is possible that Jason Kimata for helpful discussions, and Alec Cheng for excellent
Nef blocks other factors in addition to NF-KB which may be technical advice.
required for the efficient induction of IL-2 gene expression. This work was supported by Public Health Service grant A124745
This possibility may expaient e i durtinaotiL-2 spese e fpressi, and U.S. Army grant DAMD-17-90C-0125 to L.R., National Insti-
This possibility may explain the dramatic suppressive effect tute of Health training grant HL-07088-17 to T.M.J.N., American
of Nef on IL-2 induction compared with the results of Hoyos Federation for AIDS Research grant 1405 to J.V.G., and the
et al. (17). CAT activity generated by the IL-2-CAT con- Washington University Medical Scientist Traininf Program to
struct was induced to a much lower extent in the Jurkat E6-1 T.M.J.N. L.R. is an American Cancer Society research professor.
cells. This result is likely due to differences that exist
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Abstract

The human immunodeficiency virus type I long terminal repeat,

-HIV-l-LTR, contains binding sites for several cellular

transcription factors which contribute to HIV-l gene expression.

Our previous studies on the function of the HIV-l encoded Nef

protein suggested that Nef may be an inhibitor HIV-1

transcription. To determine whether Nef affects the binding of

cellular factors implicated in HIV-1 regulation, 3 2 p-labeled

oligonucleotides corresponding to the binding sites were

incubated with nuclear extracts prepared from Nef-expressing

T-cell lines that were not stimulated or were stimulated with

T-cell mitogens. We found that Nef inhibited the mitogen-mediated

induction of AP-1 DNA-binling activity in human T-cells.

Additionally, Nef expressing cells were transiently transfected

with a plasmid in which HIV-l AP-1 DNA recognition sequences were

cloned downstream of the chloramphenicol acetyltransferase (CAT)

gene. Mitogen-mediated transcriptional activation of the CAT gene

in this construct was inhibited in Nef expressing cells but not

in control cells. These studies suggest that, by inhibiting AP-1

induction, Nef may play a role, in regulating HIV-l gene

expression in infected T-cells.
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The human immunodeficiency virus type 1 long terminal repeat,

HIV-l-LTR, contains two adjacent AP-l binding sites and three

intragenic AP-l sites are located within the p-al gene. 1 , 2 The

AP-l DNA-binding complex is composed of homo- and heterodimers of

the c-fos and c-jim~ family of transcription factors 3 which

dimerize by interdigitation of hydrophobic alpha-helices, called

leucine- zippers. 4  The consensus DNA recognition site for AP-1

is TGACTCA 5 - 7 and this sequence has also been shown to confer

phorbol ester inducibility. 8 c-fas and c-_im mRNAs are induced in

T-cells by the lectin phytohemagglutinin 9 (PHA), the calcium

ionophore A23187 1 0 , and the phorbol ester, phorbol-12-

myristate-13-acetate, (PMA).8 AP-1 can serve as both a positive

and a negative regulator with respect to the expression of a

variety genes under different conditions. 1 1- 1 5

It has been reported that the product of the nesf. gene of

HIV-l and SIV could function as a negative regulator of virus

replication. 1 6 - 2 2 Furthermore, we found that Nef could function

as a viral transcriptional inhibitor. 1 6 , 1 7 This result was

confirmed by other investigators 1 8 , 1 9 although, not by all

investigators. 2 3 , 2 4  Recently, Luria et al. showed that Nef,

stably expressed in Jurkat human T-cell clones, prevented the

transcriptional activation of the interleukin-2 (IL-2) gene. 2 5

IL-2 is a critical T-cell proliferation factor and serves as a

marker for T-cell activation. Interestingly, the HIV-1-LTR and

the IL-2 promoter contain the T-cell activation-associated
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transcription factors, AP-1 and NF-kB.

In order to elucidate the mechanism underlying Nef's negative

effects on HIV-1 and IL-2 transcription in T-cells, we exainrhed

the binding of cellular transcription factors with recognition

sites in the HIV-1-LTR in the presence, and absence, of Nef. In

these studies, we used the Jurkat (J25) human T-cell clone 133,

which stably expresses the Nef protein derived from the HIV-l

isolate NL-43. 2 5 As a control, we used a G418 resistant, Jurkat

25 clone, 22F6., which does not contain any HIV-1 sequences and

does not express Nef. 2 5 Additionally, we used oligoclonal HPB-ALL

human T-cells stably transduced with a recombinant retrovirus

expressing the nef gene, derived from the HIV-1 isolate SF-2,

either in the correct orientation, HPB-ALL/LnefSNSl cells, or the

reverse orientation, HPB-ALL/LfenSN cells, with respect to the

Moloney murine leukemia virus promoter. 2 6 Nef was expressed to a

high degree in the Jurkat 133 cells and the HPB-ALL/LnefSNSl

cells, but was not produced in the Jurkat 22F6 cells or the

HPB-ALL/LfenSN cells as determined by Western blot and

immunoprecipitation analysis (data not shown). The HPB-ALL cells,

in contrast to the Jurkat cells, represent a mixed population of

cells expressing Nef, and thus, do not suffer from the potential

limitation that Nef mediated effects observed in the Jurkat cells

are a result of cloning. However, the advantage of the clonal

Jurkat 133 cells is that Nef is expressed in every cell, thereby

magnifying the effects exerted by Nef. It is noteworthy that
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the doubling times for the Nef expressing and the control cells

were indistinguishable and no gross morphologic differences

between the cells were noted either prior to or post-stimulation.

Gel shift analyses were performed with nuclear extracts

prepared from cells that were not stimulated, or were stimulated,

with the T-cell mitogen, phytohemagglutinin (PHA-P) and the

protein kinase C (PKC) activator, PMA. Nuclear extracts were

incubated with a 3 2 p-labeled oligonucleotide corresponding to the

HIV-l AP-I DNA recognition sites. 1  In the parental 22F6 Jurkat

cells, an induced AP-1/DNA complex, which was not present in

unstimulated cells, was detected between 1 and 2 hr.

post-stimulation and was abundant 4 hr. post-stimulation (Figure

1). In contrast, the recruitment of the same AP-I/DNA complex

was inhibited 5-fold at 2 hr. and 9-fold at 4 hr. in the Nef

expressing 133 cells compared to the 22F6 cells (Figure 1).

Addition of 100-fold molar excess of unlabeled AP-I specific

oligonucleotide inhibited the appearance of the major inducible

complex (Figure 1). However, an oligonucleotide with three

nucleotide substitutions in the AP-I recognition site did not

compete away the inducible complex,. and we included a 100-fold

excess of the unlabeled mutant AP-I oligonucletide in all binding

reactions as a non-specific inhibitor.

The presence of the constitutive AP-1/DNA complex (the

slowest migrating complex in Figure 1) was minimally, if at all,

affected by Nef and may be due to the constant presence of serum
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in the cell growth media. 2 7 Moreover, this complex was not

inducible (Figure 3b). In addition, the constitutively active

transcription factor SP-l was not affected by the presence or

absence of Nef, and was used as a control for extract quality

(Figure 1) . Therefore, Nef inhibited the inducible AP-l/DNA

complexes, specifically.

Gel shift analysis with extracts prepared from stimulated and

unstimulated HPB-ALL cells afforded results similar to those

obtained with the Jurkat cells (Figure 2). However, in contrast

to the Jurkat cells, the mitogen-inducible AP-I/DNA complexes

were present in unstimulated cells as well as the stimulated

cells. Whereas the stimulatable AP-1/DNA complexes in the

HPB-ALL/LfenSN cells were induced approximately 5-fold after 4

hr. of PHA and PMA treatment, there was no significant induction

of these complexes in the HPB-ALL/LnefSNSI cells (Figure 2). In

this experiment, the amount of AP-l activity in unstimulated

HPB-ALL/LfenSN cells was lower than the HPB-ALL/LnefSNSI cells,

however, this was not a consistent finding (unpublished results).

In this experiment, we included another Nef non-resposive

transcription factor, USF, to demonstrate the specificity of Nef

action and the integrity of the extract. The apparent difference

in migration of the major inducible AP-I/DNA complexes between

the HPB-ALL and the Jurkat cells probably reflects differences

that exist between the different T-cell lines.
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Previous studies indicated that c-frs expression is induced

by PHA, 9 the calcium ionophore A23187, 1 0 and PMA. 8  In order to

determine the signalling pathway required to induce AP-1

DNA-binding activity, we assesed the role of PHA, PMA, and the

calcium ionophore, ionomycin, alone or in combination (Figure

3a). Interestingly, the induction of AP-l activity was maximal

with PHA treatment alone and addition of PMA did not

significantly increase AP-l/DNA complex formation. The level of

inducible AP-l activity was 18-fold higher in the 22F6 cells

compared to the Nef expressing 133 cells with PHA alone (Figure

3a). PMA alone only slightly induced AP-I activity in. the 22F6

cells, however, no detectable AP-l activity was observed in the

133 cells treated with PMA alone (Figure 3a). Ionomycin alone was

not sufficient to elicit AP-1 recruitment in either cell line

(Figure 3a).

T-cell activation is mediated by increased Ca 2 + influx and

PKC activation which both occur as a consequence of

phospholipase-C activation by the T-cell receptor (TCR)

complex. 2 8 Treatment of the Jurkat cells with a combination of

ionomycin and PMA, which both bypass the TCR complex, led to

significant induction of AP-I activity, albeit 2.5-fold less

efficiently than PHA alone. Whereas there was an 18-fold higher

level of induced AP-1 DNA-binding activty in the 22F6 cells

compared to the 133 cells using PHA alone, there was only a

3-fold difference using the combination of ionomycin and PMA.
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Since PHA mimics the normal activation signal (i.e. antigen

binding to the TCR) of T-cells, 2 9 it appeared that Nef exerted

its effects primarily (although not exclusively) on TCR initiated

signalling, as has been suggested previously. 2 5

To determine whether the induction of AP-I activity required

the activation of pre-existing complexes or new protein

synthesis, cycloheximide was added 30 min. before mitogen

treatment. That cycloheximide treatment inhibited the recruitment

of AP-l activity, suggests that de novo protein synthesis must

be involved (Figure 3b). This result was consistent with the

observation that two hours of stimulation were required before

significant induction of AP-I DNA-binding activity (Figure 1).

To identify the polypeptides present in the inducible AP-l

complex, we incubated nuclear extracts derived from the 22F6

cells with anti-c-Fos and anti-c-Jun antibodies, prior to the

addition of labeled oligonucleotides (Figure 3c). Antisera to

both c-Fos and c-Jun inhibited complex formation approximately

3-fold, suggesting the presence of c-Fos and c-Jun in the

complex. However, these antibodies did not cause a super-shift,

presumably because antibody binding to c-Fos and c-jun caused

conformational changes which are not permissive for DNA binding

activity. In these experiments, normal rabbit serum and anti-Nef

antibodies were used as negative controls.

Previous studies indicated thzt the binding of AP-1 to the

HIV-I-LTR AP-1 recognition sites play litule, if any, role in

-8-



affecting transcriptional activity. 2 , 3 0 Zeichner and coworkers

generated several HIV-I-LTR-CAT linker-scanning outants in the

region of the AP-I recognition sites and transfected the mutant

plasmids into Jurkat cells. 3 0 There were no significant

differences in CAT activity between the wild-type HIV-I-LTR-CAT

plasmid and the AP-I mutant plasmids in cells that were or were

not stimulated with PHA and PMA. 3 0

However, the intragenic AP-l recognition sites were capable

of mediating transcriptional activation following phorbol ester

treatment. 2 Therefore, we cloned a synthetic oligonucleotide,

corresponding to the two adjacent AP-l sites within the pJ.

gene, 2 or an oligonucleotide which contained three nucleotide

substitutions in these AP-l conserqus sites, into the polylinker

of the enhancer-less pCAT promoter plasmid (Promega). These

plasmids were called pCAT-IG-API and pCAT-MIG-API, respectively.

The pCAT promoter construct, in the absence of the AP-I sites,

contains the SV40 core promoter, afforded low basal

chloramphenicol acetyltranferase (CAT) activity in T-cells, and

was not inducible in T-cells following treatment with T-cell

mitogens (data not shown).

The pCAT-IG-APl and pCAT-MIG-API constructs were transiently

transfected into the Jurkat 22F6 and 133 cells, as well as Jurkat

25 clone 22D8 cells. The 22D8 cells represent a distinct

clonal cell line which, like the 133 cells, also stably express

the n,!c gene from HiV-l isolate NL-43. 2 5 Transiently transfected
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cells were either not stimulated or were stimulated with PHA and

PMA for 18 hr. and CAT activity was then measured. CAT activity

in transfected cells was relatively low, between 1-3% conversion

to acetylated products. However, we found an average fold

induction in CAT activity of 3.6 : 0.4 in the 22F6 cells

transfected with the pCAT-IG-AP1 plasmid, compared to an average

fold induction of 1.4 ± 0.2 in the 133 cells and no induction in

the 22D8 cells (Figure 4). Transfection efficiencies were higher

in the Nef expressing cells and were determined by parallel

transfections with non-Nef responsive promoters including Rous

sarcoma virus-CAT, cytomegalovirus-CAT, and simian polyoma virus

40-CAT (data not shown). These determinations were statistically

significant, with 95% confidence intervals, with respect to

fold-induction, of 2.8-4.4 for the 22F6 cells, 1.0-1.8 for the

133 cells, and 0.9-1.1 for the 22D8 cells. Using a Mann-Whitney

U test analysis, the probability that there is no difference in

the fold induction between the 22F6 cells and the 133 and 22D8

cells is 1 in a 1000. CAT activity was not induced in cells

transfected with the pCAT-MIG-API construct, indicating that the

integrity of the AP-1 site in the inserted oligonucleotide was

essential. Thus, Nef-mediated inhibition of AP-1 DNA-binding

activity prevented AP-l-mediated transcriptional activation.

What role AP-l plays with respect to HIV-l regulation is

unclear. Nef could inhibit AP-1-mediated activation of HIV-l

directly, by preventing the interaction of AP-l with the

-10-



intragenic enhancer in the qj gene. In addition, by inhibiting

AP-1 induction during T-cell activation, Nef may affect the

regulation of AP-I activated cellular genes. Effects on such

cellular genes may alter the cellular environment, positively or

negatively, which may indirectly affect HIV-I replication. For

example, the finding that c-Fos and c-Jun are early response

mediators of T-cell activation, 9 coupled with the observation

that HIV-l cannot replicate in resting, unactivated T-cells, 3 1 , 3 2

presents a scenario for indirect effects of Nef on HIV-l

expression.

In addition to mediating the suppression of AP-I induction,

we found that Nef also inhibited the mitogen-mediated induction

of NF-kB. 3 3 NF-kB, like AP-l, is an early response effector of

T-cell activation, 3 4 and has been shown to be an important

activator of HIV-I replication in stimulated T-cells. 3 5  Thus,

Nef mediated inhibition of recruitment of both AP-l and NF-kB may

intensify the negative effects on HIV-l replication in T-cells.

By inhibiting virus replication directly, and/or by blocking

T-cell activation, Nef may provide a reservoir of persistently

infected cells which may ultimately.contribute to HIV-I clinical

latency, HIV-I mediated CD4 T-cell depletion, and AIDS.
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Figure Legends

Figure 1. Gel shift analysis of AP-1 DNA binding activity in

extracts prepared from Jurkat 25 cells. Cells were stimulated

with PHA-P (13 gg/mL, [SIGMA]) and PMA (75 ng/mL, [SIGMA]) for 0,

40, 80, 120, or 240 min. Oligonucleotide probes used for binding

are specified on the top of each panel. "A" indicates the

inducible AP-1/DNA complexes. S and P repre3ent SP-1 specific

binding and free probe respectively. SP-1 binding served as a

control for extract quality and specificity of Nef mediated

effects. Cold indicates that 100-fold molar excess of unlabeled

DNA was added for competition.

Methods. Cells were maintained in logarithmic growth in RPMI

1640 medium supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum and 2mM

glutamine. Nuclear extracts were prepared from 5 X 107 cells

using a modified version of the method of Dignam et al. 3 6 as

adapted by Montminy and Bilezikjian. 3 7 Following ammonium sulfate

precipitation, nuclear proteins were resuspended in 100 V1 of 20

mM Hepes (pH 7.9), 20 mM KCI, 1 mM MgCI 2 , 2 mM DTT. and 17%

glycerol 3 ° with the addition of'10 mM NaF, 0.1 mM sodium

vanadate, and 50 mM beta-glycerol-phosphate. Binding reactions

contained 2i (2 Jg) of nuclear extact, 2 gg poly dI-dC

(Pharmacia), 100-fold molar excess of unlabeled intragenic

AP-1 mutant oligonucleotide (GATCTCAAAGCGGATATCAGCTGGTTAATCAAAT-

AAT), and 20-40,000 cpm of end-labeled oligonucleotide probe,
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in DNA binding buffer 3 9 , in a final volume of 22 gL.

Reactions were performed at 300C for 30 min, immediately loaded

onto a 4.5% polyacrylamide gel using 0.5 X TBE, and run at 200 V.

Oligonucleotides used were as follows: AP-I, CAGGGCCAGG-

AGTCAGATATCCACTGACCTTTGGATGGTGCT; SP-1, CAGGGAGGCGTGGCCTGGG-

CGGGACTGGGGAGTGGCGTCC). All DNA probes were gel purified and

end-labeled with [gamma- 3 2 p]-ATP. The intensity of indicated

bands was determined by laser densitometry scanning. There was a

linear relationship between the amount of extract used and the

DNA binding activity. Nuclear extract preparations and binding

reactions were repeated on 3 separate occasions with similar

results.
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Figure 2. Gel shift analysis of nuclear extracts prepared from

HPB-ALL cells that were not stimulated (-) or were stimulated

with (+) with PHA (13 gg/mL) and PMA (75 ng/mL) for 4 hr. The

labeled oligonucleotide probe used is indicated above each panel.

The "A"s indicate inducible AP-1/DNA complexes and P represents

free probe.

Methods. Nuclear extract preparations and DNA-binding reactions

were performed as described in Figure 1. For the USF probe, we

used an oligonucleotide corresponding to nucleotides -159 to -173

of the HIV-1 LTR 4 0 , GCCGCTAGCATTTCATCACGTGGCCCGAGAGCTGC.

Experiments were repeated 3 times with similar results.
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Figure 3. a. Gel shift analysis of nuclear extracts prepared

from Jurkat 25 22F6 and 133 cells stimulated for 4 hr. with

either PHA-P (H), PMA (M), or ionomycin, 2 gM [SIGMA), (I), or

combinations of any two mitogens. A, S, and P indicate AP-I

specific binding, SP-l specific binding, and free probe,

respectively. b. Jurkat 22F6 cells were (+) or were not treated

(-) with cycloheximide (20 gg/mL, SIGMA) for 30 min. prior to

stimulation for 4 hr. with PHA-P and PMA. The labeled

oligonucleotide used is indicated on the side of each panel. AC,

AI, USF, and n.s. indicate constitutive AP-I/DNA complex,

inducible AP-I/DNA complex, USF specific complex, and not

specific, respectively. The "cold DNA" indicates that 100-fold

molar excess of unlabeled oligonucleotide (the same

oligonucleotide used as the probe) was used as a non-specific

competitor. c. Nuclear extract 22F (H) from part a. was

pre-incubated with 2gl of the specified antisera for 15 min.

before the AP-1 DNA probe was added. The A's indicate the major

inducible AP-I/DNA complexes.

Methods. Nuclear extract preparations and DNA binding reactions

were described in Figure 1. c. Anti-Fos-1, anti-Fos-2,

anti-Jun-l, and anti-Jun-2 correspond to antibodies

anti-c-fos-Ab-l, anti-c-fos-Ab-2, anti-c-jun-Ab-1, and

anti-c-jun-Ab-2, respectively (Oncogene Science, Inc.). The

anti-Nef sera was from a rabbit and was used as a negative

control antibody. This gel was run for twice as long as the other
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gels and the two bands indicated in this gel appears as a single

band on the other gels.
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Figure 4. Chloramphenicol acetyltranferase (CAT) assays of

extracts prepared from Jurkat 25 cells transfected with the

pCAT-IG-API and pCAT-MIG-API plasmids. The data is presented as

the mean ratio of the level of CAT activity present in cells

stimulated for 18 hr. with PHA-P and PMA compared to the level

present in unstimulated cells. The error bars represent the

standard deviation of the mean.

Methods. Jurkat cells were transfected with 40 gg of the

indicated plasmid using DEAE-dextran. Briefly, 107 cells were

incubated with plasmid DNA suspended in 10 mL of serum-free RPMI

1640, 0.25M Tris (pH 7.3), and 125 gg/mL DEAE-dextran (SIGMA) at

37 0 C for 40 min. Following centrifugation at 2,000 X g, for 7

min., cells were maintained in growth media containing 10% fetal

calf serum for 24 hr. Cells were or were not treated with PHA-P

(13 gg/mL) and PMA (75 ng/mL) and incubated an additional 18-24

hr. Cell extracts were prepared and CAT activity ws measured by

standard methods. 4 1  Extract equivalent to 3 X 106 cells, as

determined by Bradford reagent analysis (Bio-rad), was used for

each 18 hr. reaction. CAT activity was in the linear range of

analysis with respect to extract amount and incubation time. The

amount of CAT activity was quantitated by excising the spots

corresponding to the unacetyl'ated and acetylated forms of

1 4 C-chloramphenicol and measuring radioactivity in a

scintillation counter. The plasmid pCAT-IG-AP1 was generated by

cloning a double-stranded oligonucleotide corresponding to the

two adjacent intragenic AP-l recognition sites 2 and containing a
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Bam HI sticky end on the 5' end, GATCTCAAAGTGAATCAGAGTTAGTCAA-

TCAAATAAT, and a Sal I sticky end on the 5' end of the

complementary oligonucleotide, TCGAATTATTTGATTGACTAACCAGCTGATTCA-

CTTTGA, into the Bam HI and Sal I sites in the enhancer-less

pCAT-promoter plasmid (Promega). Plasmid pCAT-MIG-AP1 was made in

the same way except that the AP-1 recognition sites in the

oligonucleotide used for cloning were disrupted by substitutions

at the following, underlined positions; GATCTCAAAG.GGATATCAG.-

TfGTIAATCAAATAAT. Cells were transfected 4 to 6 times with each

plasmid, a mean fold induction was calculated, and the standard

deviation of the mean was determined. The average fold induction

and standard deviations were 3.6 + 0.4, 1.4 + 0.2, and 0.9 ± 0.1

for the 22F6, 133, and 22D8 cells, respectively.
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Instructions to Forum organizers and participants

Forums are meant to promote the exchange of opinions and divergent ideas on important topics in the field. From a practical point
of view. the procedure for organizing these Forums is as follows. After approval, by the Editorial Board, of the selected topic and of
the Organizer/Chairman. the latter contacts international specialists on the chosen subject. Each of these participants sends his/her views
which are dispatched to the other contributors, allowing them to comment on and discuss their colleagues' opinions. These views and
commentaries are grouped together to build the Forum. This approach has the advantage of avoiding the natural limitations of a general
review written by only one author. Furthermore, it emphasizes hard facts, point of controversy, conflicting hypotheses. etc.

I. The organizer contacts 7-14 specialists on the subject. Those who agree to participate are given about 6 weeks to write their text.

2. Each participant submits a text of 2 to 8 pages, in triple-spaced typescript, to the organizer. References in the text should be by
author's last name and year.

3. The organizer sends all texts to all participants, giving them 3-4 weeks to reply.

4. Based upon reading of all texts, each participant submits a discussion/comment/opinion statement of 2-4 pages, triple-spaced,
to the organizer-

S. The organizer collates and organizes texts and discussion statements, together with an introduction and, if necessary, a conclusion.
and submits this to the Editorial office. At this point, the organizer should indicate the running title and order in which papers are to appear.

6. To speed up publication, galley proofs will be read only by the Chairman.
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INTRODUCTION 27 and 25 kDa, might be generated from the nef gene
(Guy et at., 1990b; Kaminchik et al., 1991).

The human immunodeficiency viruses I and 2 The 27-kDa Nef is myristylated in accordance
(HIV I and HIV2) and their simian counterparts, sim- with the presence of the myristylation motif GXXXS,
ian immunodeficiency viruses (SIV), contain an open following the initiator methionine residue. The 25-kDa
reading frame (ORF) that overlaps with the 3' long Nef is the product of internal initiation of the nef
terminal repeat (LTR) sequence of the viral genome gene mRNA, and consequently it is not myristylat-
(for a recent review, see Cullen, 1991). This gene was ed. The 25-kDa product is not always detectable in
designated as 3' orf, and also as F, orf B or E', and HIV-infected cells (Laurent et al., 1990). Myristyla-
finally as nef standing for negative factor. In prelimi- tion of Nef probably allows its interaction with cell
nary reports, the product of the nef gene, Nef, was membranes and might be critical for its activity.
reported to mediate downregulation of virus repli-
cation through transcriptional inhibition of the viral Nef can be phosphorylated by protein kinase C
LTR (Terwilliger et al., 1986; Luciw er al., 1987; Ah- at threonine residue 15 and also appears to have au-
mad and Venkatesan, 1988; Cheng-Mayer et al., tophosphorylation activity toward serine residues
1989; Niederman et al., 1989, 1991). On the other (Guy eral., 1987, 1990b; Nebreda etal., 1991). The
hand, other groups have found no action of nef on significance of these phosphorylations is not yet clear.
HIV LTR nor on overall HIV replication (Hammes However, it is interesting to note that threonine-15
et al., 1989; Kim et al., 1989; Bachelerie er al., 1990; becomes mutated both in vivo, in patients over a few
Schwartz et al., 1991). A logical compromise to these years (Delassus et al., 1991), and in vitro by
coIALroversial reports night be "i,• possibility that :hc prc!cnge' passaging of the virus (Laurent er al.,
functioning of Nef is sometimes hindered according 1990). For the moment, there are'two examples of
to the cell-type studied. The existence of nuclear fac- cellular proteins, CD4 and interleukin-2 (IL2), which
tors interacting with Nef and the negative regulato- seem to be regulated by Nef (Guy et al., 1987; Luria
ry element (NRE) of the viral LTR (Guy et al., er al., 1991). Interestingly, these proteins are down-
1990a), in addition to the structural similarities be- regulated by two different mechanisms: Nef regulates
tween Nef and leucine zipper-like sequences charac- IL2 production at the transcriptional level (Luria et
teristic of transcriptional factors (Samuel et al., al., 1991), whereas it causes downiegulatior. of cell-
1991), suggest that Nef could act as a potential signal- surface expression of CD4 by a post-translational
transducing protein, mechanism (Garcia and Miller, 1991). The relevance

A high degree of polymorphism of the nef gene of the effect of Nef on CD4 and IL2 in the patho-

exists between different HIV isolates (Ratner et al., genesis of AIDS is not yet clear. Such effects could

1985). bete dis resumably isoduced e Rarlymininfection, be used as convenient tools to illustrate the biologi-1985). Nef is presumably produced early in ineto, cal activity of Nef and consequently shed some light
since its mRNA is detectable along with those of the on its function. .-

two regulatory proteins, Tat and Rev (Schwartz et

al., 1990). In contrast to Tat and Rev which are Because of the earlier reports of its inhibitory ef-
nuclear proteins, Nef is cytoplasmic and partly as- fect on HIV LTR and virus replication in cell cul-
sociated with membranes (Franchini er al., 1986; tures, Nef has been considered to be involved in the
Laurent et al., 1990). Two translation products, of establishment of viral latency (Haseltine, 1988). In
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accordance with this hypothesis, it has been report- Contributions from several researchers in thi,
ed that antibodies against Nef appear prior to the an- "Forum" point to some of the important features
tibodies against HIV structural proteins, and of Nef and its potential biological function(s). No
therefore anti-Nef antibodies could contribute to ear- doubt, Nef has a significant potential to be classi-
ly diagnosis of infection (Ranki et al., 1987; Amei- fied among the regulatory proteins of HIV. Once its
sen et al., 1989; Gombert et al., 1990). These studies, precise biological functions become clarified, then it
however, have been refuted by other reports which will be possible to change the name of Nef from
failed to show either a high prevalence of Nef *oecific "negative factor" to a much more appropriate one.
antibodies prior to seroconversion, or their presence
in HIV-seronegative but exposed individuals (De A.G. Hovanessian
Ronde et aL, 1988; Reiss et aL, 1989; Cheingsong- Unite de Virologie et Immunologie cellulaire,
Popov et al., 1990; Kirchhoff et al., 1991). Nef is URA CNRS 1157, Institui Pasteur,
relatively antigenic in that 70 0 of HIV-seropositive 75724 Paris Cedex 15
individuals seem to produce anti-Nef antibodies
(Sabatier et al., 1989; Schneider et al., 1991). In ad-
dition, specific cytotoxic T lymphocytes have been Tuis work %as bupported by grants from the Agence Natio-
reported in HIV-seropositive individuals (Culnann nale pour la Recherche contre Ic SIDA. France.
et al., 1989; Riviere et al., 1989; Walker and Plata,
1990; Koening et al., 1990). These host immune
responses against Nef could be considered of impor-
tance during HIV infection in view of a recent report References
demonstrating the possible function of Nef in effi-
cient viral replication and in the development of Ahmad, N. & Vankatesan, S. (1988). Nef protein of HIV-I
AIDS in monkeys (Kestler ei al., 1991). is a transcriptional repressor of HIV-l LTR. Science,

241, 1481-1495.
Desrosiers and collaborators experimentally in- Ameisen, I.C., Guy, B., Chamaret, S., Loche, M., Mou-

fected rhesus monkeys with 3 types of SIV provirus ton, Y., Neyrinck, J.L., Khalife, J., Leprivost, C.,
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The HIV Nef protein: facts and hypotheses

B. Guy Ill, R.B. Acres ("), Y. Rivi~re (2) and M.-P. Kieny (l

") Transg~ne, Strasbourg (France), and"IJ institut Pasteur, 75724 Paris, Cedex 15

Four years ago, in our first study of the Nef pro- 1989), but other groups have failed to observe such
tein (Guy et al., 1987), we wrote in the conclusion properties for Nef (Kaminchik et al., 1990; Matsuura
of our paper: "We have shown that the F (Net) pro- et al., 1991). On repeating our GTP-binding experi-
tein of HIV is a myristylated GTP-binding phos- ments on purified Nef numerous times, we have
phoprotein with features similar to the cellular src found this activity very reproducible, although its
and ras oncogene products [ ...1. We have shown that stoichiometry is low. The autophosphorylation of
F may participate with env in downregulation of T4 Nef in the presence of GTP is also always easily de-
lymphocytes I...1. Latent infection of lymphocytes tectable in our hands, which signifies that Nef is at
is important in the pathophysiology of AIDS, and least capable of binding and hydrolyzing GTP.
we speculate that F protein, by intervening in cellu- Moreover, we have recently observed a similar au-
lar regulatory pathways, may play a key role in the tophosphorylation for the HIV2Roo Nef protein,
establishment or maintenance of latent HIV in- purified by a completely different protocol from
fection." baculovirus-infected cells (unpublished results). The

A considerable amount of work has been done autophosphorylation results have been confirmed by
on Nef since 1987 in many laboratories including others (Nebreda et al., 1991), although ATP was also
ours, generating a large amount of information about shown in this study to be a substrate. Nevertheless,
this protein. In the light of these in vitro and in vivo we found GTP to be a more specific substrate.
results, what can be maintained from our initial con- We have mapped on Nef at least three conserved
clusions on the structure and the role of the nef gene and important domains (Guy et al., 1990a) related
product? This Forum is a good opportunity to try to the consensus domains of GTP-binding proteins
to answer this question. (KGGLEG, GXXXD and WR/KFD). The sequence

of these domains is degenerate compared to
G-protein canonic sequences, but it is of note that
the critical "G" domain of the bacterial GTP-binding

Nef and nucleotides protein hDPa (Romisch et al., 1989) is highly
homologous to the related domain present in SIV Nef

Based on its in vitro activities (GTP binding, (IVLTKFDT in hDP.z and ILVWKFDP in SIV Net).
GTPase activity and autophosphorylation in the Moreover, it is worth mentioning that in all HIV and
presence of GTP), we surmised that Nef was a "ras- SIV Nef the first amino acid of the critical tetrapep-
like" protein. tide (WR/KFD) is a tryptophan (W), and that such

Some authors have reported results which are to a conserved domain (domain IX; DXW) is present
some extent similar to ours (Cheng-Mayer et al., in all but one kinase using ATP (Hanks et al., 1988).
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Taken together, these observations may explain brane proteins (Guy et al., 1990a; Kaminchik et ai,
the greater specificity of Nef, capable of using both 1991). Although we have not been able to ascertain
purine nucleotides with a preference for GTP. the precise identity of the phosphorylated amino acid,
However, we are in complete agreement that Nef is we surmise that a situation similar to that observed
different from the ras or aG-related proteins, and our in prokaryotic transducing proteins may occur, i.e.
initial speculation on this point may have been too the rapid transter of the phosphate group to another
ambitions. protein, resulting in the regulation of some cellular

pathway (for a review, see Saier et al., 1990).

These results demonstrate that Nef is involved inNef and phosphorylation phosphorylation-dephosphorylation activities and, at

The ability of Nef to autophosphorylate in vitro this point, we wish to examine the validity of our

led us to examine more closely its potential in vivo main hypothesis which is that Nef is involved in the

phosphorylation capacity using recombinant vaccinia regulation (through phosphorylation events?) of cel-

viruses. We had observed that Thri5 was a site for lular pathways.

protein kinase (PKC) phosphorylation (Guy et al.,
1987) and although the biological significance of this
phosphorylation is still unknown, it is important to
point out that a recent study (Delassus et al., 1991) What are the elements allowing us to put forward
comparing the sequences of different nef genes from Wh a the elmns allowing us to puteforward
HIV isolated over a 4-year period directly from pa- such a hypothesis? Nef is a mytistylated protein, and
tients (in vivo), or after they had been passed in cul- myristylation enables Nef interaction with cell mem-

ture (in vitro), revealed a significant rate of mutation branes and therefore membrane proteins (Kamin-

at this site (T - A) during the course of the disease, chick et al., 1991), an interaction which is critical for

and between the in vivo and in vitro situations (Delas- its activity (Guy ei al., 1990a); Nef has a structure

sus et al., 1991 ; Laurent et al., 1990). This is in agree- enabling its interaction with purine nucleotides (Guy

ment with a possible regulation of Nef activity by et aL, 1987, 1990a; Nebrada et al., 1991)and in par-

phosphorylation of Thrl 5 by PKC, as is the case, for ticular, guanine nucleotides, although with a low af-

instance, for the aGi proteins (Katada et al., 1985), finity, at least in vitro; Nef is phosphorylated, and

A recent study of the regulation of IL2 expression a phosphotransferase and/or nucleotidase activity is

by Nef (Luria ei al., 1991 and see, below) also sup- associated with Nef (Guy et al., 1987, 1990a, and in

ports such a hypothesis. In this work, the only Nef preparation). Taken separately, none of these ele-
allele showing this effect when expressed constitutive- ments is sufficient to allow us to conclude that Nefal bears an Ala at position 15, and is thus not phos- is involved in signal transduction. However, taken
phorylatable by PKC. In our studies n g together, these results make the latter hypothesis at-

recombinant vaccinia viruses, we have not observed
biological differences between Thr and Ala15 mu- Thus, Nef may play a role at the beginning of a
tants with respect to CD4 downregulation (see be- cascade including other membrane-associated pro-
low), but in such a system, nef is only expressed teins. In favour of the existence of such a mechan-
during a short term-period and subsequent regula- ism, cross-linking experiments in T cells infected with
tion might thus be different. vaccinia viruses expressing Nef have enabled us to

Moreover, we have observed the existence of more visualize a 36-38-kDa protein or protein complex in-

phosphorylation s:tes (Guy et a/., 1990a). One of teracting with Nef (unpublished).

them may be related to in vitro phosphorylation (like- Since all these data are suggestive enough to justi-
ly on a serine residue as it is alkali-sensitive). We have fy the hypothesis that Nef may regulate some viral
already pointed out the potential importance of the or cellular pathway, we have tried to identify pro-
conserved Ser88 in this phosphorylation, but muta- tein or nucleotide targets for Nef.
lions at this site do not completely abolish the alkali-
sensitive phosphorylation of Nef (Guy et al., 1990a).
We have further observed that the presence of His89, Nef and viral and/or cellular gene regulation
situated within a sequence environment highly simi-
lar to the corresponding sequences surrounding the The first results demonstrating a role for Nef as
phosphorylated histidine residues of prokaryotic a regulatory protein gave its name to this factor
transducing proteins (for a review, see Stock et al., (negative factor) (Terwilliger et al., 1986; Luciw et
1990), is critical for an additional phosphorylation al., 1987' Nef has indeed been demonstrated to act
of Nef. Moreover, this phosphorylation is alkali- at a transcriptional level, possibly on the negative
resistant, abolished by a His89 - Gin mutation and regulatory element (NRE) of the viral LTR (Ahmad
easily detectable only on a truncated non-myristylated and Venkatesan, 1988; Niederman et al., 1989)
mutant of Nef which is unable to interact with mem- although some controversy has been raised concern-
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ing these results (Hammes et al., 1989; Kim et al., our hypothesis on the interaction between Nef and

1989; Bachelerie et al., 1990). some cellular pathways. In addition, the CD4 and
We have undertaken to examine the possible ef- IL2 molecules are directly involved in T-cell activa-

fect of Nef on HIV LTR by an indirect method, i.e. lion and HIV infection, and this allows Nef to pla\
gel retardation showing the interaction of nuclear fac- a general role in HIV infection in vivo. In this respect.
tors with promoter elements. We have identified such it is importar: ýo mention the study published by Ke•-
factors (called R and A I, or A family), with the A I tier et al. (l"'u which demonstrates the critical im-
factor associated with antigen and 1L2-dependent portance of the SIV nef gene for the maintenance of
T-cell activation, and regulated by Nef (Guy et al., a high virus load and the development of AIDS in
1990b). A critical point of our study was that the rhesus monkeys. It demonstrates for the first time
presence of the A factors and their regulation by Nef the absolute necessity of this previously termed "non-
were dependent on the cell context, and that we could essential" gene in the development of AIDS. We had
obtain opposite results in different cells. Collabora- previously asked the question: "if Nef is a Nef, why
tion with Dr. M. Chuah Lay Khim in Belgium has does HIV need a Nef?" (Guy et al., 1989). Results
been initiated in order to define the functional role of research on SIV and the existence of regulation
of the domains that we have mapped on the NRE, by Nef of important T-cell activation-associated
and preliminary results support our hypothesis that molecules such as IL2 or CD4 have begun to pro-
these domains are important for regulation of LTR- vide an answer to such a question.
promoter activity (M. Chuah I ay Kihm et al., in
preparation). In the conclusion of the study of the onclusion
nuclear factors regulated by Nef (Guy et al., 1990b),
several hypotheses were considered. Regulation of the Looking back to our 1987 conclusions, our cen-
binding of AL (activation-dependent nuclear factor) tral claim that Nef was acting on cell regulation still
to the LTR by Nef may involve direct interaction be- holds. Our speculation on the role of Nef in latent
tween Nef and Al, or Nef activity may involve an infections has not yet been confirmed, at least in viv,
inhibitor molecule neutralizing Al in a manner such and the precise identification of Nef with well-
as lkB, which has been shown to modulate NFkB. established signal -transduciong G proteins has not
Alternatively, if Al is a complex, it is possible that been demonstrated. However, we do believe that Nef
Nef impedes its formation. It has been shown, for is involved in signal transwuction and is capable of
instance, in the case of the nuclear factor CREB or binding guanine nucleotides, although we do not
the complex IkB/NFkb, that the formation of DNA- know if the latter property is essential to its function.
protein or protein-protein complexes was dependent How it seer likely is thential to it tion.
on phosphorylation-dephosphorylation. As we have However, it seems likely that the phosphorylation-
shown that the nef gene product is involved in phos- dephosphorylation events associated with Nef are im-
phorylation activities, it is tempting to speculate that portant for its activity. Finally, in the title of our first
Nef might alter the formation of an Al-related com- paper on Nef (Guy et al., 1987), we mentioned the
plcx by a phosphorylation-dephosphorylation event. word 'oncogene". This was probably not the best
These different points are to some extent supported choice, and "cellular gene product" would have been
by structural similarities between Nef and leucine zip- more appropriate, since in the same superfamily of
per transcriptional activation factors (Samuel et al., oncogenes like ras, we may find factors both activat-
1991). ing and repressing cell growth (Kitamaya et al., 1989).

We are presently looking for a cellular equivalent of
Interestingly, and this makes a link between viral Nef, and hope to be able to clone a Nef-like cellular

and cellular gene regulation, we have discovered (Guy gene.
et al., 1990b) that an oligonucleotide corresponding
to a region of the IL2 rl: -noter could efficiently com- we would like to acknowledge JP. Lecocq for continuous
pete for the binding of the A factor on the HIV LTR. support, and K. Doti and M. Geist for excellent technical as-
This finding raised the possibility that Nef might sistance. The authors are endebted to S. Perinel and N. Schell for
regulate the expression of IL2; indeed a recent pub- typing the manuscript.
lication (Luria et al., 1991) has demonstrated that Nef This work was supported in part by an ANRS grant.
downregulates IL2 production at a transcriptional
level, thus demonstrating the influence of Nef on the
physiology of the infected cell. References
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Virological and cellular physiological roles of HIV Nef protein
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For the optimal execution of its life cycle, human sion studies with HIV and SIV proviruses mutated
immunodeficiency virus (HIV) requires the function in the nef gene (Ahmad and Venkatesan, 1988;
of two small virus-encoded regulatory proteins Tat Niederman et al., 1989; Niederman et al., 1991). Us-
and Rev in association with cellular helper factors ing stable Nef-expressing Jurkat lymphocytes and
which may be tissue- or species-specific. Tat and Rev HeLa cell lines, up to ten-fold repression of HIV
are expressed from a class of multiply spliced early replication was demonstrated under transient expres-
viral mRNA (Muesing et al., 1985; Schwartz et al., sion conditions (Cheng-Mayer et al., 1989; Maitra
1990) which also encode the 27-kDa Nef protein. Un- et al., 1991). Since HeLa cells cannot be reinfected
like the Tat and Rev nuclear proteins, Nef is a 27-kDa with progeny virus (unlike Nef÷ CD4 ÷Jurkat
membrane-associated myristoylated protein (Allan et cells), the reduction in virus production resulted from
al., 1985; Franchini et al., 1986) with no demonstrat- Nef effect on provirus expression.
ed nucleic-acid-binding activity and is dispensable for Nef- viruses replicated better than their other-
viral replication. Consistent with this observation, wise isogenic Nef* counterparts during acute infec-
Nef proteins of HIVI isolates exhibit significant tion of selected T lymphoid cell lines (Terwilliger et
divergence at the primary structure level and in some al., 1986; Luciw et al., 1987; Ahmad and Venkate-
isolates, the Nef protein is prematurely terminated san, 1988; Niederman et al., 1989; Niederman et al.,
(Delassius et al., 1991). Although there is a consen- 1991). These observations have been challenged by
sus for the positive regulatory functions of Tat and other investigators (Kim et al., 1989). Infectivity of
Rev in viral replication, the functional roles for Nef isogenic HIV strains which were Nef÷ or Nef- was
are not agreed upon. However, several roles have variable depending on the host cells and multiplicity
been assigned to Nef, including (a) negative regula- of infection (m.o.i.). In A3.01 and H9 lymphocytes,
tion of virus replication, (b) repression of LTR tran- at low m.o.i., Nef- viruses replicated better than
scription, (c) GTP binding and GTPase activities, Nef÷ viruses. At higher m.o.i. there was no ap-
(d) modulation of cytoplasmic signalling via the pro- preciable difference in the replication of Nef- and
tein kinase C pathway, (e) cellular gene regulation, Nef+ viruses. Reconciling the repressive effects of
and (f) a role in the maintenance of high virus loads Nef in the context of transient expression with the
in vivo. observed variability in the context of virus infection

remains problematic. These differences may reflect
cell-line-specific factors that act on Nef directly or

Negative effects on virus replication that are involved in subsequent Nef effects.

In view of the long period of latency before the
onset of HIV1 disease in humans (Hoxie et al., 1985) Negative effects on viral transcription
and the restricted tropism of HIV (Klatzmann et al.,
1984), the discovery of a virus-encoded negative fac- We and others (Ahmad and Venkatesan, 1988;
tor suggested that Nef may be one of the deter- Niederman et al., 1989; Ahmad et al., 1989) have
minants of viral latency in vivo. The earlier studies shown that Nef repressed viral replication through
which showed that Nef-defective proviruses acquired transcriptional inhibition of the HIVI LTR. A far
accelerated replication potential over their wild-type upstream cis element in the LTR, referred to as the
counterparts (Terwilliger et at., 1986; Luciw et al.. negative regulatory element (NRE; Rosen et al.,
1987) have been confirmed by other transient expres- 1985) was identified to be the putative target of Nef
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effects (Ahmad and Venkatesan, 1988). This conclu- ditions that led to oncogenic transformation using
sion has been disputed by others (Hammes et a., activated ras genes. Unlike ras, Nef failed to induce
1989) who claimed that artifacts of transfection may meiotic maturation when injected into fully-grown
have contaminated our findings. Since Nef-coding se- Xenopus oocytes (Nebreda et at., 1991).
quence extends into the U3 of the 3' HIV 1 LTR, it The lack of ras-like GTP binding or biological ac-
has been suggested that the U3 sequence in the ex- tivity for Nef proteins is not surprising when the
pression vectors, rather than Nef protein per se may primary structures of these proteins are compared.
have competed for limiting transcriptional factors The guanine nucleotide-binding ability of ras and
and thus reduced LTR transcription. When molar ex- other GTP-binding proteins like EF-Tu is contingent
cesses of non-coding HIVI LTR DNA was co- upon a distinct three-dimensional spacing of four
transfected with HIV LTR-linked CAT target, the consensus amino acid sequence motifs (Nebreda er
inhibitory effects of LTR DNA sequences were less al., 1991). Two of these motifs, GXXXXGK and
than 10 07o of the twenty-fold repression of LTR tran- DXXG, are recognized by the phosphate groups of
scription observed by Nef. Furthermore, a prema- the guanine nucleotides, while the NKXD and
ture termination mutant of Nef (pCMV-NefXho) had EXSAX domains form the pocket that the guanine
an insignificant effect on LTR transcription (Maitra base fits in (Barbacid, 1987; Deshpande et al., 1987;
et al., 1991). Recently, it was shown that transcrip- Samuel et al., 1987; Pai et al,, 1989; Milburn et al.,
tion from SIV provirus mutated at the nef gene was 1990). The glycine-rich KEKGGLEG motif of Nef,
considerably enhanced over that of wt counterpart, designated "P" (Guy et al., 1990b), somewhat resem-
and proviruses with intact nef inhibited LTR tran- bles the glycine-rich GXGGXGK motif in the ATP-
scription of cotransfected HIV LTR CAT (Nieder- binding site of proteins with kinase activity like src
man er al., 1991). In Nef-expressing Jurkat (Samuel et al., 1987) rather than the GXXXXGK mo-
lymphocytes and HeLa cell lines, Tat-activated 14IV I tif of ras proteins. The glycine-rich regions of ATP-
LTR transcription was repressed ten-fold. Basal LTR binding proteins show marked variability, unlike the
transcription was repressed to a lesser extent in both GTP-binding proteins which show an absolute con-
the Nef+ HeLa and Neff Jurkat cell lines. The servation of the GLY-rich motif. Although the
magnitudes of LTR repression observed in the T lym- NKGE motif in Nef (a.a. 156-160) is somewhat simi-
phoid Nef÷ and HeLa Nef÷ cell lines were similar lar to the NKXD motif found in G proteins, mutat-
to those obtained with cotransfections using an ex- ing the D of the NKGD motif drastically reduces the
ogenous Nef plasmid (Maitra et al., 1991). affinity of ras proteins for GTP (Der et at., 1986;

Feig et al., 1986; Sigal et al., 1986; Feig et al., 1988).
Nef has no sequence homology with the other two

GTP-binding and GTPase activities and oncogenic motifs, DXXG and EXSAX that are critical for GTP
potential binding of ras proteins. On the basis of these obser-

vations, it is felt that Nef may have a potential for
Imperfect amino acid sequence homologies with interaction with the gamma phosphate of nucleoside

the GTP-binding and GTPase domains of the known triphosphates, in a manner analogous to ATP-
G proteins and HIV Nef have been demonstrated binding kinases, but has no ability to specifically bind
(Dever et al., 1987; Samuel et al., 1987). Nef ex- the guanine base of GTP. It is possible that phos-
pressed in Escherichia coli was shown to be both a phorylation of Nef, either by protein kinase C or
GTP-binding and a GTPase protein (Guy et al., through its autokinase activity, may be functionally
1987). Recent biochemical studies, however, have significant in vivo.
failed to substantiate the GTP-binding and GTPase
activities of Nef (Kaminchik et al., 1990; Matsura
etal., 1991 ; Nebreda er al., 1991). We expressed two
different p21 ras proteins and four different Nef (1: Modulation of cytoplasmic signalling and cellular
TB Nef, Nef from the NL4-3 strain; 2: TB NefOl, gene regulation
a TB Nef mutant with THR in the place of Ala at
position 15; 3: HB102 Nef, Nef from the BHI02 Purified Nef protein expressed in E. coti was
strain; and 4: BruNef of the LAV strain) in E. coli phosphorylated by crude preparations of protein
and purified the proteins to near homogeneity. In kinase C, predominantly at a Thr residue at posi-
contrast to ras, Nef-protein preparations had no de- tion 15 (Guy el al., 1987) and the phosphorylation
tectable GTP binding. However, Nef proteins were status of Thr at position 15 is presumed to influence
phosphorylated when incubated in the presence of the metabolic half-life of Nef protein expressed in
either GTP or ATP. The autokinase activity of Nef HIV-infected T4 lymphocytes (Guy et al., 1990a;
proteins with threonine at position 15 was higher than Laurent et al., 1990). Nef expressed from a vaccinia
those with Ala at this site. Two different Nef pro- virus was shown to be phosphorylated at the same
teins also failed to induce oncogenic transformation THR residue if Nef was first myristoylated (Guy et
of permanently transfected NIH 3T3 cells under con- al., 1990). Substituting the Gly at position 2 prevent-
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ed myristoylation of Nef, its cellular localization and transgenic mice (Dickie and Venkatesan. unpub.
metabolic turn-over (Guy et ai., 1990a, Kaminchik observ.).
et al., 1991). These observations lend credence to the
premise that Nef may modulate membrane signall-
ing and secondarily influence the expression of recep- Maintenance of in vivo virus load
tors such as CD4 and unidentified transcriptional
factors which recognize sequences in the HIVI LTR A recent report demonstrated that although the
(Guy el al., 1987 and 1990b; Garcia and Miller, cloned SIVmac viruses with a prematurely terminat-
1991). Although a protein-kinase-C-mediated ed nef replicated as well as their wt counterparts in
mechanism was initially proposed for the above tissue culture systems, they were unable to maintain
Nef effects (Guy et al., 1987), the downregula- high virus loads in monkeys and quickly reverted to
tion of CD4 may not use this pathway (Garcia and wt Nef phenotype (Kestler ei al., 1991). This has
Miller, 1991). A recent report (Luria and Berg, 1991) raised the possibility that important functional role(s)
demonstrated that Nef expression in Jurkat T lym- of Nef may operate in vivo to maintain virus growth
phocytes inhibited the transcriptional activation of and pathogenicity. Although these fascinating obser-
both the endogenous IL2 gene and that of an ex- vations raise many questions, they are not necessar-
ogenous IL2 promoter by signals from T-cell ily incompatible with the in vitro Nef effects. If Nef
receptor-binding. Interestingly, only Nef protein moderates viral expression in vivo, it may actually
with alanine at 15 was capable of this effect. Nef with contribute to the establishment of viral persistence
Thr at 15 had no effect on IL2 transcription. The which, over a period of time, may lead to progres-
above observations reinforce the need to explore the sive disease. On the other hand, Nef-defective viruses
potential role(s) of the phosphorylation status of Nef may replicate unchecked and be readily cleared by
and, more specifically, the importance of the in- an alert immune surveillance system (Niederman et
dividual SER and THR residues of Nef in cellular al., 1991). Alternatively, Nef may function as a su-
physiology. perantigen in a manner analogous to the 3' ORF in

the MMTV LTR. For MMTV, it has been shown that
the presence of superantigen may lead to im-

Pathogenic potential of HIVI Nef munosuppression (ablation of specific V114 class of
T cells) which may indirectly facilitate virus propa-

We have generated transgenic mice carrying HIVI gation (Choi et al., 1991; Marrack et al., 1991).
Nef linked to HIV I LTR- or MMTV LTR-linked nef
gene. Three of the six HIVI LTR-linked nef trans-
genic lines expressed Nef exclusively in the skin. A Future prospects
significant fraction of the F, and F, progeny of
these founders (30-70 %) spontaneously developed The by trancrip tion of seve is
persistent papillomas without other signs of pathol- governed by the concerted interactions of several cis
ogy. Nef expression in the skin was localized to the elements in the HIV LTR with numerous cellular
basal cell layer of the epidermis and was confined to transcriptional factors such as TFIID, TFIIB, SP 1
the diseased areas of the skin. Limited cutaneous ex- and target The Ne ego ftes , apression of Nef may have reflected the permissivity presumptive target for Nef effects, has numerous cis
of HIVo LTR transcription in the CD4-positive elements including Apl, NFATI, NFATII, etc. Tran-Langerhan's macrophages of the skin. In scriptional regulation under homeotic conditions mayHLIV -infected humans, epidermal Langerhan's cells be mediated by enhancer or enhancer accessory pro-may be a reservoir for the virus and, because they tein binding to these targets, and Nef may indirectlyare antigen-presenting cells, their dysfunction may influence these interactions. A laudable effort tobe germane to the many cutaneous manifestations of identify the Nef-responsive transcriptional factors hasAIDS Ne xprne ssn i the manyLctangerhs ma crfio-s o been reported (Guy et al., 1990b). These efforts mayA IDS. Nef expression in the Langerhan's m acro- b x a d d b h s f n ce re t a t f N f
phages of transgenic mice may have modulated the be expanded by the use of nuclear extracts of Nef-
expression or release of cytokine(s) that control expressing cell lines to evaluate the DNA-binding
epidermal cell proliferation. Four of seven MMTV potential of known cellular transcriptional factors.
(mouse mammary tumour virus) LTR-linked nef Specific targets of PKC, PKA, cAMP-dependent
transgenic lines expressed Nef predominantly in the protein kinase and SRS pathways, may be examined
mammary gland, salivary gland and seminal vesicle in the context of Nef÷ cell lines. Alternatively,
with no apparent pathological effect. A small num- specific sites within NRE may be mutated and the
ber of the offspring of the three MMTV-Nef trans- effect of Nef on the transcriptional potential of these
genic lines developed mild skin disease, and in the mutants examined both under transient assay con-
female mice the severity of the disease coincided with ditions and in the context of Nef cell lines.
pregnancy. Nef expression was visualized in the af- Although it is unlikely that Nef protein is GTP-
fected regions of the skin of the MMTV-LTR-Nef binding, phosphorylation of Nef either by itself or
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by PKC, PKA or cyclic-AMP-dependent kinase may Dever, T.E., Glynias, M.J. & Merrick, W.C. (1987), GTP-
modulate a broad range of cellular physiological binding domain: three consensus sequence elements
processes. Two potential cellular targets of Nef, with distinct spacing. Proc. nat. Acad. Sci. (Wash.).
namely CD4 and IL2, appear to be regulated by 84, 1814-181.
different mechanisms. Three Thr and two Ser Feig, L., Psan, B.T.. Roberts, T. & Cooper, G.M. (1986),

residues in Nef may be phosphorylated by different Isolation of ras GTP-binding mutants using an in situ
colony-binding assay. Proc. nat. Acad. Sct. (Wash.).

kinases (Guy et al., 1990a; Venkatesan, unpub. data) 83, 4607-4611.
and since they may modulate different cellular and Feig, L.A. & Cooper, G.M. (1988), Inhibition of NIH 3T3
viral functions, careful analysis of mutations at these cell proliferation by a mutant ras protein with
sites is in order. Apropos of the Nef effect on LTR preferential affinity for GDP. Mol. Cell. Biol., 8,
transcription, Nef mutants which abolish mysristoy- 3235-3243.
lation or force initiation from the second MET codon Franchini, G., Robert-Guroff. M., Ghrayeb, J.. Chang,
are markedly devoid of LTR effects (Yu and Felsted, N.T. & Wong-Staal, F. (1986), Cytoplasmic locali-
1991 ; Venkatesan, unpub. data) and are therefore zation of the HTLVIII 3' orf protein in cultured T
likely candidates to explore the other role(s) of Nef cells. Virology, 155, 593-599.
in viral and cellular physiology, The internal Garcia, J.V. & Miller, A.D. (1991). Serine phosphoryla-

tion-independent downregulation of cell surface CD4
-KEKGGLEG-- and the -NKGENT-- sequence by nef. Nature (Lond.), 350, 508-511.
in Nef, somewhat analogous to the -GXXXGK- Guy, B., Kieny, M.P., Rivifre, Y. etal. (1987), HIV F/3'
and the -NKXD- sequence found in ras proteins ORF encodes a phosphorylated GTP-binding protein
are also attractive mutagenic target to examine the resembling an oncogene product. Nature (Lond.),
possibility that Nef may have evolutionarily drifted 330, 266-269.
from an ancestral viral "G-protein" with oncogenic Guy, B., Acres, R.B., Kieny, M.P. & Lecocq, J.P. (1990),
potential. Finally, the potential superantigen-like be- DNA-binding factors that bind to the negative regula-
haviour of Nef may be evaluated using Nef- tory element of human immunodeficiency virus
expressing murine or human B-cell targets with de- type 1: regulation by nef. J. AIDS, 3. 797-809.

fined TCR phenotypes. Guy, B., Riviire, Y., Dott, K., Regnault, A. & Kieny, M.P.
(1990), Mutational analysis of the HIV-I nef protein.
Virology, 176, 413-425.
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Functional analysis of HIV1 and SIV Nef proteins

T.M.J. Niederman and L. Ratner 4*)

Departments of Medicine and Molecular Microbiology,
Washington University School of Medicine,

St. Louis, MO (USA)

The conservation of the nef gene within the hu- We then focused our studies on the function of
man and simian lentiviruses, HIV and SIV, suggests SIV Nef. Although HIVI and SIV Nef share only
that its protein product, Nef, affords these viruses 38 %io amino acid sequence homology, we found that
a survival advantage. Nef was found to be a nega- SIV Nef was also a transcriptiona! silencer. !n these
tive regulatory factor with respect to virus replica- studies, CD4- COS cells were transiently transfect-
tion in vitro, hence its name. What survival ed with SIV Nef* or Nef -proviral DNA. Northern
advantage could an inhibitory factor confer upon blot and SI protection analyses demonstrated that
these pathogenic retroviruses? The relationship be- viral mRNA levels were suppressed 2- to 6-fold in
tween Net's suppressive effects in vitro and its bio- the cells transfected with the Nef÷ clone compared
logical role in vivo will be the ultimate goal of this to cells transfected with the Nef- clone (Niederman
review. et a/., 1991). Nuclear run-on analysis revealed

that the rate of viral mRNA synthesis was inhibited
2- to 3-fold. Additionally, Northern blot analysis

Nef is a transcriptional silencer *ith RNA isolated from cells treated with the tran-
scriptional inhibitor actinomycin indicated that Nef

Initial progress towards the understanding of did not alter the turnover of viral mRNA. Again, we
HIVI Nef function in vitro suggested that virus repli- concluded that Nef's function was primarily to in-
cation was inversely related to Nef expression (Ter- hibit virus replication at the transcriptional level. Re-
williger et al., 1986; Luciw et al., 1987). In these cently, others have also demonstrated negative
studies, Nef or Nef- proviral DNA were transfect- regulation mediated by SIV Nef (Binninger et al.,
ed into lymphoid cell lines, and virus replication was 1991).
monitored by cell-free, reverse transcriptase activi-
ty. In an attempt to identify the step in the virus life
cycle affected by Nef, we transfected CD4' and Does Nef mediate transcriptional repression through
CD4- cells with either Nef÷ or Nef= proviral specific elements present in the longjterminal repeat
DNA. Northern blot analysis of total RNA isolated (LTR)?
from transfected cells indicated that the level of all
viral mRNA species was 3- to 5-fold lower in the cells To determine whether the transcriptional effects
transfected with the Ncf÷ clone compared to the of Nef were mediated through LTR sequences, we
cells transfected with the Nef- clone (Niederman et co-transfected COS cells with an HIVI Nef-
al., 1989). Nuclear run-on analysis of transiently expression vector, pSVF, and a plasmid expressing
transfected cells revealed that Nef inhibited the rate the chloramphenicol acetyltransferase (CAT) gene
of viral mRNA synthesis 2- to 3-fold. The suppressed driven by the HIVI-LTR. We demonstrated a dose-
levels of viral mRNA correlated with decreased lev- dependent suppression of CAT activity as the con-
els of p24 gag core antigen and reverse transcriptase centration of co-transfected pSVF was increased
activity. Based on these results, we concluded that (Niederman et al., 1989). Other investigators have ob-
the primary function of Nef in vitro was to suppress tained similar results (Ahmad and Venkatesan, 1988;
virus expression at the RNA level. This conclusion Cheng-Mayer et al., 1989; Maitra et al., 1991 - Gama-
was reached independently by other investigators Sosa et al., 1991). However, questions have arisen
(AhmaO and Venkatesan, 1988). with respect to the validity of our conclusion that Nef

(*) Address: Box 8125. 660 S. Euclid, Washington University, St. Louis, MO. 63110 (USA).
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was responsible for the decreased CAT activity 25-fold) in several T-cell lines compared to its Nef
(Hammes et al., 1989; Bachelerie et al., 1990; Luria counterpart (unpublished observation). In addition
et al., 1991). The objection raised was that LTR en- to generating lower levels of reverse transcriptase ac-
hancer elements prtsent in the Nef expression plas- tivity, the Nef' viruses lagged by 4 to 8 days in
mids, immediately downstream of the nef gene, were comparison to the Nef- virus with regards to detec-
competing with the HIVI-LTR-CAT plasmid for tion of reverse transcriptase activity (unpublished ob-
stimulatory transcription factors, thereby causing the servation). This lag period may represent an in vitro
dose-dependent inhibition of CAT activity. To ad- form of latency. Recently, other investigators com-
dress this possibility, we co-transfected the pared the replicative capacities of SIV Nef' versus
HIVI-LTR-CAT plasmid with either increasing con- Nef- viruses. They also found Nef-mediated sup-
centrations of pSVF or a plasmid containing only the pression to be dependent upon low MOI conditions
HIVI-LTR, pCI5. We found that pCl5 decreased and also observed a lag period for viral growth in
CAT activity although not to the same extent as simi- the presence of Nef (Binninger e al., 1991). Finally,
lar concentrations of pSVF (unpublished observa- there are other examples demonstrating the relevance
tion). This objection was addressed similarly by of the MOI when determining the function of other
others (Maitra et al., 1991). HIV-gene products including Vpr (Ogawa et al.,

1989) and Vpx (Hu er al., 1989; Guyader et al., 1989;
Kappes er a/., 1991).

Does the multiplicity of infection (MOJ) affect the Other factors contributing to the differences ob-
ability of Nef to mediate transcriptional suppression? served between our laboratory and that of Kim and

coworkers may involve different modes of virus
Our initial efforts to compare the replication of transmission. In our system, Jurkat cells were co-

HIVI Nef- and Nef- viruses in lymphoid cells in- cultivated with COS cells which were constantly shed-
dicated that the Nef÷ virus afforded a 20-50-fold ding extremely low concentrations of virus, too low
lower level of reverse transcriptase activity compared to be detected by reverse transcriptase activity. Viral
to its Nef- counterpart (Niederman et al., 1989). In transmission may be either through cell-to-cell con-
that study, we generated virus by transfecting COS-A tact or via cell-free virus. In contrast, Kim et al.
cells with proviral DNA and then co-cultivating the (1989) used virus derived from lymphocytes and ad-
COS cells with CD4 Jurkat cells. Under these con- justed the level of the virus inocula based on meas-
ditions, there is a relatively low titre of virus from urable reverse transcriptase activity; additionally,
COS cells and the majority of the reverse transcrip- there are several amino acid differences between our
tase activity arises from virus amplification through nef allele and that of Kim et al., and it is interesting
Jurkat cells. The details of this system are important to note that the Nef proteins differed with respect
to consider when comparing our results to those of to their mobilities on SDS polyacrylamide gels.
others who have not observed HIVI Nef suppressive
effects in lymphoid cells (Kim el al., 1989). We be-
lieve that a difference in the initial MOI between our
approach and that of Kim ei al. may explain the dis- Which form of nef is active?
parate results. Although the nefg,.ne is present in all species of

It is reasonable to assess the relevance of the MOI, human and simian lentiviruses, there is significant se-
considering the relatively moderate effects of Nef quence heterogeneity at this locus, second only to the
compared to the effects of Tat or Rev. The hypothe- surface envelope glycoprotein, gpl20. There is up to
sis is that at relatively high MOI, subtle effects of 17 074 amino acid diversity on comparing the nef
Nef may be masked due to an overload of viral DNA genes of different HIVI isolates, and 62 To amino
templates. That is, Nef may require a limited pool acid differences on comparing HIVI Nef to SIVmac
of cellular factors in order to maintain transcriptional Nef. It is possible that only some nef alleles encode
suppression. Once a cascade of virus replication has functional Nef proteins while other alleles generate
occurred, and high-titre virus results, it may be irm- non-functional or impaired gene products. It is in-
possible for Nef to reverse or even halt the cascade. teresting to note that, by SDS-PAGE analysis, the

To assess the effect of the MOI on Nef's suppres- nef gene used in our studies, HXB2/3 (Niederman
sive capacity, we compared the replication of Neff et al., 1989), encodes a protein which migrates with
versus Nef- viruses in lymphoid cells under condi- a different apparent molecular weight than the Nef
tions of varied MOI. We found that at relatively high protein encoded by the virus used by Kim et at. (1989)
MOI, replication of the Nef+ and Nef- viruses was even though the predicted size of the two proteins
indistinguishable as measured by reverse transcrip- is the same. The observation that different Nef pro-
tase activity. However, upon serial 10-fold dilutions teins of the same amino acid length migrate substan-
of the iniial virus inoculum, the replication of the tially differently from one another has been reported
Nef- virus was significantly inhibited (up to by others (Kaminchik et al., 1990). In addition, it is
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unknown whether or not the propagation of viral iso- host, whereas Nef-expressing viruses may successfully
lates in vitro contributes to the rise of non-functional evade clearance from the host by maintaining the lev-
forms of Nef proteins. el of virus expression in check. Therefore, Nef may

be critical in maintaining a persistently infected state
in the host.

What is the role of nef in vivo? A significant demonstration of the biological
relevance of Nef in vivo was recently reported by

The ability of Nef to mediate transcriptional sup- Kestler et al. (1991). This work clearly demonstrat-
pression in vitro may facilitate our understanding of ed that there was selective pressure to maintain a
the importance of Nef in vivo. It has been demon- functional Nef protein in rhesus macaques infected
strated that the doubly spliced viral transcripts are with SIV nef mutants containing a premature stop
the first to appear in infected cells and 80 O7l of those codon. In each case, the premature termination
transcripts are Nef-specific (Robert-Guroff et al., codon was replaced by a coding codon. Additional-
1990). Therefore, Nef expression is a major early ly, Kestler et al. (1991) concluded that Nef is impor-
event during infection. Nef expression early in infec- tant in maintaining persistent viral infection, with
tion may prevent Tat-mediated virus activation by associated pathogenicity, and suggest that viruses
inhibiting Tat's effects on the LTR and by inhibit- lacking a functional Nef protein are slowly cleared
ing the further synthesis of Tat mRNA. from the host. The mechanism by which Nef medi-

Nef may also inhibit activation of the infected ates pathogenicity in vivo is not clear. However, we
lymphocytes. Virus replication has recently been feel that our proposed role for Nef function in vivo
shown to activate the positive transcription factor may help to explain the results obtained by Kestler
NF-xB (Bachelerie et al., 1991) and therefore, inhi- et al. (1991).
bition of replication would inhibit this positive feed-
back loop as well. Additionally, Luria et al. (1991)
have shown that Nef suppresses the activation of the Conclusion
IL2 gene by external stimuli which lends further sup-
port for the contention that Nef may block primary We and others have demonstrated that Nef is a
lymphocyte activation. Activation of lymphocytes negative regulator of HIV and SIV replication.
has been shown to be important in promoting acceler- Moreover, this regulation occurs at the level of tran-
ated virus replication in vitro (Nabel and Baltimore, scription. That Nef is a negative regulator of virus
1987). expression suggests that Nef may play a key role in

The end result of the Nef-mediated transcriptional establishing and maintaining viral latency in vivo
suppression would be that a number of cells would which may be critical for pathogenicity. Future ex-
remain latently infected and may provide a reservoir periments which may shed light on Nef's role in vivo
of infected cells that could become activated at a later will involve studies of the effects of Nef on immune
time. This proposed consequence of Nef expression responses, cell-free virus load and concentrations of
in vivo is analogous to the lysogenic phenotype of infected cells. Understanding Nef activity and its
lambda phage in Escherichia coli. Conversely, viruses ramifications in vivo may provide insight into the de-
containing non-functional Nef proteins may replicate sign of novel therapeutic agents.
unchecked in infected cells, causing lysis of the cell
and the inability to maintain a virus reservoir. This
scenario resembles the lytic phenotype of lambda References
phage.
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Introduction More recent reports, however, have contradicted
the earlier findings. Hammes et al. (1989) reported

Although the subject of numerous studies, the that Nef expression does not have a negative effect
function of the HIVI nef gene (formerly 3'- orf, E', on HIV replication, and both Kim et al. (1989) and
F' and orfB) in the life cycle of the virus still remains Bachelerie et al. (1990) reported that there were no
to be elucidated. Nef was first identified as a single negative effects on HIV LTR-driven transcription at-
open reading frame overlapping the 3' LTR of the tributable to Nef in either lymphoblastoid or my-
HIVI genome (Allan et a!, 1985; Wain-Hobson et elomonocytic cells. The possibility of Nef exhibiting
al., 1985; Arya and Gallo, 1986: Franchini ei al., the enzymic activity of a G protein has also been
1986a). The product of the nef gene is an immuno- questioned (Franchini et al., 1987).
genic M, 27,000 polypeptide recognized by sera In the following, we will briefly discuss some of
from patients infected with HIV (Allan et al., 1985; the approaches we have taken, the reasons why we
Franchini et al., 1986a, 1987). The mature polypep- have taken them and the relevance of our findings
tide is myristoylated and localized to the extranuclear to future attempts at understanding the biological
regions of infected lymphocytes, probably associat- function(s) of nef in the life cycle of HIV I and, ulti-
ed with the internal region of the plasma membrane mately, the pathology of AIDS.
by virtue of its myristoyl anchor (Allan et al., 1985;
Kaminchik et al., 1990).

Early reports indicated that nef was not obliga- Expression of Nef mnRNA in infected cells
tory for virus growth in vitro and that mutations in
its coding sequences resulted in more efficient virus We have used polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
replication (Terwilliger et al., 1986; Luciw et al., amplification of reverse transcripts of viral mRNA
1987). As a consequence of these and further studies, in infected cells to determine the relative abundance
nef was believed to encode a negative factor (from of the different transcripts which have undergone
which the name "nef" was derived) which exerts a multiple splicing events. By using amplification
suppressive effect on viral replication in trans through primers which bind outside the splice donor and ac-
a negative regulatory target with the 5' LTR of the ceptor sites, and analysing Southern blots of the PCR
integrated provirus (Luciw et al., 1987; Ahmad and products with oligomers representing all the possi-
Venkatesan, 1988; Niederman et al., 1989; Garcia ble exons, we were able to estimate the relative
ei at., 1987). amounts of Tat, Rev and Nef mRNA (Robert-Guroff

How, then, could Nef affect an integrated provi- et al., 1990). Nef was by far the most abundant tran-
rus when, unlike Tat and Rev, and as mentioned script in H9 cells chronically infected with HIVI
above, it is not demonstrably present in the nucleus? (HTLV-IIIB). Of the multiply spliced mRNA detect-
A possible mechanism was suggested by reports that ed, Nef comprised about 80 07c, Rev about 18 079 and
Nef was both phosphorylated and capable of GTPase Tat only about 2 07o. Approximately the same ratios
activity, functions shared by the oncogene products were found in acutely infected (two days) PHA-
v-Ha-Ras and pp6O-Src, the latter with which nef stimulated normal human lymphocytes using the
was reported to share some sequence similarities (Guy same strain of virus, and in macrophages infected for
et al., 1987; Samuel et al., 1987). Therefore, it was two weeks with the highly monocyte-tropic HIVI
proposed that Net exerted a negative regulation on (BA-L). The relative abundance of Nef transcripts
HIV I replication through intermediary molecules in a variety of situations suggests that Nef has an im-
from the host cell, and it was further suggested that portant function.
Nef may by be responsible for the apparent latent We also observed that there were several forms
period between infection with HIVI and progression of Nef which differed by the number of exons. Al-
to AIDS. ternatc splic.ihg resulted in Nef transcripts with from
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two to five exons. The most common form was the The first question to address was which N-ter-
three-exon form, but some transcripts contained one minal Nef sequence would be most useful for this
or two extra exons derived from upstream of the mid- study. Both nef and env are subject to greater in-
die exon and may have derived from further splic- terisolate sequence diversity than are other HIV;
ing of Vif and Vpr transcripts. In the infected genes, and at the amino acid level this can be as high
macrophages, the most abundan:, Nef transcripts as 17 07 non-identities (Rainer er al., 1985; Myers
contained only two exons, which could explained by et al., 1991). We also know that a high proportion
either single or triple splicing, of integrated HIVI proviruses are defective (as many

as 15 56/ are defective for tar alone) (Meyerhans et
al., 1989). Consequently, many if not all of the

Conservation of nef with time in infected individuals reported nef sequences could represent non-
functional genes.

We have analysed the DNA sequences of the env After comparison of the known nef gene se-
and nef genes from viruses isolated over periods of quences (Myers et al., 1991), we chose a peptide that
five to eight years from several individuals (Guo et represented the most conserved N-terminal residues,
a!., manuscript in preparation). We found that the including a threonine at position 15. The sequence
rate of drift in the nef gene was approximately half GGKWSKRSVVGWPTVRERMY (the C-terminal
that of the env gene. The same general results have tyrosine residue was added to facilitate iodination)
been reported by Delassus et al. (1991) looking at se- was synthesized as an N-terminal myristyl peptide (to
quences obtained directly from blood by PCR am- more nearly approximate the native molecule). The
plification. This conservation, like the high myristyl peptide was radioiodinated and incubated
expression of Nef transcripts in infected cells, sug- with a number of different human peripheral blood
gest that Nef plays some critical role in the viral life mononuclear cell (PBMC) membrane preparations
cycle. from both PHA-stimulated and unstimulated

PBMC. The membrane/peptide solution was cova-
lently cross-linked using an N-hydroxysuccinimide es-

What does Nef do at the plasma membrane? ter (BS 3 ) and analysed by SDS-PAGE and
autoradiography.

Since the Nef polypeptide is not detectable as a To dat han

packaged product in mature HIVI virions, it is prob- To date, we have not detected any specific inter-

able that it is not involved in the initial events of viral actions between the N-terminal myristyl Nef peptide

attachment, fusion or entry into lymphocytes (Fran- and the plasma membrane preparations, although a

chini et al., 1986b). Localization to the inside of the number of possible explanations present themselves

infected lymphocyte membrane (Allan et al., 1985; (in addition to the null hypothesis that there is no

Kaminchik et al, 1990; Franchini er al., 1986b) sug- interaction). Our peptide may not represent a func-
sa possible role in post-transcriptional events tional Nef sequence and may therefore be unable togests bindotoiits normalntarget.tThespeptidenmayebento

such as viral packaging and budding. Alternatively, bind to its normal target. The peptide may be too

since Nef appears to be phosphorylated at short to assume a proper configuration for binding.

threonine-15 (Guy er al., 1987), it is possible that it Alternatively, the membrane may not contain the

is involved in a cellular second-signal pathway (Guy proper target. Finally, Nef may be dependent on the

et al., 1987; Laurent ei al., 1990). Therefore, we con- presence of other HIV 1 proteins, necessitating the use

cluded that it seemed reasonable to attempt to iden- of membrane/cellular fractions from HIVI-infected

tify interactions between Nef, the cellular membrane PBMC. We are pursuing this work further in an at-

and/or membrane-associated proteins, tempt to address these possibilities.

Cross-linking studies Conclusions

A recent report by Resh and Ling (1990) indicat- Although nef is not obligatory for HIVI replica-
ed that a synthetic myristoylated N-terminal pp6O-Src tion in vitro, a growing number of reports suggest
polypeptide could be specifically cross-linked to a an important role in vivo. Kestler et al. (1991) have
Mr 32,000-protein from vole fibroblast plasma studied nef using cloned simian immunodeficiency
membranes. The sequence similarities between Nef virus (SIV) to infect rhesus monkeys. They demon-
and pp60-Src mentioned earlier suggested that a strated that there is strong selective pressure in vivo
similar approach might be useful in identifying to maintain the full'cod.;ng region for Nef by infec-
any specific interactions between Nef and lympho- tion with SIV containing a premature stop codon.
cyte plasma-membrane-associated proteins (Guy et In all cases examined, the stop codon was changed
a!., 1987; Samuel et al., 1987; Bachelerie et al., in vivo to give a complete reading frame. They fur-
1990). ther showed that SIV nef was necessary for both a
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high viral load and full pathological effects. Much, Karninchik, L., Bashan, N., Pinchasi, D., Amit. B., Sar-er.
however, remains to be determined about the func- N., Johnston, MAI., Fischer, M., Vavin, Z., Gorecki.
tion of nef in the life cycle of these viruses. M. & Panet, A. (1990), Expression and biochemical

characterization of human immunodeficienc% virus
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Introduction myristic acid both in vitro and in cell culture (Kamin-
chik et al., 1991). The second gene product, Nef-p25,

The involvement of nef gene in the life cycle and is initiated at an internal AUG codon 60 nucleotides
pathogenicity of HIV has been investigated in recent downstream of the first AUG codon. This was
years by several groups. Considerable progress in the demonstrated by expressing several deletion and sub-
characterization of the gene and its products has been stitution nef mutants and analysing the protein
achieved: What is still lacking is a clear understand- products. The conclusion that Nef-p25 is a primary
ing of nefrs biological role in the regulation of HIV translation product was confirmed by following the
replicaion in vivo. Here we review our studies on the kinetics of Nef-p27 and Nef-p25 synthesis; no precur-
expression of the nef gene, biochemical characteri- sor product relationships was observed in 35S-
zation of its products, and insights into Nef's cellu- methionine pulse-chase experiments. Moreover, Nef-
lar localization. p25 was not modified by myristic acid, consistent

As the nef genes of different virus isolates show with lack of myristoylation signal downstream of the

extensive sequence polymorphism - particularly second methionine codon in neftransnational frame.

among laboratory-propagated strains vis-i-vis pa- Alternative translation initiation of the two Nef
tients' isolates - the choice of virus strain in the species was observed with BHIl 0and LAV nef genes.
studies of nef gene function(s) is important. Indeed, Although this mode of genetic control is rather rare
some of the conflicting reports on the function of Nef in mammalian cells, translation of hepatitis B virus
may be attributed to strain specificity. To minimize (HBS) surface antigens is also controlled by alterna-
this problem, we have compared throughout this tive translation initiation (Tiollais et al., 1985).
work the nef genes of 3 virus isolates: BHIO (Rat-
ner et al., 1985), LAV (Wain-Hobson et al., 1985)
and JRc~f (Cann et al.. 1990). For BH 10 nef, the in- Cellular distribution of Nef
ternal termination codon was reconstituted based on
LA V-nef primary sequence (Kaminchik et al., 1990). To further understand the function of the two Nef

proteins in HIVI biology, cellular localization of Nef
was investigated. Cellular fractionation experiments

HIVI nef gene codes for two polypeptides have indicated that 30-50 % of Nef-p27 is associat-
ed with an insoluble fraction of the cytoplasm, while

To analyse the pattern of nef-gene expression in the rest is found as a soluble component in the
mammalian cells, the gene was expressed in COS cytosol. In contrast, Nef-p25 is found only in the
cells. Immunoprecipitation with specific antibodies cytosol. Labelling experiments with 3H-myristic acid
revealed two Nef-related polypeptides with an appar- have indicated that myristoylated Nef-p27 was
ent molecular weight of 27 and 25 kDa (designated present both in the insoluble and the soluble fractions
Nef-p27 and Nef-p25). Nef-p27 initiates at the first of the cytoplasm. Other experiments with a nef-gene
AUG of the open reading frame, which is immedi- mutant deficient in the myristoylation signal led us
ately followed by a sequence coding for myristoyla- to conclude that myristoylation of Nef-p27 is re-
tion signal, NH,Gly-Lys-Trp-Ser. Indeed, we have quired, but not sufficient, for its association with the
demonstrated myristoylation of Nef-p27 with 3H- particulate fraction of the cytoplasm. Internal Nef
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domains, specifically amino acids 73-89, are critical consensus elements of G proteins (Dever ei al., 1987),
for this specific interaction. Thus, it is conceivable the spacing of these sequences deviate substantially
that polymorphic sequences in nef genes derived from from that of G protein consensus elements (Samuel
different HIV isolates account for differences in Nef's et al., 1987). Moreover, the first putative G-protein
cellular distribution, as reported by several labora- consensus sequence in Nef overlaps the AUG initia-
tories (Franchini et al., 1986; Hammes et al., 1989). tion codon and, thus, is partially upstream of nef

When the particulate cytoplasmic material was coding sequence. Several explanations may be in-
treated with nonionic detergent, most of Nef-p27 re- yoked to account for the apparent discrepancy be-
mained within the insoluble fraction. This unexpected tween our observations and the results of Guy et al.
observation prompted us to investigate the possibil- (1987). First, bacterial protein impurities co-purified
ity that Nef-p27 is, in fact, associated with the with recombinant Nef preparations may give rise to
cytoskeleton. Our preliminary results indicate that G-protein-like activities associated with endogenous
part of Nef-p27 co-fractionates with the cytoskele- bacterial proteins. Second, different purification
ton fraction of the cell. Subsequent genetic analysis procedures may affect G protein activities. To ad-
has confirmed these observation and demonstrates dress this possibility, the recombinant Nef proteins
that two determinants of Nef-p27 are important for were also purified according to the protocol report-
interaction with the cytoskeleton - the myristic acid ed before (Guy et al., 1987). However, as we origi-
moiety and a domain encompassing amino acids nally observed, no G-protein-like activity was
73-89. The cellular localization of Nef-p27 is reminis- detected in any of the recombinant Nef (Guy et al.,
cen, of that of Src pp60; in both instances, N- 1987). Third, changes introduced during cloning of
myristoylation and internal amino acid signalling are the gene may lead to translation initiation at a cryp-
important for association with the insoluble fraction tic start codon(s) other than the first AUG (position
of the cytoplasm. The exact cellular component with 8,374). The protein expressed in our laboratory has
which Nef-p27 interacts remains to be determined, the expected authentic sequence NHGly-Gly-Lys-

Trp-Ser. Fourth, subtle variations in the primary se-
quences of LAV nef used by the two laboratories may

Biochemical characterization of Nef have also led to different observations.

As some properties of Nef are reminiscent of Src
To study biochemical activities of Nef, nef genes pp6O, namely myristic acid modification and cellu-

of 3 HIVI isolates, BH 10, LAV and JRcsf, were ex- lar localization, recombinant Nef proteins were also
pressed in bacterial cells and purified to homogenei- tested for protein kinase activity. However, neither
ty. The respective recombinant Nef proteins were all kinase nor ATPase activity was detected in any of
soluble and found in a monomeric form. Expression the three Nef preparations.
levels are estimated at 10-30 07; of total bacteria pro- In summary, data presented here demonstrate that
teins. Purification of Nef to apparent homogeneity nef codes for two proteins, Nef-p27 and Nef-p25, by
was achieved by two column chromatographies a mechanism of alternative transnational initiation.
(Kaminchik er al., 1990). Nef-p27 is a myristoylated protein, partially associat-

Previous studies have suggested that Nef ex- ed with various components of the cytoplasmic par-
pressed by Escherichia coli retains properties of a G ticulate fraction. Nef-p25 is a soluble monomeric
protein, namely, binding and hydrolysis of GTP protein found exclusively in the cytosol. The associ-
(Guy et al., 1987). We elaborated on these studies ation of Nef-p27 with the cytoskeletal infrastructure
with recombinant Nef of the three HIV isolates may be related to its biological role in vivo, an area
(BHI10, LAV-I, JRcsr). As a positive control of G under intense investigation. No G-protein-like activi-
protein, Ras p21 was included in a side-by-side ex- ty was detected in purified recombinant Nef coded
periment. The levels of GTP binding in extracts of by nef genes of three different HIVI isolates.
bacteria expressing Nef were similar to that in cells
lacking the nef gene. In contrast, extracts of bacter- We thank M.I. Johnston for her constant support and en.
ia expressing Ras p21 bound 10 times more GTP than couragement throughtout the project. We also thank B. Amit and
control bacterial cells. Because of high endogenous Z. Yavin for sharing their expertise with us.
GTPase activity, Nef-specific activity could not be This work was supported by Public Health Service contract
measured in crude extracts. However, when GTPase NOt-Al-82696 from the National Institute of Allergy and Inlfec-
activity, as well as GTP binding, were monitored dur- tious Diseases.
ing the purification of Nef, these activities did not
co-purify with Nef. In our hands, purified recom-
binant Nef of the three HIV isolates (BH130, Lay-I References
and JRcsf) exhibited no G protein-like activity.
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Downregulation of cell surface CD4 by nef

J.V. Garcia and A.D. Miller
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Nef is a 27-kDa protein encoded by a single ORF expressing nef (Bru isolate) via a vaccinia vector.
(open reading frame) that overlaps with the 3' LTR Cheng-Mayer et al. (1989), on the other hand, con-
in HIV (Ratner et al., 1985a). Nef is myristylated at cluded that expression of nef (SF2 isolate) by using
the amino terminus and is found associated with the plasmid vectors had no effect on CD4-cell surface
intracellular portion of the cell membrane (Franchi- levels. There is no precedent in any other retrovirus
ni et al., 1986). The name "Nef" is an acronym that for downregulation of its receptor by a retroviral pro-
stands for negative factor. The name was given to tein other than the virus envelope. Because CD4
this protein based on the observation by some inves- downregulation of HIV-infected cells might in prin-
tigators that Nef had a negative effect on the HIV ciple play an important role during HIV infection in
LTR as well as on HIV replication (Ahmad and viva, we developed a retroviral vector for nefexpres-
Venkatesan, 1988; Cheng-Mayer et al., 1989). sion (SF2 isolate) based on the Moloney murine leu-
However, this observation has been disputed by kaemia virus. This retroviral vector, LnejSN, has
others (Kim et al., 1989; Hammes et al., 1989). been used to express nef in human and murine cells

to determine the effect of Nef on CD4 cell surface
Guy et al. (1987) observed a marked decrease in levels. Some of our observations are described in the

CD4 cell surface levels in a human T-cell line (CEM) following paragraphs.
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Human CD4 downregulation by nef is specific and which the CD4 RNA was transcribed from a heter-
cell-type-independent ologous (CMV) promoter (Kestler et al., 1991).

Therefore, it is unlikely that the downregulation of

Retroviral-mediated transfer of the nef gene into cell-surface CD4 by nef is caused by a negative ef-

human cell lines of T, B and monocyte/macrophage fect of Nef on Ce f transcription. Because Nef might

origin (HPBALL, AA2 and U937) expressing CD4 act at the level of translation, steady-state levels of

resulted in a significant decrease in cell surface CD4 CD4 protein and its stability were determined. No

levels (Garcia and Miller, 1991). In all cases, cell sur- significant differences were observed on the steady-

face CD4 expression was found to be inversely related state levels or the rate of degradation of the CIX pro-

to nef expression. Transduction of nef into HeLa- tein (Garcia and Miller, 1991). Those results indicated
CD4t cells also resulted in lower Cf4 cell surface that Nef does not alter CD4 biosynthesis. Further

levels (Garcia and Miller, 1991). More recently, we analysis of CD4 in HPBALL cells expressing nef by

have introduced the nef gene into the Jurkat and using immunofluorescence and confocal microsco-

Hut-78 cells described by Cheng-Mayer et al. (1989) py displayed almost all fluorescence within the cell
and found that, under our experimental conditions (Garcia and Miller, 1991). The use of the HPBALL
(Garcia and Miller, 1991), CD4 is downregulated in T-cell line with a large nucleus and a small cytoplasm
these two cell lines as well (Garcia and Miller, un- for the above experiments precluded the identifica-
published observations). These results indicate that tion of the precise location of the intracellular CD4.

publshe obsrvaions. Teseresuts ndicte hat However, we could rule out a nuclear localization.
the effect of Nef on CD4 cell surface levels is not res- The fact that CD4 could be found inside the cells ex-

tricted to a specific cell type. Therefore, it might oc- The f wat in coulete found i th the laek

cur in all cell types infected by HJV in vivo. Under pressing nef was in complete agreement with the lack
our experimental conditionsnfeced expreion hd Undr of cell surface CD4 determined by FACS analysis asour experimental conditions, nef expression had no well as with no significant effect on CD4 biosynthe-

significant effect on cell surface levels of human CD8 w by wnef

or the human transferrin receptor (Garcia and Miller, sis by Nef.

1991). These results indicate that nef is relatively
specific for CD4 and that CD4 downregulation is not
a result of a non-specific effect. HIV LTR sequences
overlapping with the nefORF and present in LnefSN CD4 downregulation by nefis independent of scrine
might compete for transcription factors and have an phosphorylation
effect on CD4 cell surface levels. Such a possibility
was tested by using the retroviral vector LfenSN CD4 is downregulated from the cell surface by
(Garcia and Miller, 1991). phorbol esters (Hoxie e al., 1986; Acres et al., 1986).

In LfenSN the same DNA fragment containing Phorbol esters induce protein kinase C (PKC), which
the nef gene was cloned in the reverse orientation, in turn phosphorylates CD4 at 3 intracellular serine
No downregulation of CD4 cell surface levels was ob- residues (positions 408, 415 and 431). Mutation of
served in cells transduced with LfenSN (Garcia and all 3 serine residues to alanine prevents the phorbol-
Miller, 1991). This result indicates that the HIV-LTR ester-induced downregulation of CD4 (Shin et al.,
sequences present in LnefSN do not play a signifi- 1990). CD4 downregulation by nef resembles that in-
cant role in CD4 downregulation. There is an appar- duced by phorbol esters. To test whether these ser-
ent discrepancy between our conclusions and those ine residues are necessary for -Nef-mediated
of Cheng-Mayer er al. (1989). However, our interpre- downregulation of CD4, HeLa cells expressing this
tation of the data presented by Cheng-Mayer et a/. mutant were transduced with LneJSN. Nef expres-
(1989) is that indeed CD4 is downregulated by nef. sion in these cells resulted in a significant downregu-
Thus, CD4 downregulation by nef is relatively specif- lation of the cell surface levels of the mutant CD4.
ic and cell-type-independent. Therefore, Nef-induced downregulation of cell-

surface CD4 expression is independent of these three
phosphorylation sites, suggesting that it occurs by a
protein-kinase-C-independent mechanism.

Nef itself has been shown to be phosphorylated
CD4 is "trapped" inside cells expressing nef (Guy et al., 1987), and phosphorylation of Nef at the

Thr residue in position 15 has been postulated as im-
Comparison of the steady-state levels of CD4 portant for nef function (Guy er al., 1987). The nef

mRNA between control cells and cells expressing nef gene from ARV-2 has an alanine residue at position
by Northern blot analysis indicated that Nef does not 15 and yet is fully functional as determined by its abil-
alter CD4 RNA levels (Garcia and Miller, 1991). This ity to downregulate CD4 (Garcia and Miller, 1991).
result suggests that nef does not act on the CD4 Therefore, it seems unlikely that phosphorylation by
promoter, this is consistent with the observed down- PKC at Thr-I 5 plays a significant role in CD4 down-
regulation by nef of CD4 in HeLa-CD4' cells in regulation by nef.
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Why downregulate CD4 from the cell surface? geared to address these two questions could result in
information that might clarify the role of nef in HIV

In humans infected with HIV, a decline in CD4÷ infection.
T cells usually marks the onset of progressive im-
munological disease (Uallo, 1990). Our results and
those of Guy et a/. (1987; Garcia and Miller, 1991) Does the nef from primary isolates of HI
indicate that expression of the nef gene of HIVI downregulate CD4?
results in CD4 downregulation. Because the number
of HIV-infected cells in vivo is only a small fraction There is significant variation at the amino acid
of the total number of C14' cells, it is unlikely that level between the nef genes from different HIV iso-
this downregulation of CD4 from the cell surface is lates (Ratner et al., 1985b). At present, only two have
responsible for the loss of CD4÷ T cells in HIV- been determined to be functional by their ability to
infected individuals. However, downregulation of cell downregulate CD4 (SF2 and Bru). To determine
surface CD4 by nef could be advantageous for the which is the "real" nef and which is its "real" func-
survival and spread of H IV in vivo. By removing the tion, an effort has to be made to determine the struc-
CD4 molecule from the cell surface, the virus may ture of a variety of nef primary isolates (from HIV I
(1) impair a pathway of T-cell activation, (2) and 2 and SIV) never passed in culture and therefore
minimize the toxic effects of envelope expression as representing the "true" nef gene(s) found in vivo.
well as cell death syncitia formation, and (3) lower Analysis of their sequences, their ability to downregu-
the chance of superinfection which might result in late CD4, their effects on the HIV LTR etc., should
cell death. Thus, nef might play a role in HIV per- clarify the "real" function of nef.
sistence in vivo.

What is the relevance of CD4 downregulation by nef

The HIV-infected CD4 + cell paradox in vivo?

If HIV infection results in nef expression, why is Recently, Kestler et al. (1991) reported that SIV-
it that in samples from HIV-infected individuals only nef expression is required for maintenance of a high
it thatin seemp tosharbour HVIVft Thin s ap enly virus load and progression to AIDS in vivo. TheseCD4" cells seem to harbour HIV? This apparent rslsidct htnfpasa motn oedr

paradox is the subject of study in several laborato- results indicate that nefplays an important role dur-
ries including ours, but it is a difficult question to ing infection in vivo, yet nef is totally dispensable
address. All experiments reported to date dealing during infection in vitro. It is clear that nef is a good
with CD4 downregulation by nef have been restric- target for antiviral drug development. Even though
tive in that only one of the HIV genes (e.g. nef) is at present it is not obvious what the role of CD4
being expressed. Such experiments circumvent the ob- downregulation by nef in vivo might be, CD4 down-
vious problems associated with HIV-envelope expres- tion in vr. refre, an d ngayio b nef
sion in CD4÷ cells. One explanation could be that tion in vitro. Therefore, CD4 downregulation by nef
CD4 downregulation by nef is a temporal effect that might be used to evaluate antiviral drugs targeted to
occurs only early after infection during which no nef in vitro.
structural genes are expressed. Another is that CD4
downregulation might occur in cells harbouring HIV We would like to thank Dr. J. Levy-for his gift of Jurkat and

which are destined to be "dormant" or not express- Hut-78 cells, S. Collins and M. Emerman for their comments on

ing HIV structural genes. this manuscript, and Kimberlee Terrell for secretarial assistance.
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The nef gene products:
biochemical properties and effects on host cell functions

A.R. Nebreda, F. Segade and E. Santos

Laboratory of Cellular and Molecular Biology, National Cancer institute,
National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD 20892 (USA) -

Of all non-essential genes conserved in HIV and determine the different biological effects observed.
SIV retroviruses of primates, nef is probably the most Therefore, rather than concentrating on the role of
controversial, as completely opposite views (negative, nef on the viral cycle, it may prove more useful at
neutral or positive regulatory element) on its biolog- this time to study the primary biochemical and genet-
ical role have been reported (summarized in Hasel- ic properties of nef that underly the so far contradict-
tine and Levy, 1991; Venkatesan et al., 1991). ing biological behaviour. Here, we will discuss work
Although it has been suggested that different nefal- from our lab and others dealing with the study of
leles may show different and even opposite effects (1) the direct biochemical properties of purified Nef
on viral replication, the variety of conflicting in vivo proteins as well as (2) the effect of exogenous nef ex-
and in vitro results reported suggest to us also that pression on host cell functions in a variety of bio-
the cellular context in which nef is studied may well logical systems.

Correspondence to Dr. Eugenio Santos. LCMB/NCI. NIH. Bg. 37, Rm ID28. Bethesda, MD 20892 (USA).
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Structural properties ing the biochemical and biological properties of their
respective expressed gene products.

The Nef mRNA (about 2 kb in size) originates
from an open reading frame (ORF) located at the
3' end of the viral genome, overlapping the U3 region Nef is not a GTP-binding protein
of the LTR. The nef translation product(s) are in fact
synthesized in vivo and may play an early role in the We have tested the Nef proteins of 3 different
infectious process since antibodies against Nef ap- HIV strains (BH102, Bru and NL43) expressed in
pear early in infection and may even precede the oc- bacteria for their ability to bind guanine nucleotides,
currence of antibodies against structural proteins in comparison to ras proteins used as controls. Two
(Gombert et al., 1990). different assays (reactivity with (-

32 P-GTP after irn-

The full-length, mature form of Nef protein is a mobilization of these proteins on nitrocellulose filters
27-kDa protein (207 amino acids in length) possess- following SDS/PAGE, or quantitative filter-binding
ing a consensus myristoylation sequence at the NH 2  assays of soluble proteins) were used in order to ob-
terminus. There appears to exist significant diver- tain definite unequivocal results. In all cases, the
gence in the primary sequence between different GTP-binding levels of Nef corresponded to back-
strains (Delassus et al., 1991). This sequence diver- ground binding obtained with a ras mutants lacking
gence appears to be the cause of differences in elec- affinity for guanine nucleotides (Nebreda et al.,
trophoretic mobility that we and others have 1991). Similar negative results were also obtained un-
observed, for example, between LAV Nef and other der a variety of binding conditions and irrespective
(BHI 10, V 102, NL43) Nef strains (Kaminchik el al., of whether non-hydrolysable nucleotide ,y- S-GTP
1991; Nebreda et al., 1991). or the hydrolysable nucleotide a-32P-GTP were

It seems firmly established now that two Nef- used. Our results are essentially consistent with re-

related peptides of 27 and 25 kDa can be the trans- cent reports from other laboratories (Kaminchik et
lation products of the single nef gene. Both proteins al., 1990; Matsuura et al., 1991) and allow us to con-

exhibit different turnover rates and cellular localiza- clude unequivocally that the Nef proteins lack a

tion and may play different roles, although this is genuine GTP-binding activity comparable to that of

unknown at this time. The higher molecular weight ras and other G proteins. The discrepancy between

peptide is myristoylated and localizes to the plasma these results and those of Guy et al. (1987) concern-
membrane. The 25-kDa protein appears to originate ing GTP binding are more than likely explained by

by initiation at an ATG located 57 bp downstream the presence of bacterial protein impurities in the par-

of the Nef initiation site, and is localized cytoplas- tially purified Nef preparations used in that initial
mically; it also appears that the mature, myristoy- report.
lated form has a significantly longer half life than The lack of ras-like GTP-binding activity in the
the shorter, cytoplasmic 25-kDa form (Kaminchik et Nef proteins is not surprising when the primary struc-
al., 1991). It is interesting to note that certain muta- ture of these proteins is compared (Nebreda er al.,
tions (Ala-ThrlS) that appear to shorten the half-life 1991). The nucleotide-binding ability of ras and most
of the 27-kDa form (Laurent et al., 1990) also seem other GTP-binding proteins is absolutely dependent
to alter the biochemical properties (Nebreda er al., on the distinct three-dimensional spacing of 4 con-
1991) and the biological properties of Nef (Laurent sensus sequence motifs present in-their molecules (De-
et al., 1990; Luria et al., 1991) (see below). ver et al., 1987; Santos and Nebreda, 1989). Two of

these sequence motifs, GXXXXGK and DXXG, are
involved in interaction with the phosphate groups of

Biochemical properties the bound guanine nucleotides, while the other two
motifs, NKXD and EXSAX, form the pocket that

The nef gene product has been reported to pos- thc guanine base fits in. Interestingly, the first mo-

sess partial amino acid sequence homology with cer- tif, GXXXXGK, is a glycine-rich sequence
tain oncogene products like src and ras (Guy et at., (GXGGXGK in ras proteins) and is similar to a

1987; Samuel et al., 1987). Of particular interest were glycine-rich consensus motif present in the ATP-

the reports that Bru Nef proteins exhibit GTP bind- binding site of proteins with kinase activity like src

ing and GTPase activities in a manner similar to ras (Samuel er al., 1987). However, the glycine-rich

proteins (Guy et al., 1987, 1990). On the basis of regions of ATP-binding proteins show marked varia-

those homologies, Nef was suggested to act as an on- bility in the sequence unlike the GTP-binding pro-

cogene or a G-like protein capable of modulating teins which require an absolute conservation of this

second-messenger signalling pathways of cellular ac- motif (Dever et al., 1987).

tivation. We tested this hypothesis by expressing The analysis of the amino acid sequence of Nef
cDNA clones of Nef and ras using the same bacteri- proteins reveals the presence of a glycine-rich motif
al and eukaryotic expression vectors, and compar- (a.a. 94-99) similar to that present in ATP-binding
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proteins. The linear sequence of this motif showed phosphorylation. Thrl5 has also been reported to be
(1) an imperfect match (one less X residue) and (2) an phosphorylated by PKC (Guy et al., 1987) and to in-
inverted orientation with respect to the GXXXXGK fluence CD4 downregulation as well as the phos-
sequence of GTP-binding ras proteins. Furthermore, phorylation state and metabolic half-life of Nef
although an NKGE motif in Nef (a.a. 156-160) could proteins expressed in HIV-infected T4 lymphocytes
be loosely interpreted as a degenerate relative of the (Laurent e tal., 1990; Guy et al., 1990). However,
NKXD motif found in G proteins, Nef has no se- other residues beside Thr15 must also be important
quence counterparts for the other 2 motifs, DXXG for Nef autophosphorylation since BHI02 Nef,
and EXSAX, that are critical for GTP binding of ras which exhibits higher levels of autophosphorylation
proteins, than pTBNef, has Ala instead of Thr at that posi-

This analysis of the amino acid sequence and our tion. The r residue at position 163 in BH12 Nef
experimental observations led us to propose that Nef (substituted for Arg in pTBNef) may be responsible
has a potential for interaction with the gamma phos- for this differential phosphorylation.
phate of nucleoside triphosphates, in a manner analo- In agreement with the earlier report (Guy et al.,
gous to ATP-binding kinases, but not an ability to 1987), the autophosphorylation detected in our as-
specifically bind the guanine base of GTP. says (Nebreda et al., 1991) appeared to be rather in-

efficient, with a calculated stoichimetry equal to or
lower than 0.01 moles 32p per 100 moles of Nef pro-

Nef autophosphorylation tein. Because of this low stoichiometry, it remains
to be determined whether Lhe phosphorylated Nef
forms reflect a genuine autokinase activity of the pro-Autohoshorlatin i th prsenc ofGTPwas teins or are merely catalytic intermediates in the trans-

also initially described as a property of Bru Nef pro- fei or are merlyhata ir a nh a
tein (Guy et al., 1987). Since cellular ras proteins lack- fer of the phosphate group.
ing Thr at position 59 are not autophosphorylated All the evidence discussed above indicate that au-
by bound GTP (Santos and Nebreda, 1989), we tophosphorylation is most likely an intrinsic property
evaluated the autokinase activity of various purified of Nef proteins reflecting their ability to have a broad
Nef proteins using ras proteins as negative controls. interaction with the triphosphate moiety of a varie-
Thus, in contrast to control ras proteins, purified Nef ty of nucleotides rather than specifically recognize
proteins from 3 different HIV strains showed au- the guanine base of GTP, like ras and other G pro-
tophosphorylation activity when incubated in the teins do. The phosphorylation of Nef, either by pro-
presence of hydrolyzable ,T,_ P-GTP. Surprisingly tein kinase C or through its autokinase activity, may
however, Nef autophosphorylation was not specific be functionally significant in vivo.
for GTP as previously suggested (Guy et al., 1987).
We observed that y-'2 P-ATP could readily substi-
tute as a phosphate donor in our reaction mixtures Interaction of nef gene products with host cell
(Nebreda et al., 1991). functions

We also observed that almost similar levels of The introduction by various means of Nef into
phosphorylation of the Nef proteins were obtained te clls m y varioument of Nef
when the assays were performed at 0*C or at 37'C, adequate cells may offer an instrument to study Nef
strongly suggesting that the observed phosphoryla- function and compare it to ras and-other oncogenes.
tion is an intramolecular (autophosphorylation) So far Nef has been introduced in a variety of cell
rather than an intermolecular reaction. This makes types ranging from amphibian oocytes to cultured
the possibility very unlikely that a separate, con- mammalian fibroblastic, epithelia] or haemopoietic
taminant kinase activity may be responsible for the cells.
observed Nef phosphorylation. The fact that the The expression of nef in Xenopus oocytes and in
BH 102 and Bru Nef proteins, purified by complete- transfected NIH 3T3 fibroblasts (Nebreda et al.,
ly different procedures than our PTBNef proteins, 1991) allowed us to conclude that Nef differs from
showed the same phosphorylation activity in presence ras not only at the biochemical level but also in its
of GTP and ATP, further supports that contention. biological properties. Thus, microinjection of 3
Analysis of the phosphorylated Nef proteins showed different bacterially expressed Nef proteins (or their
also that the autophosphorylation label is acid-stable in vitro generated mRNA transcripts, to facilitate co-
but is removed in the presence of hot alkali, indicat- and post-translational modifications) in the
ing the involvement of serine and/or threonine cytoplasm of fully grown oocytes, failed to induce
residues. In fact, our results indicate an important any significant meiotic maturation under conditions
participation of ThrI5 in the process of au- where ras proteins or mRNA-induced 100 % germi-
tophosphorylation: when the Ala15 of pTNBNef nal vesicle breakdown (GVBD). On the other hand,
was changed to Thr (pTBNef0l), the resulting expression of Nef in NIH-3T3 fibroblasts does not
Nef exhibited significantly higher levels of auto- result in any of the morphological changes associat-
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ed with transformation nor in anchorage-independent cells) occurring in the infected animals (Choi et al..
growth (Nebreda et al., 1991). Similarly, constitutive 1991). These observations are highly reminiscent of
heterologous expression of transfected Nef in HeLa the location of the nef ORF in H1V and SIX' ge-
or Jurkat cells (Maitra et al., 1991), or transient ex- nomes, and of the depletion of the CD4 T cells In
pression in COS cells (Kaminchik et al., 1991). did HIV infection. Both the location of the ORF at thc
not result in any obvious new morphological 3' LTR and the possible involvement in T-cell deple-
phenotype. tion are tantalizing analogies between superantigens

We noticed however, that when nef was transfect- and Nef that, although yet highly speculative, may

ed along with a neo-selectable marker into NIH3T3 be worth testing in the near future.

cells the number of Nef-expressing clones were rarer
than expected among the neor colonies obtained. A
similar observation has been described (Luria et al., Conclusions and perspectives
1991) in transfected T cells, raising the possibility that
high levels of Nef might be cytotoxic. The still unknown mechanism of action of Nef

One of the most interesting phenotypes described proteins is certainly not similar to that of ras or G-like

in association with exogenous nef expression is the oncogenes. The Nef proteins lack the transforming

downregulation of CD4 in those cells expressing this and GVBD-inducing activity of ras proteins and, as

molecule. Although the initial report (Guy et al., suggested by the absence of all the required consensus

1987), based on using a recombinant vaccinia virus sequences, they also lack any GTP-binding or GTPase
carrying Nef was challenged (Cheng-Mayer et al., activity. However, Nef proteins appear to be able tocarryinginteract with the gamma phosphate of GTP and ATP
1989), recent studies using a retroviral vector as the and become autophosphorylated. A threonine residue

means of expression in lymphocytic cell lines (Gar- at position 15 appears to be involved in the au-

cia and Miller, 1991) seem to confirm that in all cases toposp tion prs a o be en sugges-
cellsuraceexpessin o CD isinvesel reate to tophosphorylation process and has also been suggest-

cell surface expression of CD4 is inversely related to ed to be a target for PKC in vivo. nef alleles affected
Nef expression. The mechanism for this remains in this residue show differences in phosphorylation
unknown although it appears not to involve a PKC- and stability of the protein product, and confer
dependent pathway. specific phenotypes to host cells regarding CD4

Of special interest is also the recent report that downregulation or T-cell receptor complex signaling.
expression of transfected nef in Jurkat T cells inter- A possible role of nef in the progressive immunolog-
feres with signals emanating from the T-cell recep- ical deterioration typical of AIDS should be explored.
tor (TCR) complex that induces 1L2-gene
transcription (Luria et alt, 1991). Strikingly, only nef
alleles carrying Thrl5 (plus Arg29 and Ala33) are able References
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Characterization of the Nef protein
in HIM-infected CEM cells

A.G. Laurent -Crawford and A.G. Hovanessian

UnitO de Virologie and Immunologie cellulaire,
Instiiut Pasteur, 75724 Paris Cedex 1S

Introduction synthesis of the Nef protein in CEM cells infected
with a highly cytopathic HIV I stock prepared from

The function of the Nef protein still remains high- the HIVI Bru isolate (Laurent et al.. 1990).
ly controversial, although earlier reports from several Our biochemical and biological studies indicated
groups have defined it as a negative factor on the ba- that the nef gene of this cytopathic virus had two im-
sis of its capacity to downregulate HIV replication portant mutations affecting phosphorylation by pro-
(see Cullen and Greene, 1989, for references). In col- tein kinase C and the putative GTP-binding site,
laboration with Marie-Paule Kienv and Bruno Guy which is responsible for the proper folding of the Nef
of' "Transgene" (Strasbourg), we investigated the protein. As a consequence of these mutations, the
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Nef protein was not phosphorylated and its half-life two species described previously in HIV I-infected
was reduced. In addition, the mutated Nef protein human T cells (Franchini ei al., 1986) as well as in
was unable to down-regulate the expression of CD4 hamster BHK21 cells infected with the vaccinia
on the surface of GEM cells. These results suggest virus recombinant expressing the nef gene (Guy et
that some naturally acquired mutations of the nef al., 1987). On two-dimensional gel isoelectric focus-
gene produce a biologically inactive product. By such ing, the Nef protein was resolved as a single spot
a strategy, latent HIV might become vi'rulent in cell with an isoelectric point (p1) of 6.2. This result
cultures. indicated that the product of the nef gene of

HIVI Hi is homogenous and is probably not phos-
phorylated, since a covalently bound phosphate moi-
ety would cause a slight shift in its p1. Consequently,

Virus infection in the case of phosphorylation, it is usual to find two
spots with related p1 values corresponding to the

For these studies, the HIVI Bin isolate now phosphorylated and unphosphorylated forms. In-
referred to as HIVl Lai (Wain-Hobson el al., 1991) terestingly, the Nef protein synthesized in cells infect-
was passaged approximately 10 times in the human ed with the original low-replicating virus HIV I Lo
lymphoid CEM-T4 cell line, generating a highly in- or with the molecular clone p-Bru2 was resolved as
fectious virus stock (HIVl Hi)..A virus preparation two spots, the second spot having a slightly more bas-
characterized by slow kinetics of infection (HIVI ic p1 of 6.4.
Lo), obtained from the HIVI Lai isolate at an early
passage, and an infectious molecular clone p-BRU2 As reported previously (Franchini et al., 1986),
(K. Peden, manuscript in preparation) were also used the Nef protein was found to be cytoplasmic. The
for comparative purposes. Infection of GEM cells Nef protein was not detected in the nuclei of infect-
with HIVI Hi was monitored by the cytopathic ef- ed cells nor in their culture medium. Pulse-chase ex-
fect, involving vacuolization of cells and appearance periments indicated that the Nef protein of HIVI Hi
of small syncitia. At different times after infection, had a very short half-life of approximately 30 min.
cells were labelled metabolically with 35S-methionine In contrast, the half-life of the Nef protein of HIVI
and 35S-cysteine to investigate the synthesis of viral Lo and that of p-Bru2 was estimated to be around
proteins. 4 h. The reason for the unusually reduced half-life

of the HIVI Hi Nef protein is most probably its rapid
degradation due to specific mutations of the nef gene
(see below).

The detection of the Nef protein

The synthesis of the Nef protein in infected cells Th eprtiisyneizdleinnfco,
is studied by metabolic labelling of cells and im- ThNeprtiisyneizdleinnfco,
munoprecipitation of extracts with HIV I-positive pa- concomitantly with the gag- and env-gene products
tient serum. The metabolic labelling should be for
a short period such as 45 to 90 min. Longer periods Infection of GEM cells with the HIVI Hi stock
of labelling result in the accumulation of compara- results in kinetics of infection which last 4 days, i.e.,
tively large quantities of p25 produced by the 80-90 T~o of cells become producers of HIV I proteins
cleavage of the Gag precursor. Since the level of the (detected by immunoenzymacic staining assay) at
Nef protein is low, its detection then becomes masked 3 days postinfection (p.i.) and the cells start to die
by the large quantities of p25. The labelled Nef pro- from the fourth day onwards. During this infection,
tein can be characterized by electrophoresis in the Nef protein becomes clearly detectable on the
polyacrylamide-SDS gels or analysed by two- third day p.i., in parallel with the envelope and Gag
dimensional gel isoelectric focusing. Under both ex- precursors and their cleaved products. The late syn-
perimental conditions, the low level of p25 follow- thesis of the nef protein is not specific to the HIVI
ing the short periods of labelling can be used as a Hi preparation since similar results are also observed
convenient marker to localize the Nef protein which in the case of HIVlI Lo and p-Bru2. For example.
migrates slighly slower than p25. in the case of HIVI Lo infection, about 90 07 of cells

become positive for the synthesis of viral proteins
6 days p.i., and cell death occurs on the seventh day
p.i. In this latter infection, synthesis of the Nef pro-

The Nef protein of HIVI Hi has an unusually short tein occurs 4-5 days p.i. in parallel with envelope and
half-life Gag precursors. The reason for the late synthesis of

the Nef protein is not clear. It might be an artifact
Following PAGE analysis, the Nef protein of of the cell culture conditions. It might also be possi-

H IV I Hi migrated as a single band of approximate- ble that the Nef protein is required at late stages in
ly 27 kDa which corresponded to the fastest of the HIV replication.
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The Nef protein of HIVI Hi is myristylated but not expression of the CD4 antigen was significantl\
phosphorylated reduced by the wild-type Nef protein, whereas no

modification occurred with the mutated nef gene
Myristylation and phosphorylation are 2 post- product. These results therefore demonstrated that

translational modifications assigned to the Nef pro- the mutated Nef protein was devoid of a specific bi-
tein (Allan er al., 1986; Franchini et al., 1986; Guy ological activity. Furthermore, these results indicaz-
et al., 1987). As expected, the Nef protein of HIVI ed that FACS analysis of CD4 expression could ser% e
Hi was found to be myristylated along with the Gag as a convenier est to verify the biological activity
precursor p55 and the matrix protein p18 (derived of the Nef protein.
from the N-terminal cleavage of p55). In order to in-
vestigate phosphorylation of the Nef protein, infected
cells were labelled with 32PO4 at the peak of viral
protein production. Under these conditions, the gag Conclusion
gene products p55, p18 and p25 were phosphorylat- Several modifications were observed for the Nef
ed as described earlier (Veronese et al., 1988; Lau- Sein oficatons were Hi fre Nef
rent et al., 1989). However, Nef protein was not protein of the highly cytopathic HIVI Hi prepara-
phosphorylated. This was later shown to be due to tion: 1) a reduced half-life; 2) a lack of phosphory-
specific mutations of the nef gene (see below). lation; 3) an inability to downregulate CD4

expression. These modifications were found to be due
to two specific mutations of the nef gene which had
probably occurred during long-term passaging of the

The HIVI Hi nef gene has mutations at critical sites original less cytopathic virus. One mutation affect-
The HIVI Hi nef gene was isolated using PCR ed the phosphorylation site by the protein kinase C,The IVIHi efgee ws iolatd uingPCR whereas the other mutation affected the putative

techniques in order to verify its sequence compared GTP-binding site which is responsible for the proper

to that of the original isolate, HIVI Lai. At the folding of the Nef protein (Laurent et al., 1990).

nucleic acid level, 10 mutations were identified along

the length of the nef gene, except for a cluster of The mutation of Thrl5 into Ala at the phosphory-
4 mutations within 20 bp. The 4 mutations have no lation site was previously observed in other HIV iso-
incidence at the amino acid level, but are located wi- lates (Ratner et al., 1985; Alizon et al., 1986; Spire
thin the binding site of cellular factors that may be et al., 1989). Mutant viruses with deletions in the
regulated by the Nef protein (between nucleotide 414 5' region of the nef gene were shown to be highly
and 465) (Guy et al., 1990a). cytopathic with a replication rate 5- to 10-fold higher

than the wild-type virus (Luciw et al., 1987). OtherAt the amino acid level, two important mutations observations have suggested that the development of
were observed. Firstly, threonine, at amino acid num- disease is correlated with the emergence of HIV I var-
ber 15, the site of phosphorylation by protein kinase iants more cytopathic in vitro (Cheng-Mayer et al.,
C, was changed into an alanine. Secondly, the aspar- 1988) and perhaps this effect might be due in part

tic acid of the tetrapeptide Trp-Arg-Phe-Asp to mutations in the neffgene.
(WRFD) situated in the carboxyl-terminal region of

the protein, was changed into an asparagine. This As we have demonstrated to be the case for cell
tetrapeptide might be implicated in GTP binding and cultures infected with HIVI, consecutive culturing
in the correct folding of the protein (Guy et al., might favour the selection of highly cytopathic clones
1990b). resulting from specific mutations in the nef gene. By

such a selection, highly cytopathic viruses might be
The reduced ialf-life of the Nef protein of HIVI generated, a phenomenon which is in favour of a

Hi, therefore, is most likely due to the aspartate to negative role of the Nef protein. However, since
asparagine mutation. several parameters are involved in the regulation of

HIV infection (Cullen et Greene, 1989), it should be
empharized that mutations of the nef gene could

The mutated nef gene of HIV-1 does no( mediate represent one of the mechanisms by which HIV in-
downregulation of CD4 expression fection could be controlled.

It has been demonstrated that expression of the On the other hand, it is also possible that cell cul-
Nef protein results in downregulation of CD4 expres- ture conditions do not precisely reflect virus produc-

sion (Guy et aL., 1987). To investigate this effect, vac- tion in the host and that nef suffers counter-selection
cinia virus recombinants were constructed, expressing during viral propagation in vitro. Very recent data

the wild-type and the mutated nef gene, and were em- intihe SIV-infected rthesus monkey demonstrates a

ployed to infect CEM cells (Laurent er al., 1990). By critical role for Nef protein in the development of

fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) analysis full pathogenecity (Kestler et al., 1991).

it was then possible to demonstrate that cell surface Finally, our studies demonstrate the importance
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HIV1 3' ORF is open in pathological tissue
and accelerates viral replication

in primary lymphocytes

B. Blumberg (1), L. Epstein (1), A. de Ronde (2) and J. Goudsmit (2)(,)

"I Departments of Neurology, Pediatrics, and Microbiology & Immunology,
University of Rochester Medical Center, 601 Elmwood Avenue, Box 605, Rochester,

New York 14642 (USA), and
(21 Human Retrovirus Laboratory, University of Amsterdam, Academic Medical Center, Meibergdrcef 15,

1105 AZ Amsterdam (The Netherlands)

The 3' ORF gene of HIVI encodes a 26-27-kDa 3' ORF may similarly play an important role in
protein whose function is the subject of current con- AIDS. In order to determine the function of HIVI
troversy (Cullen, 1991). Initial studies suggested that 3' ORF in the context of the natural infection, our
this protein downregulated virus replication by laboratories have studied the 3' ORF gene in vivo,
decreasing transcription from the viral LTR, and was in pathogenic AIDS tissue, and its effects in primary
thus important for viral latency (Ahmad and human lymphocytes in vitro. We find that the
Venkatesan, 1988; Cheng-Mayer et al., 1989; Luciw 3' ORF is open in tissues from HIVI-infected in-
er al., 1987; Niederman et al., 1987). Although the dividuals and that naturally occurring HIVI 3' ORF
3' ORF protein was renamed Nef (negative factor) genes accelerate virus production in primary human
based on these initial results, several groups of in- lymphocytes, but not in T-cell lines.
vestigators later found that it had little or no effect In the first line of study, to determine the status
on replication (Hammes et al., 1989; Kim et al., of the 3' OKF in pathologic tissue, we cloned the
1989). All of the functional studies on 3' ORF to date gene directly from DNA extracted from brain and
were performed in cultured T-cell lines with HIVI spleen tissues of 4 children who had died of AIDS,
strains passaged over many generations in vitro, using nested primer-targeted PCR amplification
Much of these data may not be valid in viva, as some and the "Invitrogen T/A" cloning vector to avoid
of the differences in the regulatory effects have been loss of sequence information. To date, we have ob-
attributed to the cell type or HIVI isolate studied tained 43 HIVI 3' ORF gene sequences. In 40 of
(Cheng-Mayer et at., 1989; Hammes et al., 1989; these sequences the reading frame was fully open,
Kim et al.. 1989). Analysis of 3' ORF function is fur- in contrast to 3' ORF genes from cultured HIVI
ther complicated by the fact that the protein is mul- (and SLV) isolates which often terminate premature-
tivalent: a large fraction is myristoylated in vivo and ly. All our clones differed from each other at sever-
thus may have membrane-associated activities, and al positions, but unique mutations at two positions
it has been shown to have structural and functional characterized isolates from 2 patients ("signature se-
homology to G proteins (Guy et al., 1987). The true quences").
role of 3' ORF remains undetermined.

This was similar to the situation we observed in
Recently. Kestler et al. (1991) have shown in rhe- sequences of the hypervariable V3 domain of the

sus monkeys that SIV 3' ORF mutants containing a HIVI env gene, which we interpreted as "tissue-
premature stop codon rapidly revert to a full open specific evolution within host-determined quasispe-
reading frame and are pathogenic, while SIV mutants cies" (Epstein ei al., 1991). Also, brain-derived clones
with deleted 3' ORF genes do not produce clinical showed fewer unique mutations than spleen-derived
disease or pathological changes. This in viva evidence clones, suggesting that HIVI may evolve more slowly
demonstrates that SIV 3' ORF protein is functional- in brain than in peripheral tissues, perhaps because
ly important in pathogenesis, and suggests that HI V I of brain-specific constraints on evolution. This differ-

(,) Corresponding author.
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ence predicts that the brain-derived sequences are lot analysis of transfected human lymphocytes and:
more closely related to the original inoculum HIV I Jurkat cells showed that all viruses with open 3' ORF
strain. genes synthesized a detectable 3' ORF protein. Thus.

Although the 3' ORE was usually open in patho- expression of natural 3' ORF proteins is correlated

logic tissues from children with AIDS, in 2 spleen with accelerated virus replication in primars human
clones, we observed truncated ORF due to a two-base lymphocytes.
insertion and a one-base deletion mutation. One Taken together, these complementary lines of evi-
clone had a premature stop due to a point mutation. dence show that the naturally occurring 3' ORF gene
The finding of insertion/deletion mutations among found in HIVI pathologic lesions is open, and that
our 3' ORF clones is unlikely to represent errors due the 3' ORF protein acts as a positive regulator of
to Taq polymerase, and is in sharp contrast to our replication in primary human lymphocytes. We ten-
experience with over 80 V3-domain clones, from the tatively conclude that the HIVI 3' ORF exerts a posi-
same tissues, where no reading frame dislocations or tive regulatory role in vivo. Our results are in
stop codon point mutations were noted. This con- agreement with the observations of Hammes et at.
trast suggests that, unlike the V3 domain, the 3' ORF (1989) and Kim el al. (1989), and emphasize that only
is not under strong immune selection pressure. in the natural context of primary human infection

In the second line of study, to mimic natural HIVI is the true role of the HIVI 3' ORF revealed.
infection as closely as possible in vitro, we isolated It had previously been found that mutation of the
3' ORF genes directly from peripheral blood lympho- z3IV env gene leading to truncation of the transmem-
cyte DNA of two HIVI-infected individuals and brane protein occurs as a result of adaptation for
studied their effects on virus production in primary growth in human T-cell lines (Hirsch et al., 1989;
human lymphocytes. As the carboxy-terminal part Kodama et al., 1989). When inoculated into rhesus
of the HIVI 3' ORF gene overlaps the 3' LTR, we monkeys, SIV strains with truncated env and also
directly cloned both the 3' ORF and its potential tar- truncated 3' ORF genes rapidly revert to viruses with
get, the LTR, from peripheral blood lymphocytes of complete open reading frames (Kestler et al., 1991 ;
HIV1-infected individuals (de Wolf et al., 1988). A Hirsch et at., 1989; Kodama er al., 1989). The fact
900-bp 3' ORF plus LTR fragment was amplified by that almost all natural 3' ORF genes are open, sug-
nested PCR using primers within env and at the gests that the intricate regulatory environment
3' end of the LTR, and cloned into the background evolved by HIV and SIV for survival within their
of the HIVI molecular clone HXB-2 (Shaw et al., respective hosts exerts strong functional pressure on
1984), replacing the corresponding HXB-2 sequences. the 3' ORF.
By DNA sequencing, the 3' ORF was found to be
.open in all but one clone. To distinguish between Kestler et al. (1991) speculate that the open SIV
3' ORF and LTR-derived viral properties, each of the ORF allows an increased viral load in the host,
cloned 3' ORF genes was further modified within the leading to pathology. As HIV and SIV are len-amino-terminal coding region by insertion of a linker tiviruses, whose hallmark is early invasion of the cen-
containing stop codons in all 3 reading frames. tral nervous system, followed by viral persistence andslow pathogenesis, the 3' OIFF protein in the central

The chimeric HIVI clones were transfected into nervous system may be a cridical determinant of the
the Jurkat and SupTI T-cell lines, and into primary course of disease. The largest amounts of HIV (and
human peripheral blood lymphocytes. Virus replica- SIV) are present in the biain-(Shaw et al., 1985),
tion was assayed by p24 core antigen production. No mainly in productively infected multinucleated giant
significant difference in replication rate was observed cells, activated microglial celts and pleiomorphic in-
between virus containing stopped or open 3' ORF flammatory cell infiltrates (Sharer et al., 1988), and
genes in the Jurkat or SupTl T-cell lines. The pheno- children often succumb to primary HIV 1 brain in-
type of the chimeric viruses appeared to be fast fection. However, little is known regarding 3' ORF
replicating, similar to the parental HXB-2 strain (the activity in monocyte/macrophage-tropic HIVI
parental HXB-2 3' ORF gene contains a premature strains thought to predominate in brain tissue (Gen-
stop codon). delman ef al., 1990).

In human primary lymphocytes, the replication While the 3' ORF may have a positive regulatory
of both the open and stopped 3' ORF HXB-2 virus role on viral replication in peripheral lymphocytes,
appeared to be slow compared to replication in Jur- leading to increased viral load, through its G-protein
kat cells. In contrast, the onset of detectable repli- character it could also exert either sparing or toxic
cation of the viruses containing a naturally occurring effects on neural cell functions, leading to persistency
open 3' ORF appeared much earlier than for those or encephalopathy. It is thus important to determine
viruses with stopped or HXB-2 3' ORF. The eventu- the nature of the functional pressure on the 3' ORF,
al level of p24 antigen production was also higher for as the multivalent character of the 3' ORF protein
viruses containing a natural open 3' ORE. Immunob- may produce paradoxical effects in different tissues.
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The negative (?) factor of HIV and SIV
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Unlike other retroviruses, the human ima- Interesting features of certain Nef proteins are
munodeficiency viruses 1 and 2 (HIVI and HIV2) their ability to downregulate the cell-surface expres-
and the related simian immunodeficiency viruses sion of CD4 (Guy et al.o 1987; Garcia and Miller,
(SIV) have very complex gendmic structures (for 1991) and to prevent the antigen-receptor-mediated
review see Cullen, 1991). In addition to the charac- induction of 1L2 mRNA (Luria et at., 1991). Both
teristic retroviral structural genes, gag, p7ol and em', functions may be important for the development of
their genomes contain the essential regulatory genes immunological disorders. However, Cheng-Mayer et
tat and rev, the vif gene, which is important for effi- al. (1989) reported, that they found no downregula-
cient viral replication, and 4 short open reading tion of CD4 by Net, and the data of Luria et at.
frames (ORF), coding for several small proteins, (1991), who found the abovementioned effect only
termed vpr, vpx, vpu and nef. These latter proteins for one certain form of Nef, have to be confirmed
are dispensable for virus replication in vitro and have by other investigators.
been named "nonessential" viral genes. Vpr, vpx and
vpu are not present in all primate lentivirus genomes.
in contrast, the nef open reading frame, located near is Nef a negative regulatory factor?
the 3' end of the viral genomes, is generally con-
served, indicating its importance for the virus life cy- While it is clear that heftis dispensable for efficient
cle in vivo. viral replication in the currently used in vitro systems,

it is highly controversial whether nef is a repressor
'•'+ :•:.:The products of the HIVI nef genes are of viral replication, acting at the transcriptional 1ev-

myristylated proteins of 25 or 27 kDa, which are ei on a negative regulatory element (NRE) in the LTR
often phosphorylated by protein kinase C (P1KC) on region. Since Nef itself is attached to membranes and
Thrl15 and a second site (Allan et at., 1985; Franchi- ntfudi h ulu Faciic t 96 u
ni etal., 1986; Guyetala., 1987; Zweigeta ci, 1990). etaat., 1987; Guy et at., 1990a), it has been proposed
Nef is expressed early in the virus life cycle (Schwartz that Nef is acting as a signal-transducing protein, by
et at., 1990) and is localized in the cytoplasm associat- the downregulation of cellular activation-associated I
ed with intracellular cell membranes (Franchini et at., factors which bind to the NRE region (Guy et al.,
1986). Certain sequence homologies of nef to on- 1990b). The claimed degrees of downregulation of
cogene products like src and ras have been reported viral replication or RNA transcription by HIVI nef
(Guy et at., 1987) and partially purified recombinant varied from about 2-fold up to SO-fold (Terwilliger
nef was found to share some biochemical properties, et at., 1986; Luciw ct at., 1987; Ahmad and Venkate-
such as GTP binding, GTPase and autophosphory- san, 1988; Niederman ci ai., 1989; Maitra et ci.,
lation activity with the ras protooncogene (Guy et al., 1991 ). However, other investigators were unable to
1987, 1 990a). However, other investigators were un- find a negative effect on vital replication or LTR ac-
able to detect substantial GTP-binding or GTPase tivity even with HIV!I isolates used in previous studies
activity (Kaminchik ei a!., 1990, 1991 ; Nebreda et (Kim et ai., 1989; Hammes et ai., 1989; Bachelerie
at., 1991). Moreover, nef does not cause oncogenic et at., 1990; Luria et ai., 1991).
transformation (Nebreda et at., 1991), so that theI
biological relevance of these limited homologies has Similar to the results of Kestler et ai. (1 991), who
yet to be defined, reported that Net has no significant influence on the

(*) Corresponding author, current address: New England Regional Primate Research Center, Harvard Medical School. Southborough,
MA 01772 (USA).
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in vitro replication rates of SIVMAC, we found that strains SF2 and SF33 reported by Cheng-Mayer et
nef-deficient mutants of the HIV-2BEN MK6 clone al. (1989) could not be confirmed by Maitra et al
(Kirchhoff et al., 1990a,b) replicated with compara- (2991). Moreover, an efficient selection for Thr 15 in-
ble efficiencies in the human T-cell lines HUT78, stead of Ala in the latter stage of infection has been
CEM-T4 and Jurkat, as well as in human peripheral described in a long-term evolutionary study on Nef
blood lymphocytes. In contrast, others have report- sequences from HIVI of an infected patient with
ed a negative influence of Nef on HIV2 and SIV repli- progressing AIDS (Delassus et al., 1991). This Thr 15
cation (Cheng-Mayer et al., 1989; Niederman et at., represents the site of phosphorylation by PKC (Guy
1991). Interestingly, in our hands, a Nef-deficient etal., 1987, 1990a) and is probably important for Nef
clone of HIV-2BEN replicated with a 2.5-fold lower function (Laurent et al., 1990).
efficiency and with a considerably delayed multipli- Thus, contradictory to suggestions of Laurent et
cation in Molt-4 clone-8 cells compared to an other- al. (1990), it is possible that more biologically active
wise isogenic Nef-positive clone. A similar slight forms of Nef are selected during the course of infec-
positive effect in certain cell lines was also described tion. Interestingly, a Thr residue is also present at
for some HIVI isolates (Kim et al., 1989). positions 23 to 29 of most SIV, but not at the N ter-

Like the data concerning the action of Nef in cell minus of Nef from the non-pathogenic SIVMAC142
culture systems, the serological results about Nef are clone and most HIV2 clones (Myers et al., 1990),
also conflicting. Following the first reports about the which are to our knowledge also non-infectious or
role of nef as a supressor of HIV replication in vitro, non-pathogenic in the macaque animal model.
it has been proposed, that nef is important in the es- The strongest evidence against the role of nef as
tablishment of viral latency (Ranki et al., 1987; a negative regulator comes from results obtained af-
Gaines et al., 1987; Haseltine, 1988; Ameisen et al., ter infection of rhesus macaques infected with cloned
1989). SIVMAC. Since this animal model closely parallels

In accordance with these hypotheses, it has been the course of HIVI infection in humans (for review
reported that Nef-specific antibodies, indicative for see Desrosiers and Ringler, 1989), it is apparantly
Nef expression, often appear in otherwise seronega- suitable for studies on viral determinants of HIV-
tive HIVI-exposed individuals and before full induced disease. As mentioned above, Kestler et al.
seroconversion to the structural viral proteins, and (1991) found no significant differences in the in vitro
are thus important for the early diagnosis of infec- replication rates of Nef-deficient SIV clones and
tion (Ranki et al., 1987; Ameisen et al., 1989). In those expressing an intact Nef using a variety of stan-
support of this model of viral latency, Cheng-Mayer dard cell culture conditions. Dramatic differences
et a1. (19R9) reported that the LTR regions of fast- were observed in vivo, however. A strong selection
replicating and highly cytopathic (rapid/high) isolates for the open form of the nef gene in infected rhesus
of HIV, derived from patients with advanced disease, monkeys and at least 100-fold lower virus loads in
are not affected by nef. Moreover, Laurent et al. animals infected with nef-deletion virus were ob-
(1990) described the selection of an inactive form of served. Moreover, only SIVMAC containing an in-
Ner in vitro and proposed that such inactive products tact nef gene caused AIDS-like symptoms and death
are also important for disease progression in natur- in infected animals, whereas animals infected with
al infection. nef-deleted virus are so far without any clinical signs.

In our opinion, there is strong evidence against Despite the fact that simila. to reports about
the role of Nef as a negative factor in vivo. Recent HIVI-infected individuals (Reiss e" al., 1989), we
serological studies showed that the appearance of were unable to find a correlation between Nef-
Nef-specific antibodies before full seroconversion specific antibodies and disease in infected monkeys
and in otherwise seronegative HIV-exposed individu- (Kirchhoff et al., 1991), this does not exclude an im-
als is a rare event (deRonde et al., 1988; Reiss et al., portant role for Nef in the pathogenic potential of
1989; Cheingsong-Popov et al., 1990). In agreement primate lentiviruses.
with these results, we found that the extent and ap-
pearance of Nef-specific antibodies does not precede
seroconversion to structural viral proteins in rhesus Conclusions and future experiments
monkeys infected with HIV2 or SIVMAC (Kirchhoff
et al., 1991). In contrast to the results of Cheng- Regarding the highly controversial and not always
Mayer et al. (1989), Delassus et al. (1991) found only reproducible results of the in vitro experiments about
small differences among LTR sequences of slow/low Nef function, it must be questioned if most current-
and rapid/high viruses derived from one patient with ly used in vitro systems are suitable for monitoring
progressing AIDS. Moreover, these authors further monitor Nef function. It seems that Nef may have
described that in vitro culture led to the selection of the opposite effect on the course of SIV or HIV in-
minor forms of Nef and LTR sequences present in fection than that predicted from the initial reports.
vivo. The differential effect of nef on the HIVI The data of Kestler et al. (1991) strongly suggest that
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B-cell epitopes of the Nef protein
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One of the reasons for carrying out a detailed epi- cations (Gombert et at., 1990; Schneider et al.,
tope mapping of the Nef protein was the potential 1991; Ovod et al., 1991; Tiahtinen et al., 1991)
induction of anti-Nef antibodies before seroconver- which have appeared so far on the determination of
sion (Ranki et al., 1987; Ameisen et al., 1989). In- defined B-cell epitopes of the Nef protein. Particu-
dividual fine specificities of the antibodies of lar emphasis is given to our results obtained in
HIV-infected patients which recognize recombinant cooperation with several immunological laboratories
HIV Nef protein (r-Nef) (Ranki et al., 1987, 1990; and clinics.
Ameisen et al., 1989; Gombert et al., 1990; Schneider
et al., 1991 ; Sabatier et al., 1989; Reiss et al., 1989)
and questions concerning the state of latency and Epitopes of Nef protein from human sera
cross-reactivity with antibodies against unknown pro-
teins of healthy donors, are major problems to be Methods of multiple peptide synthesis have been
solved. In particular, the order of appearence of each shown to be a valuable tool for creating sets of over-
of the epitopes in individuals during the course of lapping peptides used as antigens in ELISA. In third
the HIV infection are of interest, because anti-Nef generation ELISA for HIV infection, antigen mix-
antibodies have been found long before (Ranki et al., tures of chemically synthesized peptides representing
1987; Ameisen et al., 1989) or almost simultaneous- the most relevant viral B-cell epitopes were used,
ly with the induction of antibodies against structur- which raised the specificity to more than 99.5 076. In
al proteins. One investigation using immunoblots our first approach to define Nef epitopes, 3 sets of
revealed a high percentage of anti-Nef antibodies in overlapping nonapeptides were synthesized on poly-
all stages of disease (Wieland et al., 1990). However, ethylene pin plates fitting onto microtitre plates,
in one study only 30 % of HIVI-positive sera were which represented a total of 3 x 200 peptides of the
found to react with Nef (Kienzle et al., 1991) and in Nef sequence of the HIVI isolates Bru, Mal and SF2
another study a high prevalence of anti-Nef antibod- (Gombert et al., 1990).
ies prior to seroconversion could not be found
(Cheingsong-Popov et al., 1990). Sera from randomly selected HIVI-positive pa-

tients (recognizing r-Nef) reacted with the following
The sequence variability of Net proteins of differ- regions of the protein (only sequence positions for

eat HIV isolates with respect to antibody binding is Bru isolate are given): 8-16 (eq•itope 1), 52-60 (2),
a further problem which needs to be considered. 80.90 (3), 98-101 (4), 115-127 (5), 136-147 (6), 158-169

Our group is trying to elaborate an experimen- (7), 180-190 (8), 197-206 (9). The HIVl-positive sera
tally supported structural model of the Nef protein (Western blot) recognized several of peptides
using defined sets of overlapping 15- and 20-mer representing these epitopes; some sera, however,
peptides for conformational mapping by circular reacted only with one or two of these peptides.
dichroism. The folding pattern obtained should HIV I-negative controls showed no reactivity. With
enable the construction of a spatial model taking the exception of epitope 7 (not found in Mal isolate).
into account all information from epitope fine map- 5 to 9 of the ELISA-positive regions 1-9 were detected
ping of patient sera and monoclonal antibodies in all 3 isolates.
(mAb) raised against Nef protein and against syn- The experimental results of this investigation only
thetic lipopeptide vaccines (Wiesmdller et al., 1989; confirm B-cell epitope predictions 50-60 %.
Deres et al., 1989) containing partial Nef sequences. However, the identified epitopes (Gombert et al.,
The feasability of such an approach was recently 1990) were in good agreement with findings of Saba-
demonstrated by modelling the structure of thymi- tier et al. (1989) and Schneider et al. (1991). Four im-
dine kinase of Herpes simplex virus (Zimmermann munogenic regions for 7 HIVI (Bru) sera were found
et al., 1991). using 200 overlapping decapeptides: 26-44, 51-67,

In the following, we summarize the few publi- 122-135 and 143-176 (Schneider et al., 1991). Most
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interesting was the finding that sera of several in- ment analysis of the sequence SLHGMDD. Other
dividuals of a high-risk group showed solitary anti- binding regions were found from amino acids 56-60,
Nef antibodies in identical epitope regions, indicat- 64-7.,, 90-97 and 153-157.
ing possible latent HIV infection (Gombert et at.,
1990). A recent communication by Tahtinen et al. Schneider et al. (1991) characterized 8 murine
(1991) describes the fine specifity of B-cell epitopes mAb raised against a recombinan: Nef protein frag-
(minimization) recognized in HIVI Nef by 10 human ment of HIVI strain BH10 (1-123) b) Pepscan
sera in a Pin-ELISA. ELISA using overlapping decapeptides. The antiboo-

ies recognized epitopes in the regions of amino acids
11-24, 28-43, 60-73 and 82-103. These findings were
in good agreement with our results and revealed two

Murine B-cell epitopes additional epitopes in the N-terminal part of the pro-
tein and in the region between 82 and 103.

The HIV Nef protein is a highly immunogenic The reactivity of 5 polyclonal mouse sera with
molecule also in mice (Schneider et al., 1991; Ovod 24 synthetic lipopeptides spanning the whole HIVI
et aL; Gombert et al., 1991), chimpanzees (Bahraoui Nef sequence in ELISA showed several epitopes in
et al., 1990) and macaques (Kirchhoff et al., 1991) the regions 21-91 and 151-206 (Ovod et al., 1991)
inducing a humoral immune response as well as cell- which are the same regions where epitopes of the
mediated immunity. In order to investigate the specif- mAb are located.
ic B-cell response against Nef in mice, epitopes recog-
nized by mAb and polyclonal mouse sera against the As expected, the human and murine antibodies
Nef protein were characterized (Schneider et al., did not always recognize identical binding regions.
1991; Ovod et al.; Gombert et al., 1991). mAb direct- In the human system, a strong B-cell response against
ed against different parts of the Nef protein are use- the middle region of Nef, amino acids 90-150, was
ful tools for further investigations about the function found which was completely non-reactive with mouse
and the molecular characterization of the Nef anti-Nef sera. Furthermore, there were no mAb
protein, which recognized this region. One the other hand,

there were many mouse mAb which bound in the
L. Shi in the group of P. Wernet (University of region 31-39, which was not very reactive with hu-

Dusseldorf) produced more than 70 mAb by immu- rgn 31-3. which notder rea tv with hu -
nization with the recombinant Nef protein (Bru iso- man sera. Only Schneider et wt (1991) found anti-
late). We have undertaken the epitope bodies in human sera which reacted with the region
characterization of these and other mAb (Ovod er
al., 1991) by using more than 600 synthetic peptides In order to obtain mAb to regions which are not
and lipopeptides in ELISA and "Pepscan" ELISA. immunogenic in the Nef protein, L. Shi immunized
The peptides were between 2 and 21 amino acids long mice with a series of lipopeptide vaccines synthesized
(overlapping 20mers, 6mers and truncated peptides in our lab. These immunization revealed, on one
for minimizations and replacement analysis). All hand, a number of mAb against the lipopeptides
mapped mAb were screened for recognition of the which recognized the used immunogen as well as the
recombinant Nef protein. Eight out of more than Nef protein. On the other hand, some of the mAb
80 mAb did not recognize any peptide even when recognized only the lipopeptide used as immunogen.
they were up to 20 amino acids long. It was supris- The question is whether these regions are hidden in-
ing that less than 10 074 of the antibodies produced side the recombinant protein molecule or does the
recognized discontinous epitopes; more than 90 97o conformation of these regions differ in comparison
had sequential epitopes. to the conformation of the lipopeptides.

By mapping this large number of mAb we identi- In order to overcome the high variability of the
fied 8 binding regions within the Nef protein. Three Nef sequences, Gombert et al. (1991) constructed a
of the regions were very strong immunogenically as consensus sequence of the C-terminal part of the pro-
most mAb (more than 40) were directed against them. tein by sequence alignment representing the most fre-
These major epitopes were located between amino quent amino acid sequence of the HIV isolates known
acids 31-39, 170-190 and in the C-terminal part from to date. We synthesized a 13-amino-acid-long
200 to 206. Fine mapping of these regions showed lipopeptide which was used to immunize BALB/cthat nearly every antibody recognized its special se- mice. Eleven mAb with different epitopes were in-quence pattern within one binding region. duced which recognized the recombinant Nef protein

Antibodies which bound in the region from ami- (Bru isolate). Some of these mAb recognized peptides
no acid 170 to 190 recognized either the sequence corresponding to sequences of all other isolates.
LHGM (170-173) or longer peptides with the se- Therefore, these experiments demonstrate the pos-
quence from 175-190. For the exact characterization sibility of overcoming the variability of sequences by
of the LHGM epitope, we carried out total replace- immunization with a consensus peptide.
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Conclusion tie, V., Buck, M. & Mulfler-Lantzsch. N. (1991), Im-
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DISCUSSION

B. Guy, R. Bruce Acres, Y. Riviere and M.-P. Kieny: acid and the participation of a domain spanning ami-
no acids 73 to 89.

It is surprizing to notice how little controversy is Although Smythe and Reitz have not been able
raised by the present Forum on Nef. Indeed, most to show the direct interaction of the myristylated pep-
of the observations related are not contradictory and tide corresponding to the 19 N-terminal amino acids
can be accomodated in the same theory of Nef func- of Nef with the membrane of PBMC, it does not
tion. The different important points can be analysed mean that such an interaction does not exist for the
as follows. complete Nef.

1) Effect of Nef on HIV replication 4) Regulation of the expression of cellular genes

S. Venkatesan and Niederman and Ratner have We have demonstrated that Nef is capable
demonstrated that Nef of HIV-I and SIV may act of downregulating CD4-surface expression but not
as negative regulators of viral replication. On the con- CD8 expression. These results have been confirm-
trary, Blumberg et al. and Kirchhoff and Hunsmann ed by Garcia and Miller, who have also shown
have shown that HIVI and HIV2 replication is up- that expression of transferrin is not downregulated.
regulated by Nef. We have evidence in the SIV model Moreover, this disappearance of CD4 from the
that Nef slows down viral regulation in human PBL cell surface does not result from a transcription
(unpublished experiments). downregulation, but rather from a sequestration

Actually, it seems that the effect of Nef on the of the protein in the cytoplasm. We also agree with
transcription level from the LTR, and thus on viral Garcia and Miller on the fact that PKC phospho-
expression, is variable according to the nef allele and rylation of Nef on Thr 15 is not important for this
to the nature of the infected cell line. Relevant to this function.
point is that Niederman and Ratner have shown that Lucia et al. (1991, Proc. nat. Acad. Sci. (Wash.),
the apparent molecular weight of their nef-gene 88, 5326-5330) have demonstrated that Nef (AlalS)
product on an SDS gel is different from that of the is capable of downregulating transcription of 1L2 fol-
Nef protein of Kim et al. (i989, Poc. nat. A cad. Sci. lowing TCR stimulation, and it is of importance to
(Wash.), 86, 9544-9548). All these differences may stress that this result might have been suspected from
lead to opposite effects in the variety of cells infect- our experiments in trying to identify nuclear factors
ed in vivo and explain in part the silent expression binding to the NRE portion of the HIV promoter.
of the lentiviruses in certain tissues. We have indeed identified a sequence on the IL2

promoter as a potential binding site f.- factors
responsive to Nef.

2) G-protein activity Nebreda et al. have shown that nef does not in-
duce the transformation of cultured cells, but men-

Although most of the data presented at this Fo- tion that nef transfectants were unusually rare,
rum disagree with our observation that Nef is capa- implying that some toxicity is generated by nef ex-
ble of binding GTP, several authors (S. Verkatesan pression. Consistant with this is the fact that we have
and Nebreda et al.) have confirmed the au- never been able (unpublished observations) to gener-
tophosphorylation activity of Nef in the presence of ate transgenic mice expressing nef ubiquitously and
purine nucleotides and agree with the fact that Nef very early in the embryonic stage. The animals har-
has the potential to interact with the gamma phos- bouring the nef gene were always chimera and did
phate of nucleoside triphosphates. not pass the transgene to their offspring.

3) Interactions of Nef with the cellular membrane Antibody response to Nef

We have surmized that Nef might interfere with In conclusion, it seems that everybody agrees on
membrane proteins and have evidence for the inter- the potential importance of Nef in HIV infection,
action of Nef with a non-identified 38-kDa protein, possibly on HIV latency, and Kestler et al. (1981,
Kaminchick et al. also describe that Nef interacts Cell, 65, 651-662) have definitively shown that the
directly with membrane proteins and implies, in ad- classification of nef within the "non-essential" genes
dition, the involvement of the N-terminal myristic has to be revised. A lot of work is still to be per-
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formed on nef, as understanding the variety of Nef studies may be extended to the HIV LTR. These ef.
activities and their in vivo implications may provide forts may be expanded by the use of nuclear extracts
insight into the design of novel AIDS therapies. of Nef-expressing cell lines to evaluate the DNA-

binding potential of known cellular transcriptional
factors. Specific targets of PKC, PKA, cAMP-
dependent protein kinase, SRS pathways, may be ex-

S. Venkatesan: amined in the context of Nef- cell lines.

Although the Nef-induced downregulation of
This Forum on Nef highlights the sharp disagree- CD4 and IL2 is mediated by different mechanisms,

ment about almost every aspect of Nef function. It they may be initiated by a common cellular signall-
is particularly unfortunate that neither the Baltimore ing or activation trigger. In this regard, the intracel-
nor the Greene group has contributed to this Forum. lular localization and phosphorylation status of Nef
Since their refutation of the negative influence of Nef may be the crucial determinants. Non-myristoylated
on virus replication and LTR transcription, several Nef protein is distributed diffusely in the cytoplasm
papers have been published supporting the negative and is devoid of repressive effects on-the LTR.
effect of Nef, and it is of interest to the HIV scien- Whether the loss of myristoylation also eliminates the
tific community to learn how they could reconcile the effect on CD4 and IL2 and whether the internally in-
recent findings. The Forum also suffers from the lack itiated Nef has any role(s) remains to be determined.
of participation by the Desrosiers group who have Since there appears to be reasonable agreement that
made perhaps the most fascinating observations per- Nef has a measurable autokinase activity and may
taining to the in vivo role(s) of Nef. in turn be phosphorylated by cellular protein kinases,

The lack of consensus for the results of current mutational analysis of the different Ser and Thr

in vitro assays measuring virus replication and tran- residues of Nef is in order. Protein cross-linking

scription necessitates a shift in the focus from the studies of the type suggested by Smythe and Reitz
virological to the cellular physiological roles of Nef. may help identify some of the interactions of Nef

Effects of Nef on two cellular targets, namely the with plasma-membrane-associated proteins.

CD4 and the IL2 gene, are the most promising At present no molecular or immunological
avenues of research. Nef-induced CD4 downregula- mechanisms explain adequately the in vivo observa-
tion appears to be due to an aberrant post- tion that strong selectional pressure maintains a func-
translational trafficking/processing phenomenon. tional Nef during natural infection. Until an in vitro
This mechanism appears.to be distinct from the usual tissue culture system mimicking the behaviour of
mechanism of CD4 internalization consequent to ser- Neff viruses in monkeys is developed, the in vivo
ine phosphorylation (by protein kinase C). However, Nef effects may be correlated with the myristoyla-
the relevance of the Nef effect on CD4 during the tion status, the presence or absence of internal initi-
virus life cycle remains to be determined. During HIV ation, conserved residues such as Thr at 15, other Ser
infection, Env gpi60/120 also leads to a loss of CD4 or Thr targets of protein phosphorylation. If the in
expression; therefore, proviruses mutated in the vivo phenomenon can be cor: iated with discrete
CD4-binding domain of gpl20 may be used to meas- molecular changes in Nef, they may then be com-
ure the effect of other regulatory and accessory genes pared with their effect on cellular targets such as CD4
(viz. vpU) on CD4. As pointed out by Garcia and and IL2.
Miller, the CD4 effect may be a temporary phenome-
non or may be restricted to cell types that are "dor-
mant" for HIV expression. In either case, the CD4
effect may be coupled to the repressive effect on the
LTR, or the two effects may be mutually exclusive. T.M.J. Niederman and L. Ratner:
There may be a predominant CD4 effect at low Nef
expression which disappears with increasing Nef The elucidation of Nef function in vitro has been
when the LTR repression becomes dominant. Such enigmatic, and no consensus opinion is apparent. The
a dual repressive switch can maintain virus latency data and opinions presented in this Forum suggest
in certain cell types. that Nef may have pleiotropic effects, depending on

Nef-mediated 1L2-gene repression is apparently the allele, host cell type and specific experimental
transcriptional. The highly inducible IL2 promoter, conditions.
rich in regulatory sequences is an excellent choice for We and others (Niederman and Ratner, 1991;
unravelling the effects of Nef on transcriptional en- Venkatessan, 1991) have presented data supporting
hancers. IL2 promoter has many cis elements which the claim that Nef is a transcriptional silencer of the
are homologous to sequences in the NRE region of HIV and SIV promoter in cultured cells. This tran-
the HIV LTR, and if Nef-sensitive IL2 promoter ele- scriptional suppression correlated with decreased lev-
ments and their effectors are discovered then these els of virus production in vitro. Furthermore, we and
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others (Niederman and Ratner, 1991; Venkatessan, J.A. Smythe and M.S. Reitz:
1991; Binninger et al., 1991) have found that the mul-
tiplicity of infection (MOI) had a significant impact The biological function of the nef gene has been
on the apparent a tivity of Nef in cultured cells. Ex- the subject of much controversy, and the accord of
periments perfomed under conditions of relatively this Forum appears to be that the enigma remains.
high MOI demonstrated no effect of Nef on virus For example, one of the earliest functions ascribed
replication, whereas, at low MOI, Nef exerted sup- to Nef was that of a negative regulator of HIV gene
pressive effects. expression. The accompanying reports describe ex-

In this Forum, Blumberg et al., 1991, suggested periments testing this assertion and come to the con-
that Nef cloned from fresh tissue exerted no effect clusions that Nef is (a) a negative regulator of virus
on virus replication in cultured T-cell lines. However, replication (responsible for viral latency), (b) a posi-
no data were provided concerning the MOI used in tive regulator of virus replication (leading to high vi-the experiments nor the magnitude of the effects in rus load and ultimate pathology) or (c) that Nef has
peripheral blood lymphocytes. The approach utilized absolutely no effect on virus replication or gene ex-
by Blumberg et al., 1991, namely, the study of nef pression. There is similar discord regarding whether
genes cloned from fresh tissue, is both refreshing and Nef is, or is not a GTP-binding protein, although the
intriguing. The hypothesis suggested by these authors weight of evidence seems to favour the negative.
is that nef genes cloned from fresh tissue will pro- These conflicting observations and conclusions serve
vide a more accurate representation of a "true" Nef to underscore the difficulties associated with attempt-
protein. However, as they report, 40 out of 40 cloned ing to define the function of a protein that demon-
nefgens displayed different amino acid sequences. strates such a high degree of sequence diversity, and
Thus, we are left with the question, "which Nef is is apparently dispensable for viral growth in vitro.
the true Nef?". Nonetheless, a number of important conclusions can

be drawn from these reports, along with several ex-
Kirchhoff and Hunsmann (this Forum) suggest cellent suggestions for future experimentation.

that Nef is not a negative factor. These authors cit-
ed studies indicating that Nef-specific antibodies are The lackiof agemn about se o the ro-
rarely detected before full seroconversion in infect- posed Nef functions (such as it being a negative regu-
ed individuals. However, these findings are not rele- lator) may in part reflect the wide variety of nef
vant to the function of Nef. genotypes. Obviously since we do not know what Nef

does, it is difficult to be sure that the genes studied
We cannot rule out the possibility that Nef exerts are functional. The use of different cell types in many

effects other than transcriptional silencing in vivo. of the studies may also contribute to the problem
Other effects may be manifest in tissues not yet since we cannot be sure that nef will be able to inter-
studied in our laboratory, i.e. primary lymphocytes act with the necessary factors in each cell type. Also,
and monocytes. Additionally, there are many as Niederman and Ratner described, Nef function
parameters which may affect Nef function in vivo, may vary with the multiplicity of infection used in
which are not represented with in vitro systems, such the assay. Although nef does not appear necessary
as immune responses, cofactors etc. Finally, as for viral growth in vitro, the in vivo data does point
described in our manuscript in this Forum, it remains to its importance in pathogenesis and maintenance
to be determined how transcriptional suppression is of high viral load in the infected animals.
related to Nef activity in vivo. We found the demonstration by Kaminchik et al.

Our previous studies revealed the role of Nef as of an association between Nef-p27 and the cellular
a transcriptional silencer. The focus of our present cytoskeletal infrastructure of particular interest. This
research is directed towards elucidating the mechan- interaction is dependent on both the N-terminal
ism by which Nef exerts this effect. A detailed un- myristic acid moiety and a domain encompassing
derstanding of this effect may explain the divergent amino acids 73-89 of Nef. The necessity for the ami-
and often contradictory results reported in the liter- no acid domain may explain why we were unable to
ature, and will provide specific hypotheses to test ap- detect any interactions between our N-terminal
propriate in vivo models. myristyl Nef peptide and human PBMC membrane

preparations, and will undoubtedly be the subject of
further scrutiny. A better understanding of the in-
teractions between Nef and the infected cell mem-
brane may ultimately be relevant to the

References downregulation of IL2-gene expression and surface
localization of CD4 apparently attributable to Nef

Binninger, D., Ennen, J., Bonn, D., Norley, S.G. & Kunh, expression in lymphocytes.
R. (1991), Mutational analysis of the simian im-
munodeficiency virus SlVmac nef gene. J. Virol., 65, The findings of Kaminchik et al. also raise ques-
5237.5243. tions about the role of Nef protein that does not as-
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sociate with the cellular cytoskeleton. This soluble downregulation of transcription trom the LTR (pos.
Nef consists of a fraction of the myristylated Nef- sibly by interfering with a specific transcription fac-
p2 7 and all of the Nef-p25 that results from alterna- tor entering the nucleus). On the cellular level, Nef
tive initiation of translation at an internal AUG was found to interfere with two processes, transport
codon (it should be noted that this second AUG does of CD4 to the plasma membrane and IL2 produc-
not exist in all nef genes). Bearing in mind the results tion. In contrast to its effect on viral and IL2 tran-
of Nebrada et al. it would be interesting to see what, scription, the block on CD4 is post-translational. The
if any, effects exogenous soluble Nef-p25 may have questions now are whether and how a single protein
on uninfected cells since both the HIVI Tat protein directly impairs diverse functions such as transport
(Ensoli et al., 1990) and more recently the HTLV-I to the nucleus (of transcription factors) versus trans-
Tax protein (Gartenhaus et al., this Forum) can be port of proteins to the plasma membrane. We are at-
released as biological active molecules, and have pro- t.mpting to resolve these issues by studying the
found stimulatory effects when taken up by uninfect- molecular and cellular biology of Nef.
ed cells in vitro. When expressed in mammalian cells both BHI0

Finally, as discussed by Nebreda et al., there have and LAV nef genes encode two polypeptides, Nef-
been a growing number of reports recently indicat- p27 and Nef-p25. Nef-p27 is myristoylated and par-
ing that both viruses and bacteria produce proteins tially associated with a particulate fraction of the
that can act as superantigens. The current paper by cytoplasm. The less abundant, Nef j325, initiates
Imberti etal. (1991) provides strong evidence for the from an internal ATG and is a soluble non-
presence of an HIV-encoded superantigen(s) that may myristoylated protein with a relatively high turnover
ultimately be responsible for the devastating patho- rate. Myristoylation of Nef is essential for its associ-
genic effects of the virus. As Nebreda et al. point out, ation with the insoluble fraction of the cytoplasm.
although still highly speculative, the analogies be- We found that abolishing myristoylation of Nef-p27
tween Nef and the known superantigens suggest that by genetic manipulation renders the protein soluble,
this may be an important avenue of future study. while myristoylation of Nef-p25 causes the protein

to be partially associated with the insoluble fraction.

References In an attempt to identify the cellular binding site
of Nef, we treated crude membranal preparations
with non-ionic detergents. To our surprise part of theEnsoli, B., Barillari, G., Salahuddin, Z., Gallo, R. & Nef was recovered with the detergent-resistant frac-Wong-Staal, F. (1990), Nature (Lond.), 334, 84-86. tion, a fraction which appears to represent the

Gartenhaus, R., Lunardi-iskandar, Y., Berneman, Z.,
Reitz, M., Gallo, R. & Klotrian, M. (1991), J. clin. cytoskeleton. Moreover, we found that non-
Invest. (in press). myristoylated Nef-p27 or Nef-p27 mutant, from

Imberti, L., Sottini, A., Hettinardi, A., Puoti, M. & Pri- which amino acids 73-89 were deleted, fail to bind
mi, D. (1991), Science, 254, 860-862. to the cytoskeleton fraction. The cellular distribution

of Nef, as emerges from our work, is more complex
than previously predicted. The pattern of Nef's dis-
tribution in the cell might eventually explain the mul-
tiple activities ascribed to Nef.

J. Kaminchik, N. Sarver, M. Gorecki and A. Panet:

In contrast to some other nonstructural HIV genes
(vpr, vpu, vpx), nef is conserved among lentiviruses
of human and primate origin, suggesting that it has J.V. Garcia and D.D. Miller:
provided these viruses with some evolutionary advan-
tage. An insight into the role of Nef was recently The human immunodeficiency virus (H IV) is the
provided by the work of Kestler et al. (Cell, 1991, aetiologic agent of AIDS. Because HIV is a very com-
65, 651), in which Nef expression was found to be plex retrovirus, analysis of the function of individu-
crucial for viral replication and pathogenicity in SIV- al genes has been useful in understanding HIV
infected primates. However, it is not possible to rev- biology and pathogenesis. The divide and conquer
eal the molecular mechanism by which Nef functions approach has illustrated very clearly the role of Tat

in such studies because of the inherent complexity and Rev during HIV replication; however, these two
of the animal system. It is our belief that carefully genes are required for replication both in vivo and
crafted cellular systems along with the animal models In vitro. On the contrary, the same approach has not
will ultimately unveil Nef's mode of action. yielded such clear cut results for Nef. This is mainly

The functions currently ascribed to Nef are due to the fact that in vitro Nef is not required for
puzzling. Studies on the effect of Nef during virus replication. The recent in vivo experiments which in-
infection indicate a decline in viral replication by dicate that Nef might be important for disease
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progression are encouraging but have to be careful- it seems reasonable that not only (1) the sequence
ly interpreted until more data are available and the differences in the Nef products assayed and (2) the
original results are confirmed by other investigators, different cellular contexts in which they were assayed
The points of view presented by the authors of this may be a reason for obtaining the different results.
collection of articles indicate very clearly that the role Also simple differences in experimental design (as.
of Nef is a complex one and that Nef might not only for example, multiplicity of infection) may well be
affect HIV replication but that it might also affect responsible for the very different outcomes report-
cell function in several ways. ed when apparently similar experimental designs were

So far all of the published studies on Nef have carried out in different laboratories. Therefore. if in
used in vitro isolates. Because of the great deal of vitro culture systems are to be used in future Nef
diversity found in nef sequences it will be particu- studies, it is crucial to define and control all ex-
larly important to confirm earlier results by using the perimental parameters in much greater detail, in ord-
nef genes of primary isolates. Such nef genes should er to be able to interpret the results meaningfully.
be used for future biochemical and molecular charac- There are also now converging lines of thinking
terizations. Future biochemical characterizations regarding the biochemical properties of Nef proteins
should be done with Nef isolated under non- and the phenotypes caused in host cells. First and
denaturing conditions from mammalian cells in foremost, it is now clearly established that Nef pro-
which Nef is adequately processed and where it has teins are not ras-like GTP-binding proteins, and
been shown to be functional. Such Nef should also therefore a search for the biological function of Nef
be used for immunological studies. should not be biased by such putative oncogene

It is clear from the different contributions present- similarities (Nebreda et al., Kaminchik et al., Guy
ed that the commitment to study nef is serious and et al., this Forum).
that there is a sincere interest in resolving previous On the other hand, it appears that Nef proteins
disagreements. On the contrary, the absence of con- show in vitro autokinase activity in the presence of
tributions from certain well-known laboratories in- purine nucleotides (Nebreda et al., Guy et al., this
dicates their lack of interest and commitment to Forum). The analysis of this kinase activity and the
resolve conflicting issues. The recently published data participation of specific amino acid residues of the
on nef from both in vivo and in vitro experiments molecule in that process are open and important
clearly indicates that nef might have several differ- fields of study at this time. In particular, it remains
ent effects on cell proliferation and function as well to be seen whether this activity is functionally sig-
as in virus spread and persistence. Therefore, nef nificant in vivo and whether the phosphorylated Nef
represents an interesting subject both for basic scien- forms reflect a genuine autokinase activity or just
tific studies as well as for the development of drugs catalytic intermediate forms in the transfer of phos-
to combat AIDS. phate groups.

A role of Nef as a possible in vivo substrate of
PKC should also be studied and clarified, due to its

A.R. Nebreda, F. Segade and E. Santos: potential functional implications. ThrlS, a potential
target for autophosphorylation and PKC action, is

The conflicting reports on practically every sin- a conspicuous candidate for site-directed mutagene-

gle aspect of Nef studied has turned this field of study sis studies, particularly in light of reIorts of varia-
into a confusing area of work. Different papers ble biochemical and biological properties associated
presented in this Forum appear, however, to start with mutations at that position.
providing some badly needed common ground which The studies of Garcia and Miller appear to con-
may help in making sense of many previous conflicting firm the earlier report by Guy et al. that introduc-
reports on Nef. Regarding the study of the role of tion of Nef in cultured cells causes CD4
Nef on viral replication and the viral infection cycle, downregulation. Here again, as with the studies on
there is the emerging suspicion that perhaps the true viral replication, a clear need exists now to extend
role of Nef can only be revealed in the natural con- those in vitro cell culture observations to studies
text of in vivo primary infection. The remarkable where Nef is introduced in the context of the whole
contrast between the in vivo stu-dies of Kestler et al. virus, and to the process of in vivo infection.
(Cell, 1991, 65, 651) and the bewildering array of Finally, since the in vivo cellular context is likely
previous conflicting results arising from in vitro culture to be an important determinant of the biological ef-
systems casts significant doubts on whether in vitro cul- fect of Nef, cross-linking studies of the type discussed
ture systems are suitable for monitoring Nef function. by Smythe and Reitz may be important to identify

The paper by Niederman aia Ratner is rather il- cellular factors interacting with Nef, mostly if it holds
luminating in attempting to explain why the conflict- true that Nef proteins associate with the cyto'kele-
ing in vitro results were ob:ained. In retrospective, ton (Kaminchik et al., this Forum).
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A. Laurent-Crawford and A.G. Hovanessian: Guy et al. (1987) have designated the sequence:
WRFD (amino acids 183 to 186) as the putative GTP-

There is a high degree of polymorphism of the nef binding site in Nef. The significance of this sequence
gene between different HIV strains (Ratner et al., as GTP-binding site is not very clear. However, it
1985). In spite of this, the nef gene is conserved should be emphasized that this site is of great impor-
among all HIV and SlV isolates. Such conservation tance in mediating the proper folding and stability
favours the hypothesis that the product of the nef of Nef. Accordingly, mutation of WRFD to WRFN
gene, Nef, is probably an important factor for the results in the production of a Nef-mutant with a
viral life cycle. Once the recent report on the posi- reduced half-life. Using HIV I preparations or vac-
tive role of Nef in monkeys by Kestler et al. (1991) cinia virus recombinants expressing either the wild-
becomes reproduced by other groups, then it will be type or the mutant Nef, we demonstrated that the
confirmed that Nef is an essential element in vivo for half-life of the Nef mutant is 30 min compared to
HIV infection and AIDS pathogenesis. On the other the Nef wild-type which is more than 4 h. Therefore.
hand, the contradictory results on the function of nef this type of mutation should be very critical, since
obtained in vitro in cell cultures should be considered it will lead to the production of a functionally inac-
seriously since each report in itself is convincing, the tive and unstable Nef.
variability being most probably due to the pleitropic The production of Nef mRNA has been detected
action of Nef in vitro in cell cultures. In fact, Nef early in the infection along with the mRNA of the
seems to act as a transcriptional silencer (Niederman regulatory proteins Tat and Rev (Schwartz et al.,
and Ratner, this Forum), or a putative activator 1990). However, in our in vitro cultures infected with
(Blumberg et al., this Forum) in addition to its ca- HIVI expressing either the Nef wild-type or the Nef
pacity to regulate the expression of cellular proteins mutant, the synthesis of Nef was observed concomi-
by different mechanisms (Garcia and Miller, 1991; tzntly with the structural Gag and Env polyproteins.
Guy et al., this Forum). These results suggest that Nef might be required for

We believe that any study of the nef gene should later stages of the virus cycle and furthermore em-
also include the characterization of its protein phasize the importance of parallel characterization
product synthesized during infection of cells with of Nef mRNA production and its translation. For
HIV. In a recent study (Laurent et al., 1990), we precise characterization of Nef and its function, fu-
demonstrated that prolonged passaging of an HIVI ture studies will hopefully clarify the mechanism of
preparation leads to the generation of highly action of Nef on the HIV LTR, on CD4 downregu-
cytopathic and replicative virus with two important lation and inhibition of 1L2 mRNA transcription.
mutations in the nef gene: the first one affecting the
phosphorylation site of protein kinase C and the se-
cond one affecting the putative GTP-binding site References
which is responsible for the proper folding of Nef.
As a consequence of these mutations, Nef was not Delassus, S., Chevnier, R. & Wain-Hobson, S. (1991). Evo-
phosphorylated and its half-life was reduced. In ad- lution of human immunodeficiency virus type I nef
dition, the mutated Nef was unable to downregulate and long terminal repeat sequences over 4 years in vivo
the expression of CD4 on the surface of CEM cells, and in vitro. .. Virol.. 65, 225-231.
These results indicate that some naturally acquired Garcia, J.V. & Miller, A.D. (1991), Serine

mutations of the nef gene produce a biologically in- phosphorylation-independent-down regulation of cell-
surface CD4 by nef. Nature (Lond.), 350, 508-510.

active product. Recently, Spire et al. (1989) have Guy, B., Kieny, M.P., Rivicre, Y., Le Peuch, C.. Dott,
described a highly cytopathic strain of HIV-I (HIV-I K.. Girard, M., Montagnier. L. & Lecocq, J.P.
NDK) which interestingly contains exactly the same (1987), HIV F/3'orf encodes a phosphorylated GTP-
amino acid substitutions in Nef as our in vitro modi- binding protein resembling an oncogene product. Na-
fied virus preparation. ture (Lond.), 330, 266-269.

Kestler, H.W. Ill, Ringler. D.J., Mori, K., Panicali, D.L.,
The significance of the protein-kinase-C-mediated Sehgal, P.K., Daniel, M.D. & Desrosiers, R.C. (1991),

phosphorylation of the threonine-15 in Nef is not Importance of the nef gene for maintenance of high
known. Whatever is the case, there seems to be selec- virus loads and for development of AIDS. Cell, 65,
tive pressure both in vitro and in vivo for substitu- 651-662.
tion of this Thr by Ala. A long term evolutionary Laurent, A.G., Hovanessian, A.G., Riviire. Y.. Krust. B.,
study of the nef gene in the course of disease progres- Regnault, A., Montagnier, L., Findeli, A., Kieny,
sion have indicated a significant rate of mutation M.P. & Guy, B. (1990), Production of a non-

Thr15 to Ala14 (Delassus er at., 199 1). Nevertheless, functional nef protein in human immunodeficiencyThrl toAla4 {elasuset a., 991. Nverhelssvirus type l-infected CEM cells. J. gen. Virol., 71,

this mutation does not seem to be critical for the CD4 2273-2281.
downregulation (Guy et al., 1987; Garcia and Miller, Luria. S., Chambers, 1. & Berg, P. (1991), Expression of
1991) nor for the inhibition of IL2 mRNA transcrip- the type I human immunodeficiency virus Nef pro-
tion (Luria et al., 1991). tein in T-cells prevents antigen receptor mediated in-
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duction of IL-2 mRNA. Proc. nat. Acad. Sci. Hovanessian. this Forum), and probably early as well
(Wash.), 88, 5326-5330. (Schwartz et al., 1990);

Ratner, L., Starcich, B., Josephs, S.F., Hahn, B.H., Red-
dy, E.P., Livak. K.J., Petteway, S.R. Jr., Pearson. 4) Nef binds nucleotides and can function as a
M.L., Haseltine, W.A., Arva, S.K. & Wong-Staal, molecular switch (Guy et al., this Forum). Man\
L. (1985), Polymorphism of the 3'open reading frame molecular switches are involved in directing the trans-
of the virus associated with the acquired ikmmune defi- port of vesicles containing specific proteins (Balch,
ciency syndrome, human T-lymphotropic virus 1990);
type Ill. Nucl. Acids Res., 13, 8219-8229.

Schwartz, S., Felber, B.K., Benko, D.M., Fenyo, E.M. & 5) the downregulation of CD4 cytoplasmic mem-
Pavlakis, G.N. (1990), Cloning and functional anal- brane expression by Nef (Garcia and Miller, this Fo-
ysis of multiply spliced mRNA specifs of HIV-l. rum) is caused by altering the route of transport of
J. Virol., 64, 2519-2529. the CD4 molecule.

Spire, B., Sire, J., Zachar, V., Rey, F., Barre-Sinoussi. The Nef enigma isaclear example of conflicts that
F., Galibert, H., Hampe, A. & Chermann, J.C.
(1989), Nucleotide sequence of HIV-1-NDK: a high- may arise from the use of in vitro models to study
ly cytopathic strain of the human immunodeficiency a protein whose function is absolutely required in
virus. Gene, 81, 275-284. vivo. Our model does not attempt to explain all avail-

able data on Nef; rather, it makes selective use of
the conflicting data. For example, the effects of Nef
vary widely according to the cell type used, and Nef
protein has been reported to be located at various
sites within the cytoplasm. All data indicating that

A. de Ronde, B. Blumberg, L. Epstein and Nef is a negative factor have been excluded from the
J. Goudstnit: model, based on our observations that Nef acts as

NEF is a positive regulator of viral production a positive regulator in vivo. Also, the accumulation

early in infection of mRNA encoding Nef (Schwartz

In vivo HIVI Nef is an esseatial factor which etal., 1990; note that Nef protein detection was not

functions as a positive regulator for viral production. performed) has been disregarded in our model.

This hypothesis is based on the observations of In our model, late synthesis of Nef protein would
Kestler et al. (1991) that SIV Nef upregulates virus result in redirection of nascent Env proteins to the
production in monkeys. Our own data show that the cytoplasmic membrane instead of to the lysosome,
open reading frame of HIVI Nef is intact in over leading to higher production of virions. Redirection
90 ri of Nef sequences isolated from HIVI-infected of Env proteins directly to the cytoplasmic membrane
individuals. When replaced in an HXB-2 viral back- would in turn lead to attenuation of the production
ground, the naturally occurring HIVI Nef functions of degraded peptides which can be presented in the
as a positive regulator of viral production in primary context of the MHC class I molecule as a target for
human blood lymphocytes, but not in human T-cell cytotoxic T lymphocytes. In vivo, these effects would
lines. Also in primary human lymphocytes, the differ- be synergistic, as both viral production would be up-
ence in phenotype between a NEF and a NEF- vi- regulated, and the HIVI-infected cells would be ren-
rus is lost upon high-dose infection. This again dered less susceptible to attack by the immune
demonstrates that the in vitro system used determines system.
the outcome of the experiments. We should attempt
to develop our assays in in vitro systems mimicking
as closely as possible the in vivo situation.

One model explaining the positive regulatory ef- References

fect of Nef is that Nef functions as a nucleotide-binding molecular switch which directs the transport Kestler. H.W. Ill. Ringler, D.J., Mori. K. et al. (1991),
ofindiand possblya g asitc whichdirelto the topranspc Importance of the nef gene for maintenance of high
of Env and possibly Gag as well to the cytoplasmic virus loads and for development of AIDS. Cell, 65,
membrane. This highly speculative model is based on 651-662.
the following observations and assumptions: Willey, R.L., Bonifacino, J.S., Potts, B.J., Martin. M.A.

1) a substantial portion of Env is transported to & Klausner. R.D. (1988), Biosynthesis, cleavage, and
and degraded in the lysosomes (Willey et al, 1988); degradation of the human immunodeficiency virus I

envelope glycoprotein gpl60. Proc. nat. Acad. Sci.

2) the location of Nef is in the cytoplasmic mem- (Wash.). 85, 9580-9584.
brane, in the lysosomal membrane (our own prelimi- Schwartz, S.. Felber, B.K., Benko, D.M., Fenyo, E.M. &
nary observations) and in the cytoskeleton Pavlakis, G.N. (1990), Cloning and functional anal-
(Kaminchik et al., this Forum); vsis of multiply spliced mRNA species of HIV-i.

J. Virol., 64, 2519-2529,
3) Nef is a protein, which like Gag and Env, is Balch, W.E. (1990), Small GTP-binding proteins in vesic-

expressed late in infection (l.aurent-Crawford and ular transport. Trends in Biochern. Set., 15, 473-477.
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F. Kirchhoff and G. Hunsmann: and SIVMAC and very important for the pathogen- -

ic potential of both groups of primate lentiviruses.
The papers in this Forum show that after the ini- However, antibody formation against Nef does not

tial reports describing Nef as a moderate negative seem to be a useful diagnostic marker for disease
regulator on viral replication, numerous data about progression in the course of HIVI and SIVMAC in-
the biochemical properties of Nef and its ability to fection (Kirchhoff et al., 1991; Spohn, this Forum).
interfere with cellular regulatory pathways were ob- The replication of nef-defective SIVMAC is already
tained. It has become clear that investigations about decreased before the host immune response is fully
the multivalent functions of nef are complicated, established (Kirchhoff et al., 1991) and functional nef
since many of the reported nef sequences may accelerated H IV I replication in primary human lym-
represent non-functional genes and since different phocytes (Blumberg et al., this Forum). Thus, nef
Nef proteins vary in their biochemical and biologi- is most likely positively influencing viral gene expres-
cal properties. Most important, recent data provide sion in vivo. Nef is apparently not acting like an on-
strong evidence that most currently used in vitro as- cogene or G-like protein (Venkatesan; Nebreda et
says are not suitable to reproduce Nef function in al.; Faminchik et al.; this Forum) and it still remains
vivo (Kestler etal., 1991 ; Delassus et al., 1991 ; Blum- to be elucidated which of the multivalent properties
berg et al., this Forum). of Nef are important for the positive regulatory ef-

fect during the initial phase of viral infection. As al-
Kestler el al. (1991) have demonstrated that Nef ready mentioned by the other contributors to this

is important for the development of AIDS in Forum, the down-regulation of cell surface CD4
SIVMAC-infected rhesus monkeys. They also found (Garcia and Miller, this Forum) or the prevention of
a strong selective pressure for an intact nef gene in antigen-receptor-mediated induction of IL2 mRNA
vivo. In agreement with their results, only a few (Luria etal., 1991) by Nef can contribute to the later
defective Nef sequences were detected in tissues and development of immunological disorders.
peripheral blood mononuclear cells obtained from
HIV1-infected individuals (Delassus et al., 1991; It is interesting that our results also indicate that
Blumberg et al., this Forum). Nef is positively influencing replication of the

HIV-2BEN clone in Molt-4 clone 8 cells. Perhaps,
To explain the importance of Nef for viral for unknown reasons, some cell culture systems are

pathogenicity, some contributors to this Forum pro- more suitable indicators of Nef functions in vivo.
pose that Nef is a negative regulator in vivo, that nef- D
deficient viruses may replicate faster ("unchecked") espite at least 100-fold lower virus loads, rhe-
in their hosts, may be more efficiently cleared by the sus monkeys infected with nef-defective SIVMAC
immune response and therefore be unable to main- showed a strong antibody response. If an intact nef
tain a reservoir of latent infected cells (Niederman gene is indeed obligatory for the development of dis-
and Ratner; Venkatesan; this Forum). We think that ease in S p-infected monkeys and HtVr-infected hu-
some of the recent experimental findings argue mans, it presents an excellent target for the
against this hypothesis. development of an attenuated live vaccine.

1) Nef did not downregulate replication of the
SIVMAC239 clone used by Kestler et al. (1991) un- References
der various cell culture conditions, even after infec-
tion of rhesus monkey PBL cultures at low Kestler, H.W. et al. (1991). Cell, 65. 651.
multiplicity of infection. Delassus, S. et al. (1991), J. Virol., 65, 225.

Kirchhoff, F. et al. (1991), Virology, 183. 267.
2) During the initial weeks following infection, Luria, S. etal. (1991), Proc. nat. Acad. So. (Wash.), 88,

before the host immune response was fully estab- 5330.
lished, significant amounts of viral antigen were de-
tected in animals that received virus with intact nef,
but not in those which received virus with a deletion
in nef. These findings do not support the hypothesis
of fast and unchecked replication of the nef-defective J. iifjes, R. Spohn and G. Jung:
clone during the initial phase of infection.

3) In support of the experimental data of Kestler The physiological function of the Nef protein re-
et a/. (1991), Blumberg et al. (this Forum) found that mains enigmatic and no consensus can be reached
tho HIVI nef genes in pathological tissues are intact with respect to its biochemical or physiological ac-
and that the H IV I nef is most likely to be a positive tivity. Currently, we would like to focus on the ques-
regulator in vivo. tion of the GTP-binding and GTPase activity of the

The experimental data of Blumberg et al. support Nef protein.
our hypothesis that Nef function is similar in HIV Initially proposed by B. Guy et al. (1987), GTP-
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binding and GTPase activity had been assigned to family. Therefore, it appears that no rational ap-
HIV Nef. Therefore, in order to suggest a 3-D model proaches for molecule modelling of Nef can be based
of Nef using molecular modelling based on structur- on structurally known proteins of the GTPase super-
ally known proteins of the GTPase superfamily, we family.
tried some time ago to find sequential - and struc- "Some similarity" of the ATP-binding motif
tural - homologies between Nef and proteins with GXGGXGK may be seen for KEKGGLEG. Indeed,
GTPase activity. this is one of the most conserved motifs within all

Nearly all members of the GTPase superfamily Nef sequences. However, as mentioned by Venkate-
have the characteristic major sequence motif san, this motif is significantly less characteristic than
GXXXXGK(S,T) (see also Venkatesan, this Forum) the G-loop motif since some substitutions occur at
which seems to be essential for the ability to bind hydrophilic positions 2, 3 and 7. Also, no substitu-
guanidine nucleotides. The motif is preceded by a 0- tion to lysine at the last position can be detected wi-
strand and, in general, is followed by an a-helical thin the whole set of sequences. Furthermore, the
structure. This can be seen e.g. in the case of thymi- spacing between position 5 and 8 is different.
dine kinase (TK) of Herpes simplex viruses HSV I and The middle region of Nef is comparatively well
HSV2 and related viruses. These well characterized conserved within the two sequence groups represent-
proteins have different lengths, but nevertheless a ed by HIV I and HIV2. Functional or structural im-
similar overall 3-dimensional folding structure is portance can be suggested, but significant localization
known. Also, the G-loop region is highly conserved, of a probable ATP-binding site seems to be purely
and furthermore, both the preceding hydrophobic speculative at the moment. A possible reason for the
P-strand and the following a-helix are found. conserved region of Nef-p27 (position 73-89) is as-

Alternatively, Nef does not fulfil this requirement sociation to an insoluble fraction of the cytoplasm
and no such motif can be foune. It is therefore, in as discussed by Kaminchik et at. Furthermore the
our opinion, not a member of the GTPase super- possible surface association is supported by ex-
family. perimental results. A proline cluster in this region as

well as significant amino acid exchanges with the
However, we would like to emphasize that in con- fourth proline residue (which is next to a positively

trast to Venkatesan's findings, there are very rare ex- charged lysine) indicate both possible chain reversal
ceptions (e.g. the thymidine kinase of fish and surface association. Therefore, we do not agree
lymphocystis disease virus and some procaryotic with the assumption of Smythe and Reitz, that many
elongation factors, EC EF-G, SR EF-G and AN if not all Nef sequences represent non-functional pro-
EF-G) where the sequence motif GXXXXGK(S,T) teins. Numerous globin sequences are functional
is not absolutely necessary for GTP-binding. The rea- despite having wide sequence space. The proposed
son for this is that the binding sites can be charac- binding of guanosine nucleotides suggests a function-
terized by dependent interaction of steric and al role in signal transduction and cellular regulation.
electrostatic interaction and induction of di- and mul- Possible autophosphorylation or phosphorylation by
tipoles in a dynamic manner. We suppose that switch- protein kinases (including protein kinase C, as sug-
ing states of H-bond networks could be responsible gested by Laurent-Crawford) points to a similar func-
for substrate entry and non-covalent binding. There- tion. It must be stressed, however, that the proposed
fore, it is not out of the question that functional phosphorylation site at position 15 is not well con-
equivalence could be realized by a different amino served within the highly homologous group of HIV 1,
acid pattern, especially within this dynamic aspect. HIV2 and related virus isolates since Ala and even

Lastly, it should be mentioned that the patterns Lys can occupy this position.
of consensus like GXXXXGK suggest arbitrary Because the cellular localization, extracellular oc-
degrees of freedom in non-conserved amino acid po- curance and functional importance are not clear, the
sitions. However, their dependency with respect to use of sequence-characterized and highly Nef-specific
protein dynamics has not so far been investigated. monoclonal antibodies to study the localization and
The experimental results are very controversial and, functional characteristics of Nef in vitro and in vivo
in comparison to Ras p21, only very low effects are is an exciting prospect. Furthermore, results of epi-
detectable (Kaminchik et al., this Forum). In our view tope fine mapping, replacement analysis and CD
(and as mentioned by other authors), Nef is com- measurements taken on overlapping peptides should
pletely different from Ras and the G-protein super- give hints of some structural aspects of Nef protein.

Key-words: HIV, AIDS, Nef; Genetic regulation, Protein, Functions, Relationships; Forum.
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PERSPECTIVES ON HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS INFECTIONS. EDITED BY PHILIP A.
PIZZO, M.D., AND CATHERINE M. WILFERT, M.D.

During the past decade an enormous amount has been learned about the human
immunodeficiency virus. Its structure, life cycle and regulation have been dis-
sected and elucidated. Although much remains to be learned, the progress to date
has been unprecedented. Fundamental to understanding the pathogenesis of HIV
and to the strategies for treatment and prevention is an appreciation of its biology
and molecular biology. Marty Bryant and Lee Ratner offer a succinct and
extraordinary well-informed review. This is a paper worth reading-and reread-
ing. The result will be a better appreciation about the range of problems and
potential solutions that pertain to acquired immunodeficiency syndrome.

Philip A. Pizzo, M.D.
Catherine M. Wilfert, M.D.

Biology and molecular biology of human
immunodeficiency virus

MARTIN L. BRYANT, MD, PHD AND LEE RATNER, MD, PHD

Our ability to control the spread of acquired im- of spread of HIV in specific population groups and
munodeficiency syndrome (AIDS) in the human pop- defined multiple risk factors for infection and disease.
ulation depends on a basic understanding of the biol- Biologists have determined the mechanism of trans-
ogy and molecular biology of the human immunode- mission and discovered that certain cellular and en-
ficiency virus (HIV). What we learn about the vironmental cofactors, including other pathogens, may
replication and pathogenesis of HIV will determine modify the progression and pathogenesis of HIV. Mo-
our approaches to the treatment and prevention of lecular biologists have dissected the genome of the
HIV disease. This information will also influence the virus and identified functionally significant segments
outcomes of future encounters with other human that determine virulence, tissue tropism and sensitiv-
retroviruses. To date what is known about HIV is ity to specific antibodies or antiviral agents. However,
remarkable, given the short period of time since its major gaps in our understanding of the molecular
discovery as the causative agent of AIDS. Clinicians details of HIV infection and pathogenesis of disease
and epidemiologists have carefully described the rate remain unanswered. How does sequence heterogeneity

relate to biologic heterogeneity? What are the genetic
determinants that confer cytopathicity and what is

Accepted for publication Jan. 9, 1992. their clinical significance? What is the nature of the
From the Departments of Molecular Microbiology (MLB, LR) "latent" state of infection that is presumed to occur

and Medicine (LR), Washington University School of Medicine,and Infectious Disease Research, G. D. Searle (MLB), St. Louis, in iv0, and what immune or nonimmune host factors
MO. and viral factors play a role in this process? How do

Modified from Chapter 4 of Pizzo PA, Wilfert CM, eds. Pediatric viral and cellular factors interact to mediate or influ-
AIDS: The challenge of HIV infection in infants, children and
adolescents. Baltimore: Williams & Wilkins, 1991. ence the virus life cycle? The active pursuit of knowl-

Key words: Human immunodeficiency virus; molecular biology, edge in these areas is crucial not only to understanding
Address for reprints: Martin L. Bryant, M.D., Ph.D., Searle HIV disease but also to the development of new ther-

Infectious Disease, Mail Zone AA51, 700 Chesterville Village Park-
way, St. Louis, MO 63198. apeutic modalities and vaccine strategies against in-

'WA Haseltine, personal communication. fection by any human retrovirus, known or unknown.
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BIOLOGY OF HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY certain HIV variants that differ in replicative rate,
VIRUSES cell host range or tropism and syncytia-forming abil-

Since the initial identification of HIV as the etio- ity.8 In addition virus persistence and induction of
logic agent of AIDS, two related but distinct subtypes, latency, as well as sensitivity to neutralizing or en--
HIV-1 and HIV-2, have been described."- The original hancing antibodies, vary significantly between virus
isolates of HIV-1, lymphadenopathy-associated virus, isolates from different individuals and those from the
human T-lymphotropic virus type III (HTLV-III), and same patient at different stages of HIV disease. The
AIDS-associated retrovirus, as well as the more re- term "quasispecies" has been used to describe HIV
cently isolated strains, share significant molecular and isolates in terms of populations of closely related but
biologic properties. HIV-1 and its variants are asso- divergent viruses present simultaneously in a single
ciated with the AIDS epidemic in central Africa, Haiti, patient.9 The genetic evolution and selection of the
western Europe and the United States. The second "quasispecies" of HIV may contribute to progression
subtype, HIV-2, is much less prevalent than HIV-1 of HIV-associated disease. HIV isolated from asymp-
and currently is endemic in western Africa. It has also tomatic carriers tends to grow more slowly and to low
been found sporadically in the United Kingdom, sev- titers in cell culture (slow/low virus strains). In con-
eral European countries, Brazil and recently in the trast isolates from AIDS patients more frequently
United States. The genetic similarity between HIV-1 grow rapidly and to higher titers (rapid/high strains),
and HIV-2 is markedly less (40 to 50% nucleotide establish continuous viral replication in CD4+ lymph-
similarity) than that among different HIV-1 isolates oid and monocytoid cell lines and often induce syn-
(85 to 97% nucleotide identity). However, serologic cytia. The replicative capacity of certain HIV-1 iso-
testing can identify cross-reactive antibodies to HIV- lates in primary human monocytes has recently been
1 and HIV-2. Despite speculation that infection with found to correlate with a discrete tropism determinate
HIV-2 is less pathogenic or causes a slower progression localized in env.""-2 However, no consistent molecular
toward disease than HIV-1 infection, recent evidence genetic correlate has been associated with the clinical
clearly demonstrates that both HIV subtypes are as- course of HIV disease.
sociated with AIDS and related clinical syndromes. The variability in the time between HIV infection

Theories on the origin of HIV and evolutionary and overt clinical disease (AIDS) among different
relationships between HIV-1, HIV-2 and the simian individuals can be partially explained by the size of
immunodeficiency viruses (SIV) are based on sero- the virus inoculum, by the influence of the particular
epidemiologic data and computer-assisted sequence genetic background governing the host's immune re-
analysis of conserved and divergent regions of the sponse and by the cell cycle-dependent expression of
viral genomes. In general, these types of comparisons regulatory factors. However, another possible expla-
indicate that the SIV are very similar to their human nation might be the influence of certain exogenous
counterparts (HIV). However, SIVsmn, SIVmac and cofactors in determining progression of HIV-related
HIV-2 appear to form a subgroup of more closely disease. Infection by an immunosuppressive pathogen
related viruses (80 to 100% similar) that are divergent like cytomegalovirus, in addition to HIV, or the use of
(50% dissimilar) from HIV-1. SIVmnd6 is equally re- immunomodulating drugs could compromise normal
lated to HIV-1, HIV-2 and SIVmac. A retrovirus iso- defenses so that an individual cannot resist HIV in-
late recently isolated from a chimpanzee caught in the fection. It is also possible that regulatory proteins
wild appears to be more similar to HIV-1 than to HIV- specified by other viruses could influence the replica-
2,6 but further characterization is needed. Perhaps the tion of HIV. Superinfection of cells carrying the HIV
most consistent interpretation of the existing data is genome with DNA viruses from the herpes and papova
that the transmission of a primate lentivirus (SIV) to groups can result in activation of HIV expression."3

humans (HIV-2) was followed by its rapid evolution Also infection of B cells with Epstein-Barr virus or
(HIV-1) and explosive escape from an isolated human infection of other cell types with HTLV-l increases
population.7 This and other theories that attempt to their susceptibility to the infection, replication and
describe the origin of HIV-1 and HIV-2 will be contin- cytopathicity of HIV-1.
ually tested as additional seroepidemiologic and mo- The CD4-bearing helper-inducer T lymphocyte (T4
lecular data become available, cell) was initially identified as the specific target of

Understanding the biologic heterogeneity among HIV infection because of its selective depletion in
isolates of HIV-1 and the mechanism of evolution, or vivo. When the CD4 gene is inserted and expressed in
selection of isolates with altered properties in the host certain CD4-negative human cells, normally resistant
over time, remains the greatest challenge in the de- to HIV, they become susceptible to infection and form
velopment of antiviral and vaccine strategies. The multinucleated giant cells. Antibodies directed against
specific clinical condition and rate of progression of the amino-terminal region of the CD4 molecule block
AIDS have been associated with the prevalence of HIV-1 binding and syncytia formation and prevent
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the spread of infection. The CD4 molecule is present may proceed by a CD4 receptor-independent mecha-
primarily on the surface of certain T lymphocytes, nism.'8
bone marrow progenitor cells and monocytes and mac- The most consistent feature of the pathogenesis of
rophages. In addition the expression of low levels of HIV infection is the gradual decrease of the CD4+ T
CD4 on the surface of a variety of nonhematopoietic lymphocyte from the circulation. Extensive virus rep-
cells, including epidermal Langerhans cells, follicular lication and cytopathicity require allogeneic lympho-
dendritic cells of the lymph nodes and certain cells of cyte stimulation or activation. The gradual loss of
the central nervous system appears to explain their CD4+ cells could be explained by activation of only a
susceptibility to HIV infection."4 However, infection subset of cells at any one time or by the requirement
of fetal brain cells, glial cell lines and colorectal cells, of multiple stimuli to activate different lymphocyte
which do not express detectable surface CD4, suggests subsets, leading to their destruction by HIV. Depletion
that another mechanism could also be responsible for of CD4± lymphocytes by HIV may be caused by single
viral entry.' 5  cell killing or the formation of multinucleated giant

The extent of virus replication also depends on the cells. The process of HIV cytopathicity involves dis-
specific host interaction with the virus. HIV strains ruption of the integrity of the cell and interference
differ not only in their ability to productively infect with normal cellular metabolic processes. The major
various human cell types but also in the level of virus cytopathic effect observed in vitro under some exper-
production once infection has taken place. Established imental conditions is the formation of multinucleated
T cell lines expressing similar amounts of CD4 antigen giant cells (syncytia), a result of the interaction of the
show varying degrees of virus production, indicating virus envelope glycoproteins in gp120 and gp4l, and
that intracellular mechanisms influence the ability of the CD4 molecule on the surface of susceptible cells.
different HIV strains to replicate. In addition a virus The multinucleated giant cells undergo ballooning
that grows in one established T cell line will replicate degeneration, which is probably caused by a disruption
in other T cell lines but not necessarily in B cells or in the activity of membrane-associated ion pumps
macrophages. However, other virus isolates, particu- (Na+, K'ATPase and K' channels). Alternatively the
larly those isolated from the brain, grow best in mac- cytopathic mechanism may involve an increase in
rophages and not in established human T cell lines.'6  membrane permeability to cations, particularly Ca*2 ,
Moreover the blood isolates are often cytopathic in which alters the plasma membrane electrical poten-
peripheral blood mononuclear cells, unlike most brain tial, depresses synthesis of phosphatidylcholine and
isolates. diacylglycerol and interferes with second messenger

The susceptibility of astrocytes and oligodendro- activity."3 However, cell fusion is only one of several
cytes to HIV infection demonstrates the neurotropism explanations for cell loss after acute infection with
of HIV and its similarity to the lentiviruses suggests HIV. The release of virus particles may directly dis-
a mechanism by which HIV can directly cause neu- rupt membrane integrity, leading to the change in
rologic damage.' In addition de novo synthesis of permeability described above. In addition there is a
immunoglobulin directed against HIV present in the direct correlation of cytopathicity with the accumu-
cerebrospinal fluid confirms that certain cells within lation of unintegrated viral DNA in infected cells
the central nervous system (CNS) are infected early similar to that observed with the other lentiviruses.
after the initial infection. Despite these observations The loss of T helper cells disrupts normal cellular
little is known concerning HIV neurotropism and how immune function and eventually leads to loss of the
the virus actually gains access to the CNS in infected control of fungal, protozoal and other viral opportun-
individuals. However, brain isolates replicate more istic infections or unopposed proliferation of virus-
efficiently in cells of the macrophage-monocyte line- transformed and malignant cells. In addition the role
age, indicating that neurotropism of HIV may be of T helper lymphocytes is impaired in HIV-infected
coupled with macrophage tropism. It is generally be- individuals in the regulation of B cell responses to
lieved that HIV crosses a compromised blood-brain soluble antigens. Polyclonal activation of B cells re-
barrier within infected macrophages. Alternatively ex- sults in hypergammaglobulinemia and an impaired
tracellular virus may reach the cerebrospinal fluid ability to initiate a new antibody response. CD8+
after replication in cells of the choroid plexis. In the lymphocytes can suppress HIV replication without
developing nervous system virus shed from the in- killing the infected cells." One mechanism responsible
fected mother may cross the placenta and directly for this antiviral effect is the production by CD8+
infect partially differentiated precursor cells. HIV in- cells of a cytokine with anti-HIV activity. Because the
fection of human glial cell lines is not blocked by level of CD8+ lymphocytes remains relatively elevated
treatment with monoclonal antibody to the gp120- during the course of infection, the extent of antiviral
binding epitope of CD4 or by a soluble form of CD4, activity would depend on the function of a subgroup
suggesting that infection of certain cells of the CNS of the CD8+ population.
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HIV infection of monocytes and macrophages may tion by several immunologic mechanisms. Additional
disturb antigen presentation and local immune phe- indirect mechanisms may also play an important role
nomena. Such a loss of immunosurveillance in the in HIV-1 cytopathicity, particularly in AIDS demen-
lung could predispose a child to Pneumocystis carinii tia. Certain neurotropic strains of HIV-1 that lack-
pneumonia and contribute to the development of direct lymphocytopathic effects can infect macro-
lymphoid interstitial pneumonitis. Persistent and la- phages, which may release toxic cytokines. Disease
tent infection of tissue-specific macrophages may also induction in the brain could involve specific inhibition
play a role in the chronicity and progressive nature of or interference of neuronal growth by these cytokines
HIV infection. One important biologic characteristic or directly by the viral envelope glycoprotein.'
of retroviruses in general, and lentiviruses in particu- STRUCTURE AND LIFE CYCLE OF HIV
lar, is their ability to establish a persistent or latent
infection throughout the life of the host. This is ac- The structure of HIV typifies the morphologic com-

complished by integration of a DNA copy of the viral position of retroviruses in general and lentiviruses in

genome into the host chromosomal DNA. Very little particular2 1 (Fig. 1). H," has a cylindrical eccentric
cell-free virus is found in infected persons, and fewer core, or nucleoid, containing the diploid RNA genome

than 1% of circulating lymphocytes harbor an HIV associated with a basic nucleic acid-binding protein
provirus 9 or express detectable HIV messenger RNA. p9 (M, 9000) and the reverse transcriptase (RT). The
Therefore systemic spread of HIV during the acute capsid antigen p24 encloses the nucleoid components,
infection must be followed by restricted virus replica- completing the nucleocapsid structure. The matrix

tion imposed by dominant viral or cell-specific factors. antigen p17 surrounds the core of the virus and lines
HIV infection in macrophages isolated throughout the the inner surface of the envelope of HIV. The surface

body, but particularly those isolated from the CNS, of the virion displays external knoblike structures

are thought to contribute to HIV persistence because formed by the envelope glycoprotein gpl20. The trans-
of their refractoriness to the cytolytic effect of HIV. membrane protein gp41 has both external and internal

In addition the infected monocyte or macrophage in domains. It anchors the external gpl20 to the viral
the CNS may be protected from immunologic me- envelope. The lipid bilayer is derived from the host

diated clearance. In certain cases a small percentage cell plasma membrane.

of infected T lymphocytes may survive the cytopathic HIV attaches to cells through a specific interaction
effects of HIV and lead to a chronic low level produc- of the viral envelope glycoprotein (gp120) and the cell

tion of virus. The persistence of HIV can be demon- surface-associated CD4 molecule (Fig. 2). The trans-

strated in vitro by activation of virus replication with membrane component gp4l of the envelope gene prod-
halogenated pyrimidines or by mitogens (pokeweed uct noncovalently interacts with gp120 and plays a
mitogen), certain growth factors or monokines (tumor role in virus-cell and cell-cell fusion events. Together
necrosis factor alpha and granulocyte or monocyte these surface components of HIV are responsible for

colony-stimulating factor) or concomitant infection virion binding of CD4-bearing cells and for syncytia
with other viruses such as Epstein-Barr virus, HTLV- formation between infected and uninfected cells. Pen-

I, cytomegalovirus, hepatitis B virus, human herpes- etration of the virus capsid into the cell probably
virus type 6 or herpes simplex virus."' In addition occurs by fusion of the viral and cellular membranes.
latency may result from the down-regulation of HIV Species-specific cellular factors are important for this
expression by specific virus-encoded proteins or the event, because murine cells with the human CD4

influence of cell type-specific factors."9  antigen bind but do not take up HIV. However, noth-

The immunologic response of the host may also ing is currently known about the characteristics of

contribute to the observed immune abnormalities, such cellular infectivity factors.
Autoantibodies produced against the specific fusion Once the virus core is internalized and partially
complex between the HIV envelope protein (gp120)
and cell surface receptor (CD4 molecule) have been
detected."' In addition autoantibodies to neoantigens, ev 9P1

induced or modified by the virus infection of lympho-
cytes, may contribute to the immunologic disorder. p 4--
Cytotoxic T cells that attack both infected and unin- 9 p 17

fected CD4+ cells and activation of suppressor T cells P9

have also been implicated. Finally antibodies that PW W
enhance viral infection through a complement-de- RNA IN

pendent mechanism have been detected."' Binding FiG. 1. Schematic representation of the morphologic structure
free gpl20 in the circulation to the surface of unin- of HIV-l, including the env, gag and pol gene products. PRO.
fected CD4+ cells may sensitize these cells to destruc- protease; RT, reverse transcriptase; IN, integrase.
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the messenger RNAs (xnRNAs) fnr gng and gag-po)
ENV precursors and for the viral genomes found in the

STmature virion. The singly spliced transcript encodes
the envelope components. Multiply spliced transcripts

Ku\ ,'-Y t NA. r v,.U are translated into regulatory proteins that are not
""GAGowy generally found in the viral particle but that have aC04 ENV roe"OMr$ git tw eeal on ntevrlpril u hthv

___0__ VpU significant effect on virus expression.23 The proportion
-a .-. ,,AT VPRTEv of each type of viral mRNA reaching the cytoplasm is
[aasp N. • determined by another virus-specific protein encodedIs lR ,E ÷ ,,Ti by the rev gene of HIV.

dS 0 m•""• Morphogenesis involves formation of a ribonucleo-
Se• Y-- protein core consisting of a dimer of identical mole-

A -cules complexed with gag and pol gene products. This
core structure buds from the cellular membrane, ac-

FiG. 2. Life cycle of HIV (see text for details). quiring a coat of virus envelope glycoprotein and a
cellular lipid bilayer. During this process specific
cleavage of the internal core components by the viral

uncoated, a virus-specific polymerase (reverse tran- protease completes the maturation process before the
scriptase) converts the single stranded viral RNA into next cycle of infection. Cell-to-cell spread of HIV,
double stranded linear DNA. This activity is charac- independent of virus release, can also occur through
teristic of all retroviruses and is the basis for their the fusion or syncytia formation of infected cell
name. The DNA product is translocated from the and an uninfected cell.
cytoplasm to the nucleus. Although the direct precur- The various laboratory methods available for the
sor for the integrated proviral DNA has not been diagnosis of HIV-1 infection and isolation are listed
identified, recent findings implicate the linear mole- in Table 1. Clinically useful tests such as the enzyme-
cules as the critical substrate for this reaction.2 2 Proc- linked immunosorbent assay and Western blot assay
essing by the virus-specific integrase is required for measure antibodies to the major structural proteins of
insertion into the host's chromosome. the virus or the antigens themselves. The enzymatic

HIV gene expression proceeds via synthesis of viral assay for RT is generally used to detect infectious
transcripts (messenger RNA) with the use of host cell virus in cell culture after cocultivation of patient pe-
RNA polymerase II and other cellular and viral tran- ripheral blood mononuclear cells, plasma or cerebro-
scriptional factors. Full length transcripts comprise spinal fluid with susceptible cells.

TABLE 1. Methods of HIV detection

SensitivityTarget (Specificity) Comments

Detection of antiviral antibody
ELISA Viral lysate 99.3-99.7% (population dependent) Licensed clinical assay

Recombinant protein
Synthetic peptide

Immunoblot (WB) Proteins of disrupted virus Similar to ELISA (WB specificity Supplementary and confirmatory;
99.4-100%) WB combined with ELISA

done in blood donor population
false negatives = 1/250 000

IFA Inactivated HIV-infected cells
RIPA Metabolically or chemically Similar to ELISA Research tool

radiolabeled viral protein
Particle agglutination Antigen-coated latex beads Similar to ELISA Rapid assay

Fixed red blood cells On-site testing
Detection of virus or antigen

Whole virus-cell culture (lymphoid Isolation of infectious virus 70-98% (laboratory dependent) Expensive, time-intensive, usu-
cells and plasma) ally combined with protein

ELISA or IFA
Protein-ELISA, Western blot, IFA, Monoclonal or polyclonal an- 50-100 pg/ml for p24

RIPA tivirus antibody
Antibody bound to solid sup-

port
Detection of nucleic acid
Direct

Southern blot Proviral DNA 1 copy/10b cells Integrated and unintegrated
DNA

Northern blot Viral or mRNA 1 copy/10' cells Viral gene expression
Indirect PCR Proviral DNA or cDNA copy 1 copy/ 10 cells Early neonatal detection

of virion RNA Low level detection
ELISA, enzyme-linkvd imrunoaor'oent assay; WB. Western blot; WFA, imrmunofluorescent asseay; 11l1'A, radioimmunoprecipitation assay; eDNA, complernentar. DNA.
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In certain patients infection with HIV-1 may be The genomic organization of all HIVs is very simi
difficult to determine by antibody or antigen enzyme- except that the vpu gene in HIV- I is replaced by
linked immunosorbent assay or virus isolation tech- alternative gene, vpx, in HIV-2 and in all SIVs ex(
niques because of latent infection or the presence of SIVmnd and SIVcpz.
high-titered, passively acquired antibody (e.g. neo- Considerable genetic variation exists among ir
nates). In these circumstances it is possible to detect pendent isolates of HIV-1 from different individt
HIV-1 DNA and RNA directly from cells of the pa- and between sequential isolates from the same ii
tient by the polymerase chain reaction (PCR).2' This vidual.' Most isolates that have been sequenced st
technique is used to amplify a specific HIV gene nucleotide divergence of 6 to 10% over the en
sequence present in very low copy number. The am- genome. However, variation in the envelope prott
plified segment of the HIV genome is identified by among HIVs can be as much as 26%. In general vi
molecular hybridization techniques with a synthetic introduced into a new host undergoes more molect
complementary DNA probe. PCR is capable of detect- change than virus maintained in the same host.
ing a single virus-positive cell in 1VO cells, early in
virus infection and before seroconversion. Because of
its sensitivity PCR could be adapted to the routine HIV-1 wI
screening of asymptomatic high risk individuals, such -P) W'PW -
as infants born to seropositive mothers, or for moni- .. I
toring the effect of antiviral therapy. If the sensitivity %a 2

and specificity of PCR for detection of HIV-1 proviral SIVcpz r-W&W-71
sequences can be confirmed, this technique should
prove to be an important diagnostic and prognostic ". tool. ~HIV-2"' ""
tool. 3-

GENOMIC ORGANIZATION AND DIVERSITY SiVmac W I

The basic organization of the HIV genome is similar
to the genetic structure of all other retroviruses (Fig.
3). Essential regulatory sequences, called long termi- low

nal repeats (LTRs), are present at both ends of the SIVagm
provirus. The retroviral LTRs contain control ele- , 7 ib=.;-7
ments that direct and regulate expression of the viral ' I
genome. Four major regions have been identified in SiVsm tat I

the HIV-1 LTR (Fig. 4): (1) the promoter, where RNA 1 -1-C4 ýP: -"f
synthesis is initiated by binding of a cellular RNA ,-77ii"

polymerase; (2) an enhancer element subject to viral SIVmnd
and cellular controls; (3) a negative regulatory ele- ---
ment; and (4) the trans-acting (TAT) response region ,, .-.
(TAR) that is affected by the tat gene product also
encoded by the virus. Additional regulatory elements
include a TATA box and multiple Spl binding se- 0 4 it 6 ,

iuncles ao TATAh boxlulr fanmtil c bindang pssey -FiG. 3. Comparison of the different genomic maps of hur
quences to which cellular factors can bind and possibly and primate immunodeficiency viruses.

influence transcription. The 3' LTR specifies the ad-

dition of a polyadenylate tail to RNA transcripts,
which influences their processing and export from the Viral Factors

nucleus into the cytoplasm of the infected cell. Be- rWF VPR TAT TEV REV
tween the two LTR sequences are the gag and env (a (® ®( e-a
genes, encoding the viral structural proteins, and the R I

pol gene, which specifies the replicative enzymes of
the virus. Each of these genes encodes a polyprotein DNA A .•g K p "' ,- f Transport
precursor that is specifically processed into the differ- Splicing
ent structural proteins and replicative enzymes found 0 (® (G)
in the mature infectious virion. In addition, the HIV Other T cell DNAViruses Activation Damage

genome contains unique genes that encode nonvirion L.D__g
proteins that function within the cell to control virus Gellviar Factors
replication (vpr, tat, rev, tev, nef) and genes involved Fir. 4. Regulation of HIV gene expression. NRS, negative
in virus transmission (vpu) and infectivity (vif). 24,2 ulatory sequence; RRE, rev response element
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ditionally molecular variants isolated from a single and mannosidases to yield the gpl60 protein. About
individual clearly evolved from one another or from a 85% of this protein is targeted to lysosomes and de-
common precursor virus and do not represent concom- graded, while further processing in the Golgi appara-
itant infection by independent or unrelated viruses.26  tus. This includes proteolytic processing by a cellular
The rate of evolution of HIV-I in persistently infected protease, addition of fucose and sialic acid residues,

S patients has been estimated to be at least 10-3 nucleo- oligomerization to trimers or tetramers and transport
tide/site/year in env and 10-4 in gag.27 Furthermore to the plasma membrane. At this point the envelope
the changes seen in env are usually larger mutations protein may undergo one of the three fates: (1) the
involving deletions, insertions or duplications, SU-TM complex may interact with the gag-pol-RNA
whereas in gag and pol most are point mutations. complex to assemble into a virus particle; (2) the SU-

HIV replication includes three steps at which mu- TM complex on the infected cell may interact with
tations are likely to be introduced into the genome. CD4 on uninfected lymphocytes, leading to cell-cell
The viral DNA polymerase is error-prone and lacks a fusion; interaction of the SU-TM complex with CD4
correcting mechanism usually associated with cellular on the same cell may also occur and contribute to
polymerases.' Also errors can be compounded during cytotoxicity; (3) SU may be released from TM and the
subsequent second strand synthesis, which follows the free SU molecule may interact with uninfected CD4+
conversion of virus RNA into a single stranded DNA lymphocytes. Mutations that affect virus attachment
intermediate. Finally the cellular RNA polymerase (gpl20) or virus-mediated cell fusion (gp4l) or drugs
that forms the new viral genome from the DNA pro- which alter glycosylation patterns disrupt the normal
virus which is also incapable of error correction. To- infectivity of HIV (Fig. 6).
gether these effects have been estimated to introduce The gag gene encodes a polyprotein precursor mo-
one mutation per virus replication cycle. Many of lecular (Pr55gag) that is cleaved into the major struc-
these mutations are either lethal to the virus and tural components of the virus capsid (p17 and p24)
eliminated, or occur in a part of a virus protein that and core components (p15, further processed to p9

has a limited functional role. However, certain geno- and p6 ) surrounding the virion RNA. During synthesis
types may arise by these mechanisms or through ge- of Pr55gag the fatty acid myristate (C14:0) is cotrans-
netic recombination2 that significantly affects impor- lationally attached to the amino-terminal end (p17)
tant biologic properties, including tissue and cell type of the precursor molecule. Myristoylation of Pr55gag
specificity, virulence and clinical spectrum of disease, is required for production of infectious virions.3 ' The
immune responsiveness and resistance or sensitivity change in hydrophobicity of the protein conferred by
to antiviral agents. addition of the fatty acid moiety effects virion assem-

REPLICATION OF HIV bly by directing the spatial aggregation and processing

The envelope gene (env) codes for a polyprotein of the polyprotein precursor at the membrane neces-

(p85), which is glycosylated (gpl60) and processed to sary for maturation and budding of the virus from the
form the surface virion envelope glycoprotein (gp120 cell. Protein-N-myristoylation requires the cellular

or SU) and a noncovalently associated transmem- enzyme N-myristoyl transferase32 and a conserved
brane glycoprotein (gp41 or TM).24 The gpl20 mole- recognition sequence, Gly-X-X-X-Ser/Tyr, at the

cule contains specific amino acid domains responsible amino terminus of the capsid precursor protein. Sub-

for CD4 binding and virus-host interactions (Fig. 5). stitution or deletion of the amino-terminal glycine

Other domains have been mapped in gpl20 that are (Gly) residue prevents myristoylation and virus rep-

important for interaction with gp4l. The gp4l mole- lication. Although virus structural proteins can be

cule contains stretches of amino acids analogous to detected by immunologic techniques, no virus particles

the fusogenic domains of paramyxoviruses° and plays are identified by biochemical or electron microscopic

an important role in syncytia formation and perhaps methods. The two virion proteins, p9 and p6, are

in cell-to-cell spread of HIV. Fusion, mediated by derived from p15, which is processed from the carboxyl

gp41, is probably also necessary for penetration of the terminus of Pr55gag. The p9 molecule contains mul-
viral core into the interior of the cell. Another domain tiple cysteine residues that probably help to form
of gp4l spans the membrane and anchors the envelope specific secondary structures similar to other metallo-
molecule (gpl20) onto the infected cell or virus parti- binding proteins (Zn 2 + fingers) involved in nucleic acid
cle. Additional domains of gp4l are critical for cell binding.33 The proline-rich virion core-associated pro-
killing and for replication in cells of a particular tein, p6 , is involved in the release of the binding
species. particle.

Glycosylation involving asparagine linkage of com- A second polyprotein precursor, Prl60gag-pol, con-
plex carbohydrates and specific proteolytic cleavage tains the gag, protease, polymerase and integrase gene
of the envelope protein of HIV-1 to SU and TM is products translated from the same genomic RNA mes-
host cell-mediated. The high mannose forms of the sage as the gag polyprotein Pr55gag. However, the pol
envelope protein are trimmed by cellular glycosidases components are produced by ribosomal frame-shifting
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FiG. 6. The gp120 molecuie contains specific amino acid domains responsible for CD4 binding and virus-Boot interactions. Reproducedfrom Reference 10 with permission.

•,,•• • •along the mRNA during translation that brings the

(~~j)overlapping, out-of-phase, gag and pot genes into
translational phase.3" HIV frame-shifting is mediated

Sirs by short, linear, homopolymeric sequences and possi-
c04 bly a downstream stem-loop structure in the viral

RNA.• In the mature virion the gag and pol products.are present in a ratio of about 20:1. The pol part of

So T• t t • •1 the message actually encodes three proteins that are
Stj •• /•cleaved from the larger precursor molecule (Pr1G0gag-

'r,._• •i• i'•Self-dimerization of the gag-pol precursor at the cell

"'ii membrane is thought to lead to the autocatalytic
• o• • _• U •activation of the virus-specific protease, which is re-

(~) ugo.ce~i. ~quired for further processing of Pr1G0gag-pol as well
as Pr55gag. 35 The viral protease is an aspartyl protein-

ase that is necessary for normal morphogenesis anc
FIG. 6. Schematic representation of the synthesis and process- infectious virus particle production. In the absence ot

ing of the HIV envelope glycoprotein. protease activity resulting from mutation, deletion oi

6 IS A V T •
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inhibitory drugs, noninfectious and morphologically both ends (LTR). It moves by an unknown mechanism
aberrant virus particles lacking electron-dense cores to the nucleus of the infected cell, where integration
are formed. Myristoylation of Pr160gag-pol has also into the host chromosome takes place. The viral in-
been described and is postulated to affect the phos- tegrase (M, 31 000 protein) cleaved from the carboxy
phorylation and processing of the polyprotein through terminus cf the gag-pol precursor functions to remove
an influence on localization and orientation of the the two terminal nucleotides of the provirus in prep-
molecule at the cell membrane3' (Fig. 7). aration for integration. Integrase-defective mutants of

Cleavage of the gag-pol precursor by a functional HIV fail to replicate efficiently in T lymphocytes.
protease releases the DNA-dependent RNA polymer- There are conflicting data as to the necessity for
ase (RT) and integrase. The virus RT has an associ- integration for subsequent steps in the virus life cycle.
ated ribonuclease H activity, which forms a replication REGULATION OF REPLICATION
complex responsible for synthesis of a DNA copy
(provirus) of the viral RNA genome during early stages The control of HIV replication is modulated
of HIV infection. Initiation of DNA synthesis begins through the interplay of HIV-encoded regulatory gene
with the specific primer, tRNA1 Y", bound by the polym- products (tat, rev, tev, vpr and nef) and specific se-
erase. This is followed by the addition of deoxynucleo- quences present in the viral RNA or provirus.*' 9 It is
tides to the 3' end of the transfer RNA primer. Elon- possible that activation or repression of virus life
gation proceeds through the further addition of nude- cycle-specific events are influenced by cellular factors
otides to the 3' end of the growing chain in an orde- or proteins produced by other pathogens. Each regu-
complementary to the viral RNA. This enlongation latory protein reacts either directly with a specific
reaction is inhibited by dideoxynucleoside analogs nucleotide sequence present in the genome or virus-
such as azidothymidine, dideoxycytidine and dideox- specific RNA transcript, or directly via additional
yinosine.3 7 Conversion to the active triphosphate form factors present in the cell. The regulatory protein is
by cellular enzymes is required, however, before these said to act in trans if it produces an effect at a distance
exogenously added analogs can terminate DNA elon- (e.g., through a protein product). A response sequence
gation. Once incorporated, they terminate this process that affects adjacent genes is said to be cis-acting.
because they lack the 3-hydroxyl group needed for the Individually or in concert these regulatory functions
addition of the next nucleotide. Isolates of HIV with influence the rate of viral replication and thcrefore
reduced sensitivity to azidothymidine or dideoxyino- determine the development of a cytopthic infection
sine have been isolated from patients after prolonged or viral persistence and latency.
therapy.' In some cases azidothymidine (or dideox- The level of HIV replication is profoundly affected
yinosine) resistance is caused by mutations in the by activation of a resting lymphocyte. Resting T cells
reverse transcriptase. However, additional studies are are nonpermissive for the replication of HIV- 1 despite
required to determine the clinical significance of drug efficient binding of the virus to the CD4 receptor
resistance, molecule displayed at the surface of the cell. T cell

After initial DNA synthesis has occurred at the 5' activation is important for virus penetration. It is also
end of the genome, the polymerase jumps to an iden- speculated that the infecting virus is maintained in an
tical sequence (LTR) repeated at the 3' end of a unintegrated form before activation of the resting
second genome. The partially formed DNA strand lymphocyte. Once the host cell is activated, inducible
continues to elongate until a complete DNA copy of host transcription factors stimulate a low level of early
the RNA is removed or degraded during the synthesis HIV-1 gene expression.
of the second DNA strand by the ribonuclease H The initial mRNA molecules that reach the cyto-
activity. The completed provirus is now double plasm are exclusively multiply spliced (-2-kilobase)
stranded DNA containing duplicated sequences at messages that encode the HIV-I-regulatory gene prod-

ucts. Once the tat protein is produced it effects a

S V-, "A .,b- S0.... W _ potent positive feedback of HIV gene expression. tat
- -• •- acts by enhancing the rate of transcription of all

sequences linked to the HIV LTR. The cis-acting
0- )' target sequence, designated TAR, is a hairpin loop

structure formed within the HIV-1 LTR from nucle-
otides 1 to 45."9"39 The TAR sequence may also play a
role in translation regulation. Interesting recent data

...-.. -, .suggest that tat may be exported from infected cells
and taken up by uninfected cells, tat may also have

s o ... effects on cellular gene expression and has been im-
plicated as an immune suppressor molecule or a par-

Fic. 7. Hypothetical pathway of HIV assembly. acrine growth factor important for the development
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of Kaposi's sarcoma.4" By interacting with the TAR- fold) nonspecific trans-activating activity on g
containing RNA, tat can facilitate transcriptio , at an expression that may occur at a transcriptional or p
initiation or elongation step. translational step.

In contrast to the positive effect of the regulatory The function of vpu is also not clearly understx
protein tat on HIV replication, the nef gene product Unlike the other genes of HIV-1, no reading fri
has been reported to down-regulate transcription from analogous to vpu has been found in the genomn
the HIV-1 LTR by interfering with cellular signaling HIV-2 or SIV. Despite being found in signific
or by activating factors that interact with a negative amounts in virus-producing cells, vpu is not fount
regulatory sequence in the LTR."' nef binds and hy- the cell-free virion. Processing of viral precursor I
drolyzes guanosine triphosphate, suggesting that it teins are unaffected by the absence of vpu, and
may belong to the family of signal-transducing pro- differences are detected in the protein compositiol
teins. Mutations in the nef gene produce viruses that wild-type or mutant virions. However, virus relh
replicate to higher titers in tissue culture than the from cultures producing vpu-defective virus was foi
wild-type virus under at least some experimental con- to be delayed, resulting in the intracellular accui
ditions."2 However, the role of nef in vivo remains to lation of viral proteins. This suggests that vpu r
be determined. function in the release of virus particles from infet

The transition from early regulatory gene expres- cells.' Viral proteins assembled in the absence of
sion to HIV structural gene expression is determined are also morphologically immature compared v
by the effect of the rev gene product. It is a 19-kilobase those assembled in the presence of vpu.
phosphorylated protein that is localized in the nucleo- Similarly the function of vpx is poorly defined. 'I
lus of virus-expressing cells. Expression of the rev gene is present in HIV-2, SIVmac, SIVsm and
protein induces the appearance of cytoplasmic un- agm but not in HIV-1, SIV cpz or SIVmnd. It enco
spliced (gag-pol) and singly spliced (env) viral mRNAs a M, 14 000 to 16 000 protein that is a major vii
and decreases the expression of multiply spliced RNAs component which has sequence similarity with the
that encode the viral regulatory proteins, rev appears protein. The vpx protein is dispensible for virus i
to function by activating the nuclear export of a lication in most cell types but may augment infect
constitutively expressed pool of incompletely spliced of primary lymphocytes and."
viral RNAs that are no',mally excluded from the cy- The vif gene product is also poorly characterizec
toplasm of the cell.19 It is unclear whether this is a is a M, 23 000 protein found in the cytoplasm
result of an interaction with the RNA splicing or infected cells. The vif protein enhances the abilit,
transport machinery or whether these processes are virus that has budded from one cell to infect anot
in fact separable. Each of the mRNAs for the struc- cell. However, vif is not required for transmissior
tural genes contains negative cis-acting sequences that virus via cell-cell fusion. HIV strains with mutati
act to mark the particular RNA species for splicing, that inactivate vif make morphologically normal
or perhaps degradation, in the absence of rev. rev can rions that carry a full complement of RNA, enzyi
interact directly with a complex secondary structure and structural proteins but infect cells 100-fold
designated the rev response element, which is located efficiently."'7 Recently it has been suggested that
within the HIV-1 env gene. Viral mRNAs are then may encode a protease that cleaves a small pep,
displaced into the cytoplasm from the nucleus and from the carboxyl terminal tail of the TM envel
away from the NRS effect. In addition rev may be glycoprotein.
responsible for a generalized defect in host mRNA An additional protein with potential regulatory
processing observed after HIV infection of tissue cul- tivity has been designated viral protein T (vpt).*
ture cells.23  presumed to be synthesized by a ribosomal fra

Recently, a M, 26 000 fusion product, designated shifting event. However, its function remains obsc
tev or tnv, has been described which is encoded from REFERENCES
the first tat exon, an exon overlapping the env gene,and the second rev exon.* This protein retains func- L* Barr•-Sinousai F. Cherman .JC. Reay F, et al. Isolation of

lymphotropic retrovirus from a patient at risk for acqi
tional properties of both the tat and rev products. immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS). Science 1983;220:86%
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of infection, but it appears to accelerate and amplify cytopathic retroviruses from San Francisco patients with A

Science 1984;225:840-2.
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